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A Philosophical Justification for Inclusion of a Unit of Prejudice
to Preface Afro-American History Study (or any minority study)

Can there be doubt that a major objective of any Afro-American History course
is to help bridge 'the gap of misunderstanding between Blacks and whites? As
teachers, I'm sure we.hope that an emphasis in our classes of the significance
of Blacks as people and as Americans, socially and historically, will somewhat
redeem the previous failings of whites which has largely contributed to the
plight of Blacks today.

I contend that much of an Afro-American course will be misunderstood or even
rejected by Anglo students unless foundations are established to insure
relevancy. There can be.little awareness of the Blacks' struggles for
respect, unless students first understand prejudice and its ramifications.
Consequently, I propose that each teacher of Afro-American History preface
such studies by first discussing prejudice.

I believe such a unit lends to current social'reievancies and, thus, would
be inherently self-motivating. I think too, it would stimulate interest'in
Black history by answering the usual, expected questions such as "Can't
Negroes just get some ambition and work hard?" "Why don't they take advantage
of their education?" "Who says I'm part of the problem; What did I ever do?"
"I don't dislike Negroes; I'm not prejudiced. Why should I be responsible for
what other people did?"

In talking with teachers from other areas, mostly those who have taught or
who are teaching Black studies, their chief complaint is that their efforts
meet with student rejection or complacency. Complacency because they probably
fail to recognize the relevance, and rejection because they're afraid the
recognition may necessitate a change from their rooted attitudes and this
effort can be quite painful.

A prefacing unit on prejudice is designed to counteract such problems. It
would be expected that a student would have to physically remove himself from
the class in order not to become involved. Also, there are built in safety
options that the teacher can use to help encourage the student to continue his
involvement particularly at those critical and painful periods when staying
involved would require personal action.

Prejudice is firmly rooted in history. Its corrosive sludge has mired Blacks
from achieving their deserved dignity and pride. Yet, somehow superhumanly,
Blacks have contributed enormously to humanity, particularly to the civilization
of America. Hopefully efforts via Afro-American History will further enhance
the esteem of Black people around the world.

YP4- T. R. Gill
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Preface to Teacher

This curriculum is not a final authority. The limitations of time, talent,
knowledge and resources demand that what appears be considered primarily as
suggestions and as encouragement for adaptionto the uniqueness of your
situation and abilities.

Originally the Prejudice unit was intended as a "mini;" simply to help
students cope with the usual, strong resistence to the dynamics of change.
My assumption was-that in the study of Afro-American History certain
occasions would lend to introspection,- which, in turn, would cause many
to resist further involvement. Such is the nature of humans. (Sections
IV, V and VI of the Prejudice Unit give much consideration to this point.)
If, however, the student was already apprised of the usual normal human
tendency to resist change, particularly attitudinal, he might then be able
to cope through the struggle to new perceptions and perspectives.

As I researched, however, I realized the real advantage to verify and
validate certain premises. Of course, this has led to a much more inclusive
Prejudice Unit than originally intended. Nevertheless, I wish to emphasize
that what appears could be greatly enriched by further research. This is
not to belittle any of the subject matter because it has the high regard of.
many who are considered experts in such fields as history, psychology,
psychiatry, sociology anthropology, etc.

At the outset I strongly suggest that you first determine the time available
for this unit in relation to your semester goals. I do not feel that for
your study to be successful all areas must be covered. Choose what is most
appropriate and oslential to your situation. Also consider that some of
the material herein could be considered controversial by the community,
particularly - Prejudice in America Today. (VII)

The committee would be most appreciative of your reporting adaptions and
additions successful to your study. Feel free to call on us if additional
information or service would be beneficial.

Tom Gill



Preface to the Student

Congratulations! As a pioneer you are commended. A joke? No, I'm
quite serious because not only are you taking a class being offered for
the first time, but more significant, you are doing what most students
wouldn't. Something in their personality lacks a certain quality, call
it courage or fortitude, to take such a class because consciously or
unconsciously,.they shy from anything that might "rattle" them and force
changing some set ways of behaving and thinking.

Whatever your reasons for deciding to study Afro-American History, I

hope one of the realizations you've come to is that there must be more to
understanding Black people than what you now know. This is no disgrace.
As a matter of fact it's a good indication, it shows a readiness for adapting
which is essential if you intend to complete this course.

Other schools tell us that the drop out rate is high in Black studies classes.
To reduce this possibility, the Afro-American History curriculum committee
believe that by first studying the phenomenon of Prejudice and by having
a greater understanding of its effect, that you will be better able to cope
with some of the hurdles ahead.

The hurdles are presented not in the material, but in the mental adjusting
necessary to take on new realizations and attitudes. As you know, changing
your opinion about most things is difficult and frequently the resistance
to change is so strong that many find it easier to maintain the old attitude
than to brave the new. You enjoy challenges which is probably one reason
you are taking the class. Don't underestimate the challenges ahead; they
are real, but so too are the rewards.

As you glance through the Table of Contents, I think you will see that some
topics will be of great interest. I hope you find them so and I urge you to
discuss with the teacher those you think would be of most value.



II. Prejudice

A. Definitions and Distinctions:

1. Some definitions of prejudice:

a. Thinking ill of others without sufficient evidence.
b. A feeling, favorable or unfavorable, toward a person

or thing, prior to, or not based on actual experience.
c. A hostile attitude toward a person who belongs to a

group, simply because the/person belongs to that group
and is therefore presumed to have the objectionable
qualities ascribed to that group.

The specific effect of prejudice is to place the object
of the prejudice at some disadvantage not merited by
his own misconduct.

2. Some distinctions in the progressive stages of acting out
prejudice;

a. Antilocution - speaking negatively, usually without
evidence, about the out group member. Most prejudiced
persons never go beyond this milder degree.

b. Avoidance - this stage finds the individual avoiding
members of the disliked group, even when it is at the
considerable cost and inconvenience 3f that individual.

c. Discrimination - here the prejudiced person makes
detrimental distinctions of an active type. He under-
takes to exclude all members of the group in question
from various types of accommodation. (Discrimination is
discussed in greater detail in the following section.)

d. Physical Attack - when a prejudiced personality is
willing to discriminate, he is highly likely, under
conditions of heightened emotion, to resort to acts of
violence or to threaten and cause grave fear.

e. Extermination - lynchings, massacres, and the Hitlerian
program of genocide mart the ultimate degree of violent
expression of prejudice.

.-Considering just the social consequences, much of the idle chatter
'type of prejudice is generally harmless. Unfortunately, however,
especially in today's rapidly paced age, the fateful pr6gression of
stages is ever growing in evidence and frequency.

B. The Predictability (of Prejudice) in Human Nature.

Humans have a natural propensity to prejudge. Everywhere on earth
one finds types of separateness among groups. People usually mate



with their own kind. They eat, play and live in homogeneous groups.
They socialize with their own kind and worship together. Much of.
this is due to nothing more than convenience.
There is no need to turn to another group for companionship. Why
create for ourselves the trouble of adjusting to new languages,
new foods, new cultures, or to those of a different educational
level. It requires much less effort to deal solely with one's own
kind.

Thus, most of the business of life can go on with much less effort
by sticking together. Foreigners and those of a higher or lower
socio- economic class than one's own are a strain. The obvious fact
then is that human groups tend to stay apart. This tendency need
not be ascribed to prejudice. The fact is adequately explained by
the principles of ease, least effort, congeniality and pride in
one's culture.

Once this separatism exists however, tne ground is laid for a sort
of natural progression. People who' stay 2122,31e have few channels
of communication. It is so easy to exaggerate the degree of
difference between groups no less to understand why. Most important
of all, however, the separateness usually leads to genuine conflicts
of interest as well as to many imaginary conflicts of interest
requiring an individual to justify through the various means of
acting out prejudice.

C. Discrimination

Definition:

Discrimination comes about only when we deny to individuals or
groups of people the equality of treatment which they wish to receive.

It occurs when steps are taken to exclude members of an outgroup from
our neighborhood, school, occupation or even the country. Any form of
boycott, neighborhood pressure, legal segregation and "gentlemen's .

agreements" are all devices for discrimination.

"Gentleman's Agreements" are not unique. They account for much of
what is decryed today, particularly the young, hypocrisy; although
many U. S. Court decisions have ruled that discriminatory
practices are illegal, by having gentleman's agreements. Thus,
lip service is given to the law, while actually, the law is being
disregarded.

"Gentleman's Agreements" are considered De Facto (of the fact)
discrimination. De facto is a term popularized by liberals and the
media to indicate a hypocritical situation. De Jure (of the law)
indicates that a legislative or judicial body has formally made or

.

upheld a law.

10



III. The Preiudiced Personality

A. Suggestions for Forming,Personality Test:

If the teacher thinks that a preliminary inventory of the students'
tendency toward prejudice would help stimulate involvement, he ;;light

construct ten questions or so from the following information. In-
cidentally, this information is unvalidated, somewhat "off the top."
It is in the section after this that we will deal with validated,
major characteristics motivating prejudiced personalities. Of course,
questions could be constructed from this section as well.

A strongly prejudiced personality might say "yes" to the following
statements:

1. There's only me right, way to do something.
2. If you're not constantly on guard, someone might make a sucker

out of you.
3. When I think about my behavior, I think I need more discipline

than I get.
4. I often feel that I "get away" with an awful lot.
5. There will always be war; it's part of human nature.
6. Only people a lot like myself have a right to be happy.
7. Generally, there's not enough discipline in our American way of

life.

8. The world is hazardous, and the men in it are basically evil.
9. It would be better if more teachers would be more strict.

10. Those who commit assault, or are convicted criminals are let off
too easily nowadays.

The statements above were constructed based on the following more
commonly understood and accepted personality characteristics of a
prejudiced person:

1. An insecure weak ego
2. Fear of change of his social environment
3. Generally feels threatened by things around him
4. Feels most comfortable when things are definite; when an

authority is in command
5. A need to repress, 'to push out of his mind conflicts that

should be faced more squarely

B. Seven Major Prejudicial Characteristics with an Explanation of
Motivation

These seven are much loss common or understood than the above
mentioned. However; they are considered as the very roots of a



prejudiced personality. Hopefully, with the explanation accompanying
each, you will be codvinced of how easily one can be conditioned for
prejudice.

1. Ambivalence toward Parents
2. Moralism
3. Dichotomization
4. Need for Definiteness
5. Externalization of Conflict
6. Institutionalism
7. Authoritarianism

1. Ambivalence Toward Parents

On the surface, prejudiced people declare that they like their parents,
that their parents did extremely well by them. However, whenever
control groups are established and personality inventories are ad-
ministered, the tests reveal that, underneath the surface approval,
they think their parents were suspicious, hostile, critical and mean.

Just the opposite, however, is true of unprejudiced people. They're
able to openly discuss their parents critically, having positive
and negative characteristics. In other words, they're able to see
their parents realistically. Also, when psychological batteries are
administered, the unprejudiced, those able to verbally, openly,
criticize, are much less negative or severe towards the parents.

Motivation:

Early child training in the home of a prejudiced person consists
mainly of themes of obedience, punishment and actual and/or threat-
ened rejection.. Consequently, a relationship of 22dgr rather than
of los exists. The child learns through imitation, coerced by
reward-punishment or reproof. He is not allowed, given the oppor-
tunity, to fully accept himself'and his failings. Rather, he must
be ever on guard against any slip from grace. In such a family the
child rarely knows just where he stands; a threat hangs over him at
every step. Consequently, he becomes conditioned to doing anything
for the sake of appearance, even when he doesn't have to, as when
he's asked how he feels about his parents, but underneath....

2. Moralism

Most prejudiced personalities take rigidly moralistic views, that
is, they strictly insist at all times without exception on such
things as cleanliness, manners, social conventions, etc. Their
wrath is severe for those who transgress their moral certitudes.

On the other hand, tolerant personalities show much greater acceptance

42



of transgressions on their own moral code of behavior. They condemn
much less frequently, and not because they have no moral code by
which they themselves live, but rather they're much more able to
tolerate human weakness.

Basically, it's a child's early failure to live with his own impulses,
especially when he was made to feel guilty about many of the so normal
behavior patterns of children, such as wetting pants, temper tantrums
or striking out physically. A child who finds his every impulse
wicked is likely to grow up hating himself. Later in life, when he
sees other people's deviancy from conventional moral behavior, he
grows anxious and wants the person punished just as he himself was
punished as a child. Having had to fight "bad" impulses in himself,
he cannot be permissive or lenient towards others.

The tolerant personality differs mainly because although his parents
taught'him conventional behavior, manners, etc. when he transgressed,
they were careful to show DaLa lausaLlsna in theirileyes, but en-
couragement: to try not to tail again. The tolerant peegonality thus
learns to accept evil in his nature, that occasional failings are
expected and that there's no need to get upset or fearful when he sees
evil in others, but- rather to be understanding and compassionate.

3. Dichotomization (thinking only in /km dimensions)

In our discussion in (2) Moralism, we noted how a prejudiced personal-
ity fails to integrate the good and the evil into his own nature. This
lack of congruency or acceptance causes much of the = valued logic,
of the prejudiced person. He sees things strictly as right or wrong,
good or bad, he either approves or disapproves rather than accepting
with compassion or understanding. The prejudiced personality usually
would hold to the following propositions:

1. There are two kinds of people, the weak and the strong
(morally).

2. There's only one right way to do anything.
3. There,are only two kinds of women, the pure and the bad.

A prejudiced personality would probably not concur with the following
poem:

There is so much good in the worst of us
So much bad in the best of us
That it scarcely behooves any of us

. To talk about the rest of us.

A. Need for Definiteness

I hope I've made it clear that prejudiced personalities have a charac-
teristically set, patterned style of thinking about anything. To

13 8



illustrate further, when control groups are administered certain types
of .questions specifically related to tolerance Loz. ambiguity, conclu-
sions reveal that the prejudiced establish a norm for themselves.
Their personality being rigid and requiring stability, manufacture
stability when it does not objectively exist. More tolerant individuals,
by contrast, are able to tolerate ambiguity longer and they usually
take longer to examine evidence before establishing a norm. Another
characteristic of the prejudiced is that they usually cling strictly
to the old and tried solutions; they're considered to provide the
only safe anchorage. The prejudiced also are disinclined to say, "I
don't know!" Paradoxically, they feel more secure when they know all
the answers.

Thus, the prejudiced personality demands a clear cut structure in his
world; even if it is a narrow and inadequate structure. Where there
is no order, they impose it and when new. solutions are called for,
they usually cling to tried and tested habits. Wherever possible they
stay with what is familiar, safe, simple, and definite.

Motivation: Two Theories

a. Possibly the self-image of prejudiced persons is very confused.
From early life they have not been able to integrate their
nature, especially the good and the evil. The result is that
they have no point of anchorage, no inner security. Therefore
they must find definiteness outside themselves as a guide and
for security.

b. Prejudiced individuals when children suffer much deprivation-
of live, security, etc. Also, many things were forbidden.
Therefore, they grew apprehensive of delays and gratifications,
for delay might mean deprivation. Too, they develop a need
for quick and definite answers. To think abstractly is to
risk ambiguity and uncertainty, believing it better not to
hesitate and to adopt concrete, if 'laid ways of thinking.

Teacher - the following is a sort of game students may have fun with
while learning more about a prejudiced individual's need for definite-
ness.

Present the ten following concepts to students and ask them to
answer as briefly as possible the question, "In what way are any
or all the following concepts interrelated?" Buddhism; Capitalism;
Catholicism; Christianity; Communism; Democracy; Fasicism; Judaism
Protestantism; Socialism.

1. A comprehensive organization is one in which all ten
concepts are organized into a single whole. e.g. All
are theories of organizing for a particular belief.

14



2. An isolated organization is one which breaks down the
concepts into two groups - governments, religions.

3. A narrow organization is one in which one or more of the
parts is omitted, e.g. Only Buddhism and Catholicism
are related because they all believe in God.

Thosehigh in prejudice give narrow groupings. Those low in
prejudice give a comprehensive grouping.

5. Externalization

It is characteristic of prejudiced people to project, that is, seeing
qualities in others that exist in themselves, but they're unable to see
that they exist.

The tolerant personality, on the other hand, tends to rely more on
itself as that which steers fate.

The motivation for prejudiced people, again, is pretty much a matter
of the inability of the personality to integrate many factors. It is

easier and safer for a person in inner conflict to avoid reliance on
himself for himself. It's easier to think of things as to him rather
than as caused by him. "I don't hate them; it is they who hate me."

6. Institutionalism

As has been pointed out, the prejudiced person, in h
ness, becomes an asperser of morals who externalizes
flicts. To feel secure he needs orderliness and it
that he turns to institutions. Institutions provide
turn provide the order on which prejudice thrives.
defined institutional memberships he finds the defin
he requires. Lodges, schools, churches, and the nat
a defense against the disquiet in his personal life.
him from leaning on himself.

is need for definite-
his own inner con-
is for this need
security which in
In his clearly
iteness and safety
ion may serve as

Leaning on them saves

Incidentally, many studies have uncovered a close link between
prejudice and patriotism. Extreme bigots are almost always super
patriots. The tie between nationalism and persecution of minority
groups was clearly seen in Nazi Germany.

Motivation

Again, we see the need for external order to quell inner conflict.
Therefore, the larger the institution, the greater his security.

10



To il4ustrate such a large institution, let us consider nationalism--
A Nation. To someone in need of external order, safety, his
nation is his chief protection as an individual. 10t his
"in-group." Usually he sees as no contradiction the ruling out of
'his nation' those who threaten his order, those who intrude and are
his enemies, usually minorities. His nation stands for status quo;
within are all the devices for his safe living. His nation resists
change and it follows then that he distrusts liberals, reformers,and
other "commies" because they threaten to change his safe conception
of what the nation means.

7. Authoritarianism

As we've seen, change is the arch enemy of the prejudiced personality
syndrome. Change disrupts the need for definite, external order.
Therefore, it's rather ironic that the super-patriotic, prejudiced
personality finds it so difficult living in a democracy, tl-e epitomy
of a government structured to accommodate change. He insists on the
need of imposing continual authority and that what his nation needs
is more authority, more discipline, more rigid structure. (It's
almost as if a totalitarian state would be the more appropriate for
his personality.)

Why does this personality perpertrate authoritarianism?

1. The consequences of personal freedom are unpredictable;
it makes for indefiniteness, disorderliness and paves the
road for change.

2. It's easier to live in a strictly defined hierarchy where
people are types and where groups are not shifting and
changing. Power arrangements are definite, easily understood
and can be counted on.

16
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IV. Linguistic Factors gj Prejudice

A. Forming Categories

A

In order to hold m thought in mind for consideration, for identification,
for action, we need to fix it in words. Without words our world would
be a gigantic heap of sand. In this world there are some 2i billion
grains of sand corresponding to everyday life. We simply can't deal
with-so many separate entities in our thoughts. Our tendancy then is
to categorize, to woup, to form clusters. leturally, therefore, we
welcome the names that help us to form clusters. A cluster brings
many grains of sand together in a single pa:1, which disregards the
fact that many grains might have fitted just as appropriately into an-
other pail. This act forces us to overlook all the other features or
characteristics associated with the grain, many of which might offer a
sounder basis for categorization than the one we used.

As you read further consider these additional tendancies which lend
to the human, natural propensity to Prejudge.

1. The Process of Categorization

Our continuous life experiences forces us to form itself in
clusters (concepts, categories) and while we may call on the
right cluster at the wrong time or the wrong cluster at the
right time, still this process dominates our entire mental
life.

2. Categorization gathers as much as it can to a single cluster.

There is real inertia in our thinking. We like to solve pro-
blems easily. We can do this best if we can fit them rapidly
into a category and use this category gLa Imau of prejudging
gm solution. The point is -- the mind tends to categorize
events in the most simple manner compatible with the need for
action and obviously, today's action is rapid.

3. Every event has certain marks that serve as a cue to bring the
category of prejudgment into action.

Categories have a close and immediate tie with what we see,
how we judge and what we do, even though we often make mistakes
in fitting events to categories. Sometimes we get ourselves
into trouble making snap judgments just to make our judgments
speedy, smooth and consistent.

4. All the experiences in a particular category are each and every
saturated with the same ideational and emotional flavor.

11
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5. Categories may be rational or irrational.

Generally, a category starts from a "kernel of truth." i.e.,
there's a firm basis for feeling a particular way.

An irrational category is one formed without all the facts or
adequate evidence. Ideas formed within an inteose emotional
situation are more likely to conform to the emotion than to the
objective evidence. Or it may be that the person is simply
ignorant of the facts or is derwrident on hearsay or secondhand
accounts in which cases category misinformation is inevitable.

B. When Categories Conflict with Evidence What Happens?

In most instances categories are stubborn and resist change. To change
would only disturb a so far satisfactory set of habits. Usually new
evidence is admitted if it conforms to our previous belief. But if
we come across information that is contradictory we are likely to grow
very resistant. This resistance can be termed "refencing," because
when a fact cannot fit into a category, the exception is acknowledged,
but the field is hastily refenced.

For example, a person may admit that some particular black person is
an exception to his negative category, he'll admit the exception, but
pop up with some defensive comment such as, "Would you want your sister
to marry a Negro?" If the listener even slightly hesitates, the speaker
can "refence" his category by saying, "See, there is something different
about the Negro."

When Won't a Person Re-fence?

1. When he has the rare condition of habitual open-mindedness.
They habitually insist on knowing the evidence for each and
every generalization stated.

2. In their own self-interest . A person may learn from bitter
failure that his categories are erroneous and must be revised.
For example, he may not have the right category for mushrooms
and suddenly find himselfg.poisoned.

Irk* *** **k ***

If a person is capable of rectifying his erroneous prejudgments
in the light of new evidence he is jagt prejudiced.

Prejudgements become Prejudices only if they are lam. reversible
in the light of new knowledge.



C. Emotionally Toned Words and Labels

Some words and labels are exceedingly powerful. They tend to prevent
alternative classification. Most often the label is negative and acts
like a shrieking siren, deafening us to all finer discriminations.

Each label we use distracts our attention from reality. The label
magnifies only one attribute and out of all proportion to its true
significance and masks other important attributes of the person.

For example, a person may be a) human, b) philanthropist, c) Chinese,
d) physician, and e) athlete. Chances are only one of these will be
used as a 'label' to identify the person, such as "The Chinaman." Yet
neither this nor any other classifying label can refer to the whole
of a man's nature.

As a further example let us consider the most commonly used and heard
label in the United States, "The Communist Label."

Logically, the label should apply to specifically definable attributes,
such as members of the Communist Party or people whose allegiance is
with the Russian system or a avid follower of Karl Marx. But the label
has been used much more extensively.

Are we saying that any rejection of communism is prejudice? No
Obviously there are certain phases of our dispute with Communism wherein
real, concrete, social conflict is involved.

Prejudice enters in only where the defining attributes of "communist"
grow imprecise, when anyone who favors any form of social change is
labeled "communist." People who fear social change are the ones most
likely to affix the label to any persons or practices that seem to
them threatening. for them their category is undifferentiated. It

includes books, movies, preachers, teachers who utter what for them
is an uncongenial thought.

Teacher Note:

The tendancy to reify words underscores the close cohesion that exists
between category and word label. _Just the mention of "Negro," "Jew,"
"Russia," etc. send some people into a panic or frenzy of fear. Is it
simply the word label or the thing that annoys them? Hence to liberate
a person from ethnic or political prejudice it is necessary at the same
time to liberate him from word (label) fetishism. Any program for the
reduction of prejudice must include a large measure of semantic therapy.



D. Stereotypes

Defined: Whether favorable or unfavorable, a stereotype is an exaggerated
better associated with a category. It's function is to justify, (ration-
alize) one's conduct in relation to that category.

We've discussed words used as labels. Stereotypes spell out the idea of
the word label. Thus, category, word label, and stereotype are all
aspects of a complex mental process.

For example, the category "Negro" can be held in mind simply as a neutral,
factual, concept pertaining to a racial stock. Stereotype enters when
the initial, category is "loaded" with "pictures" and judgements of the
Negro as musical, lazy, superstitious or whatever.

A stereotype there exists as a fixed mark upon the category and it usually
prevents undifferentiated thinking about the concept.

Remember, a stereotype need not necessarily be altogether false. For
example, generally, if we think of the Irish as more prone to alcohol
than, say, Jews, we are making a fairly correct judgment. Yet, if we
say, "Jews don't drink," or, "the Irish are whisky soaked," we are
grossly exaggerating the facts and building up an unjustified stereotype.

Note: We can distinguish between -a prejudidal stereotype and a valid,
stereotype may if we have solid data concerning the existence of true
group differences..

(Teacher: In the Appendix, under Activities, appears a list of stereo-
types regarding the Negro. Possibly students could first compile their
own stereotypes of Negroes and then compare to the given list.)

Points la Ponder Who's Kidding Whom?

1. People who are anti-Negro usually accuse Negroes as 1)lecherous
(Primitive morality), 2) lazy, 3) dirty, 4) aggressive.

2. Now, consider our society and what "sins" do we see in our own
nature? Do we not have to fight against lechery, laziness,
aggressiveness and slovenliness?

Could it be that what we're really doing is providing a scape-
goat by ascribing to Negroes the fears of our own "evil" ten-
dencies?

Evidence is afforded by the fact that in some European countries
where there is no Negro minority, it is the Jew who is blamed
for lechery, filth and violence.
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It is important to note that for some people stereotypes may
indeed have an unconscious self-reference. One may imagine
qualities in a group and hate the group for them because one
is in conflict over the same qualities in oneself. In the out-
group minority we're probably perceiving our own shortcomings.

Note: Stereotypes wax and wane with the intensity and direction
of prejudice. Example - The Russians, judged at a time when the
Soviet government and the United States were war-time allies,
were seen as rugged, brave and patriotic. Within a few years
the Soviets were fierce, fanatic and aggressive. Meanwhile, the
unfavorable images of the Japanese altered and softened.

V. Rationalizing Prejudice

A. Scapegoating

Teacher Note: When researching I came across a pamphlet entitled "The
ABC's of Scapegoating," by Gordon Allport. It is published by. the Anti-
Defamation League of B'NAI B'RITH, fifty cents. I considered it so handy
and concise that in the interest of time I am simply forwarding each
school one copy. If your Social Studies Department does not have one by
September, 1970, please contact Mr. Bob Bunting at the District Office.
If you find it worthwhile, it may be purchased at bulk rate.

B. Some General Sources of Rationalization

I. Personal Advantage

a. Individual and dominant group prestige

b. Rationalizes economic exploitation and political domination

c. Rationalizes "getting ahead." ("Everyone else is so I will too.")

d. Sexual advantage and exploitation

2. Ignorance (General)

a. In section IV Stereotyping is discussed. All prejudicial
stereotypes have as its deepest root - ignorance; ignorance
of the concrete data available about what is being stereotyped.

b. Ignorance of the history of prejudice in that Racism, "The
Superiority Complex", is relatively new compared to political
and religious prejudice.

c. Ignorance of the fact that Racism influences people to think
in terms of inherent biological superiority rather than simply
a problem of environmental advantages.



3. Ignorance of the Costs

(Few people would maintain
they knew how harmful they

P.

b.

c.

Economic waste of man

prejudicial behavior and standards if
are being to themselves.)

power to meet the demands of the market

Economic cost which arises out of social problems which are
aggravated - such as welfare.

Time wasted and therefore "cost" of considering what ways minor-
ities are to be treated. (costs of mental energy, legislations,
litigations, etc.)

d. Psychological waste of creating communication barriers ( the
loss of being deprived of any knowledge of the minorities
heritage of culture.)

e. Maintenance of prejudice engenders a closed and narrow mind
towards anything new and usually seriously co*ibutes to an
inability to fully reciprocate a human realtionship.

f. Prejudicial, exaggerated stereotypes contribute to unhappiness
by causing fear and anxiety.

g. When a culture contains prejudice it is easy for it to shift
its direction and attention from one gx)up to another - thus
hardly any group is immune from possible antagonistic action.

h. Where prejudice exists there is a tendency to not apply laws
in the same way to the minority group. Where laws are misused,
or possibly ignored, they weaken and illegally become a part of
the culture and, of course, as pointed out in "g" above, these
illegalities can spread to any group.

and vet people go on thinking that only the group at which the
prejudice is directed is hurt!

4. Transmission of Prejudice to Children

a. Adults usually don't realize they're transmitting prejudice by:
1. Their behavior
2. Expressions of disgust
3. Forbidding certain associations
4. Choice of observations
5. Indications of what is humorous or degrading, etc.

b. By the various media and societal institutions which are discussed
at length in Chapter VII - Prejudice in America Damp



C. Combatting Prejudice

1. Blebecoming aware of the fact that prejudice harms-financially
and psychologically; that the economic, political, sexual and
prestige gains are temporary and illusoi-y; and that such "gains"
usually are accompanied by exploitation.

2. By seeking and providing accurate information about minority
groups against which there is prejudice.

3. By dispelling racism especially when the attack is a biological
supremacy theory.

4. By encouraging legislation which penalizes discrimination.

5. By disdaining all public manifestations of prejudice especially
when its made to appear respectable.

6. By demonstrating that many of the fears about minority groups are
imaginary.

VI. Contending with Preiudice

A. Confrontation

Overwheliningly, the majority of people never come to grip with their
prejudices. This fact must be impressed if one is to understand the
tremendous problem of changing prejudicial attitudes.

How do people begin to change? Necessarily, there must first be a
confrontation; secondly, one must then pursue factual information.
However, both conditions are relatively easy to avoid which the
majority managesto do. A confrontation can occur when one encounters
a law prohibiting what they themselves have always considered accept-
able, but then loopholes in the law can be found , if one looks hard
enough. A confrontation can occur when one's stereotyped comments
about a minority are not condoned, but are criticized; but then "un-
reasonable" people can always be avoided. A confrontation may occur
when one travels to another area of the country and behaves civilly
towards an "out" group minority member and confronts the communities'
antagonism; but then one can always avoid that section of the country..
and so forth do confrontations bombard the individual.

What then will force one to look further beyond the confrontation to
find facts? Usually it takes a series of confrontations, when finally
there comes a dawning, a realization that just maybe, just perhaps what
is causing those unpleasant conflicts is within himself. When one is
prejudiced it costs, not just economically but more personally, emotion-
ally. The prejudiced personality is usually a "down" person. Down on
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himself, on others, on "them", on society and he boxes himself in, in
with those like himself, those whose views are narrow like his own.
To live boxed in, shutting out anything new or different can be a very
restricting and emotionally harrowing experience especially in a society
whose basic, democratic structure is built to encourage change. Conse-
quently, for real change to take place from the narrow, prejudicial view
to one of acceptance, one must be very anxious to exchange facts for
fantasy in order to beim: different from the negative, doubting, ever
fearful personality with which he has had to contend.

B. Stages of Realization - Usual Defenses

Any class involving black or minority studies is quite different from
the ordinary confrontations just described. A class is a contrived
confrontation where people do not have the usually "easy exit" escape
opportunities. Additionally, resistance is made more firm since,
technically, they did not voluntarily place themselves in a real life
confroptscion. Thus, not only can there be serious resentment as a
result of the contrivance, but more so because any avoidance necessarily
is conspicuous.

Nevertheless, the individuals in any class will be at various stages.
Some may be at the point of being anxious for facts. Others may not
even be willing to admit that they have had confrontations. If so, it
is this latter group who will be the most difficult in the earlier stages
of learning to cope with the realization of prejudice in self.

It is very difficult to predict how each person will react to situations
where his prejudices need defense. Each has his own tolerance level.
Some defend immediately; others wait. Unless some individuals in the
class are so unusual that either they're prejudice free or they've pre-
viously shed their biases, you can expect more or less some progression
of the stages as given below, but not necessarily inclusive of all stages:
(I recommend that some time be given j. class to discussion of these
stages.)

1. Stage of Feigning Tolerance

Because it's so new, the student will initially feign acceptance
as he's not quite sure what is happening. As a result he "buys"
time to determine his coping strategy. To apply 'strategy' how-
ever, is near impossible because not only has he no previous
similar experiences to call on, but the intensity of confronta-
tion grows and to remain "cool" and in control while applying
an unfamiliar strategy is hardly realistic. Thus the student
will attempt participation in discussions, exhibiting nervous
reactions such as being overly polite or excessively smiling or
fi4geting, etc.
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2. Stage of Withdrawal

With some, a second stage is symptomatic of withdrawing from
oral participation. Some ignore; some listen; some are absent.

3. Stage of Mild Overt Defensiveness

At some time most will find themselves at this point as they
strategically choose their moment to react to another's accept-
ance or toleration of some prejudice they feel they must defend.
Their defense may be done consciously or unconsciously. Usually,
the one tolerating is a friend or acquaintance, someone they
didn't think could be so "blind."

4. Stage of Covert Defensive Reaction

Many will experience this stage as they "bad mouth" to outsiders,
other people in their class, including the teacher. Those speak-
ing ill find some sympathy among their friends (those not in the
class) because the outsiders sense the friends' need and agree
by mouthing the banalities they want to hear.

Stage of Strong Overt Defensive Reaction

Those with fairly strong prejudice will, through various ways
and to different degrees, overtly react quite strongly to any
group acceptance of a tolerant view. Their action may range
from dropping the class, to being absent for several days, to
just sitting and ignoring everything that takes place. To be
sure, the motivation is to insure that all take notice of their
outright refusal to be an accomplice to "ignorance." Perhaps
too, some will exaggerate class discussion to elicit sympathetic
reaction from parents, friends and various community groups.
The more sophisticated will try to label the class "communistic."

Hopefully however, most experience some type of catharsis..A
catharsis occurs when a person, feeling strongly that his view
is under attack, reacts in the only way his experience permits
in such an intense emotional confrontation--he explodes, i.e.,
he experiences some type of irrational outburst. He blames
everyone else for what he's feeling. The teacher will bear the
brunt for "allowing" to happen what did. Usually he's 'blowing
his top" because his self esteem has been injured.

Catharsis itself is not curative. The best that can be said
for it is that it prepares the way for a less tense view of
what's happening. No one can be changed who believes himself
under attack. However, the catharsis although usually harmful,
can be effective in a class because one has the time later to
assimilate a change in attitude. It's aided by the usual shock
to one's own conscience after one irrationally explodes.



Usually his comments have been exaggerated and unfair and
the resulting shame modifies his anger and induces a more
balanced point of view.

6. Stage of Auditory Contemplation

Thoie remaining will begin to "hear" rather than be on the
defensive. Their "hearing" will be evident in their eagerness
in seeking more factual information.

7. State of Apostolic Determination

Finally, many feel so strongly about their new found learning
they will attempt to convert others, parents first, and of
course, usually be greeted with consternation. And so the
Cycle continues.

VII PreiudIce JUL America. Today- vithAlternatives

Some preliminary thoughts on the StrOggle for Equality

1. Abolition of descrimination -- the grantin of legal equality is
not sufficient. Whites must recognize the just necessity for com-
pensatory treatment. (money) based on an idea such as Medicare and
other Welfare programs.

2. Black identity must be fostered with the aim of joining racial goals
to the goals of other minority groups and other interest groups,
such as labor and industry, trade and commerce, religion and politics.

A. Prejudice and Politics

Facts:

1. All of the right wing extreme movements have been short-lived...
4 to 7 years (KKK, Know Nothings, McCarthyism, etc.)

2. These right wing groups do move the majority to at least the
center, focusing attention on a prejudice, whether it be religious
or racial; today we have:-

a. no politician minority slurs.
b. any suchmovement today automatically takes on an anti-

intellectual cast.
c. A remarkable difference of today...Wallacism to older

polulist movements.
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Wallacism repeats the oldest Amer,ican conspiracy
theme..that identifies changes in values and in-
stitutions with the deliberate subversive efforts
of the intellectual elite. However, the blacks
are not today's elite and thus these anti-civil
righters can claim not being racist by seeing the
black as only a pawn'and one to be pitied. In

other words, they have no need to hate the blacks
or deal with their bigotry because the anti -civil
righters' attention is diverted to feeling sorry
for blacks being used by the Communists and
intellectuals.

For any right wing movement to succeed, the enemy
'must be associated with the elite, never with the
common man, whether black or white. This anti-
elitism is itself a form of prejudice, and it
serves often to mask the real and ultimate victims
of bigotry.

B. The Maas Media and Prejudice

These can affect prejudice through:

1. News reports and commentaries

2. Content of entertainment and public service programs

3. Hiring and promotional policies
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Basis Assumption: (Kerner Commission Report)

1. The media has .too long basked in a white world, looking out of it
with white men's eyes and a white perspective.

A news report can be impartial (objective) but at the same time
highly biased in what it selects to report.

Newspapers tend to report the sensational, the deviant, the lurid
and thus automatically present predominantly a negative picture of
minority groups. Where prejudice is not directly engaged, it is,
in effect, sustained.

It has an acknowledged responsibility: to serve the public interest.
This has extensive ramifications...namely, that it has an ethical,
perhaps moral, responsibility to engage discrimination directly and
without brainwashing, to enact policies which prove to be more than
tokens, to present minorities favorably, not unobjectively, but
rather through the objective eyes of a member of that minority.

Because of the inherent risk of losing much of the public's favor,
can we expect the media to move beyond what is a reasoned objectivity
in news selection and unabashedly enter the struggle against prejudice?
If so, how?

This would call for the medias to select news and commentary' in sbch
a way as to educate their audiences, to breed a kind of whistication
about prejudice that would enable an audience to recognize it in
itself, and to want to do something to eliminate it. e.g. News about
Negro crime.

The important factor in reporting the news is that it be done by
members of the minority reported about. A white reporter is honestly
being as objective as possible, but still in relation to his experiences
and perceptions. (Some of the same material posed earlier here
applies also.)

flow much should this media do to combat the irreparable damage done
by the grotesque-Negro caricatures drawn by presenting Negros as
servants, as servile, as comedian, as superstitious, inferior or
cowardly. White producers constructed black roles primarily to fit
white stereotypes.

Alright....they no longer do this. They have upped the values
portrayed...but...WHOSE VALUES ARE THEY??? STILL WHITE?? Do Cosby
and Carroll represent Black values and experiences or are they still
models of a white middle class?

The key:.t6:sol*Ing many-Of,the Media's minority problems is personnel.
As long as blaCks:muSt..rely..on an,alMOst'all white: (minus 4.7%) news
reporting nd selecting. SysteM, their-lives will'cOntinUe to be shown
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from a white perspective....usually in stereotype.

It depends upon the media's resolution to give Blacks more than a
fair deal. This takes courage. It will take a brains and money to
design a program that will bring sufficiently greater numbers of
minority group members into media employment, because blacks aren't
accustomed to the job seeking practices of whites, nor are they
aware of such openings, nor are hiring practices, interviews and
tests' familiar to them; after all, aren't they based on only one
way of doing it...the white way?

In Schools

There are many facts which support the thesis that within today's public
schools prejudice exists. For education to be considered as possessing
the great amount of leverage towards progress and change which it should
have, in order for it to bear on all society and to reform or reconstitute
it, is ridiculous; the local "autonomy" of schools is complexly imbedded
with that very society. Another important factor is that the ghetto school
prejudges against the child; his opportunities are diministed and schools
act to confirm their pessimistic prophesies. They subject the child to
humiliating indignities for two primary reasons:

1. Yhe school's values are predominantly middle class since most teachers
and administrators are middle-class oriented.

2. The school rarely accepts the child's culture, but rather assumes
that it is the child's duty and responsibility to adopt the white
middle class culture.

How, therefore, can the child not suffer indignities?

Furthermore; it is easy to build prejudice into the materials of the
school curriculum; not only do these materials purvey a biased atti-
tude' to the middle class child, who Is given, a censored and misleading
picture of theSociety in which he is later to take part, but also
to the slum child.

The latter cannot find his own experience validly represented; thus
he usually concludes that it is a matter for suppression'and shame,
or that school is something irrelevant, to be endured and resisted,
an agency of "their" world and not of his own.

Schools simply dO not know how to educate youngsters from the lower
socio-economic class. The pattern of the school is, in effect, to
ignore or destroy the culture that is 'deviant', to assume that the
child must totally adjust himself to the culture of the school.. This
solution is unsatisfactory. Some.radicals today say that the adjust-
ment must be made totally by the but this would condemn
minorities to remain perpetually outside the mainstream of society
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because there are certain middle class traits, values, attitudes
which are nonetheless essential to function in the technological
society We have today and that of the future. Without verbal skills,
craftsmanship, and analytical-conceptOal skills, one is relegated to
the life of'an unskilled laborer.

There are also numerous studies to point out the prejudicial friend-
ship choices and attitudinal beliefs that particular racial groups
confirm; i.e. that a certain ethnic or religious group tends to find
friends among themselves since their friends support their particular
cultural values.

Although it is customary in social sciences to use "ethnocentrism" as a
fandy synonym for prejudice, one can prefer one's own kind, and
preferentially seek one's friends from among them, but without de-
nigrating caber ethnic and/or religious groups. In most studies
of school, prejudice it is found that the higher the grade, the
greaterthe prejudice; parents most often condition the prejudice evi-
denced through derogatory stereotypes of other groups.

For most, similarity or dissimilarity of personal values is a much
more powerful determinant of liking and social distance (prejudice)
than is social status, race, or religious affillition. The implica-
tion here Zs that rather than mere desegregation, more effort on the
part of schools is required to penetrate and dislodge prejudicedat-
titudes. When students can get together to get to know one another
well enough to discover essential similarities where they had previous-
ly assumed differences, prejudices crumble. They must ENCOUNTER one
another for this to happen. Encounters such as these are'rare indeed
in our schools today.

Most teachers indicate real concern regarding intergroup relations,
that they should be discussed and as a matter of fact, may.
However, in many studies of teachers, the latter claim to have
discussed these matters very little in actuality. Few claim to
haveever discussed Negro history and culture in class or privately
outside class with individual students.

The overall picture is one of passivity and unconcern. Thus, it is
apparent that schools .must take steps to encourage,encounter or else
the students will go on their merry way ignoring members of other
groups on the assumption that they are different. It is clear that
the school's story with regard to prejudice is one of missed opportu-
nity....of what did not happen educationally.

I have spoken earlier of the problem of leverage. Schools are the
creatures of our society. Can .they make the pursuit of justice and
the reductIon-Of .prejudice major goals if the society as a whole does
not?



Dewey said: "To an extent characteristic of no other institution,
save the state, the school has the power to modify the social order."

However, he also said; "The school is fundamentally an institution
erected by society to do a specific work -- to exercise a certain
specific function in maintaining the life and advancing the welfare
of society.

These goals seem antithetical; this is a charge frequently presented
to the public school system.

Thus, how much leverage do the schools really have; how much freedom
to change a society whose values they are also bound to transmit?
The answer is that they., have a good deal less than what most laymen
suspect, but a great deal more than most teachers and administrators
think they have and more than they are currently applying. Their
sense of impotence, however, is understandable; people are usually
more aware of the limitations on their power than they are of the
power itself. Unlike the administrators who feel or imagine parent
or community limitations, the teachers' vulnerability is the need
to be liked by the children, the need to have evident and immediate
response.

What is difficult to understand here is the lack of understanding of
just how moral the school's role is. It is probably precisely this
problem that is undermining progress in understanding and solving
prejudice in the school. "The, moral purpose," as Dewey stated, "is
universal and dominant in all instruction, whatsoever the topic."

Students are taught a host of lessons about values, ethics, morality,
justice, integrity, intergroup relations and attitudes every day of
the week by the way the schools are organized, the way the teachers
behave, the standards that are set. What is taught and how it is
taught reflects consciously or unconsciously our concept of the good.
life.

What are some of the "moral lessons" implicitly taught today?

1. Authority is not to be questioned.

A. People are readily labeled; this label, no matter how unjust,
is hard to remove.

Docility is preferred to dissent.

Authority need not be tempered by respect for the people over
whom it is exercised.

What. count is not what you do but

. -.Theobject'of learning ;is to get

whether or not you get caught.

good grades.
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Hence, there is no question that morality is a.part of schools, but
what needs to be done is to recognize it and to commit ourselves to
discussion of ideas about morality. There needs to be greater teach-,

ing to the ideas of justice, equality, prejudice, Negro and Chicano
history, white racism, etc. However, in the last analysis, de weteach will be less important for the purpose at hand than we teach;what we do speaks louder than what we say.

Counselors must work with teachers, children and parents, state and
federal aid must be obtained for poor students. But, it is in the
elementary schools that the child develops a sense of self-worth, a
success identity or a failure identity; this in turn will determine
the child's aspirations, motivations, and abilities. In short,
ACCEPT, CARE, GET INVOLVED. Have as your main teaching goal the
above; then, perhaps motivation and interest won't be so hard to
evolve.

As teachers, we must think creatively and flexibly to find ways to
motivate children, especially the lower socioeconomic class youth,
which is for the most part the minority children of different yet
rich cultures.

The latter implies certain teaching techniques as well as some in-
stitutional revamping:

1. Utilize a success - oriented teaching technique, stressing the
positive rather than the negative in the child's cultural be-
havior and characteristics.

2. In so doing, delete failure from classrooms.

3. Investigate thoroughly and utilize the interests, hobbies, and
cultural backgrounds of all the children in a class. This makes
school relevant to the needs and interests of each child.

4. Never teach to "cover" any set amount of material or get frus-
trated at not doing so.

0

Specific time must be provided for a wide variety of extra-curricular
activities within the school dav, rather than after school. More
lower socioeconomic youth could participate since after school ob-
ligations would not be involved. Youngsters with abilities or
special interests should be allowed to organize their own clubs or
activity groups, to act as teachers to others within their own particu-
lar spheres of interest. This would provide opportunities for success.

We must work to eliminate the myth of racial superiority.

1. Utilize minority cultures in class curricula by integrating them
in daily regular curricula.

Keep in mind that IQ tests are geared to middle class white
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C
Anglo-Saxon Protestants; thus, children with other cultural
backgrounds or a poor Anglo one will be penalized in these tests.

Accept each child where he is and offer as much experience to
each as possible within the psychologically safe environment of
your classroom, where trust, acceptance, and communication pre-
vail.

4. Each classroom and school must become a democratic institution.

5. Teachers must learn how to teach students and themselves to
recognize similarities beneath the differences.

D. Prejudice in the Marketplace

Business and organized labor must acknowledge their share in perpetuating
inequities.

Quote: Money can't buy love, but it can buy decent homes, and education,
and even respect ....things that are essential if a man is to move up
into productive and equal citizenship.

This is the step that enables him as well as others, to live in a good
house in a nice neighborhood, and to send his children to a good school.

Quote: Rebellion is born of hope, however cynically it may be clothed,
of a belief in change. In this sense, rebellion is healthier than apathy
or despair.

Industry has available to it the opportunity to make a break through more
readily than other sectors of life. Why?

The genius of American busines has always been its capacity to perceive
its long term self-interest and invest substantially in the development
of that interest. Aside from the moral imperative, there is the brute
fact that industry cannot operate efficiently, in a conflict-torn society.
And investing it is But-despite this investment in recruitment and on
the job training, despite its growing community involvement, industry is
still falling far short of both its obligations and potentialities.
Business has not seized its opportunities for leadership as aggressively
as it should.

ONE ROOT THE PROBLEM

Business has shown concern, with industrial relations between employer and
employee, between supervisor and staff,.but it has shown almost no interest
through the years in HUMAN.RELATIONS. Until recently management has had
little concern for the attitudes of supervisory personnel; attitudes that
may influence employment on ethnic or religious grounds.



That prejudicia? attitudes permeate the world of industry and labor is
not difficult to understand or to document.

E.G. A study covering 2/3 of private employment agencies in New York City..
87% accept an order for a "white Gentile secretary because they are always
the most capable and we don't accept colored." This is not only prejudice,
it's also illegal.

Quote: Racism comes in many deceitful disguises; frequently hidden under
a veneer of politeness, even fellowship. We could say Racism has gone
underground.

Good "normal" Americans are frequently blind to it themselves. Neverthe-
less, no matter how socially'acceptable to "others" he may be, he holds
stereotyped notions about minorities.

E.G. "We ourselves have no objection to a Negro Vice-President, but our
customers might feel funny about it."

It is this Northern brand of prejudice: promise without performance,
sanctimonious lip service to liberalism, equality in law and servitude
in fact, good itentions held by people who don't begin to comprehend
the dimensions of the problem and who are blind to the prejudide which
subtly militates against comprehension.

WAYS TO BEGIN:

1. EARNEST COMMITMENT AT THE TOP

He must be involved not only at work but in the community, school,
church, etc. it is from him that the staff will pick up his re-
inforcement cues.

2. UNTIRING EFFORTS TO PROPOGATE THAT COMMITMENT THROUGH THE RANKS

Fire on the spot anyone discriminating. Every supervisor must feel
the responsibility. It wil count against him; thus, it is in his
personal interest not to discriminate.

EXAMINATION OF RECRUITING PROCEDURES

A common excuse is that there are not sufficient minority members
qualified;, It is In hoW you seek!

E.G., in NeW:York tity,2 tdp_banks have 31 branchmanagerS..yet 4 other
banks, couldMnd none qualified. One top law_firm has 11 clerks but
4 othert found none qualified.-

Onel)arrier to locating people maybe the recruiters themselves. If

they are stereotype - ridden they need a workshop in human. relations.
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4. REVIEWING STANDARDS FOR HIRING AND PROMOTION

Many tests are not fair evaluation of a person's true ability.
When tests devised for middle class whites are applied to the ghetto,
prejudice is at work.

5. ESTABLISHMENT OF A SYSTEMS ANALYSIS PROGRAM to see that nondiscrim-
ination policies are enforced and that top management gets regular
reports. If business finds methodi for monitoring its operations,
(i.e. such as on safety) the top brass get regular reports from
each division. The same procedure can be applied to eliminate pre-
judice.

E. THE FUNCTION OF CROSS INSTITUTIONAL STRATEGY

For controlling prejudice and discrimination in American life, we must
basically feel that American society has the potential for bringing
practice more in line with potential. What is this potential? How is
it to be tapped?

The potential is the major social institutions of the society...the church,
the mass media, the schools, business and organized labor.. What is needed
is a cross-institutional strategy for reducing the gap between promise
and reality. Pragmatically, then, what needs to be done, singly and col-
lectively (institutions) are the following:

1. COMMITMENT...Theee must bi created among the leaders of all social
institutions the conviction that the control of prejudice and discrimi-
nation isa legitimate and pressing institutional goal.

A

2. PLAN FOR INSTITUTIONAL ACTION It is easy to declare that there
ought to be equality, that police should exemplify tolerance, etc.
However, what specifically is to be taught, legislated, and regulated?
Who is to formulate these courses of action? How are they to be
carried out?

3. Development and implementation of blueprints for actions take RESOURCES..
money, talent, and time. Nothing much is going to be accomplished
unless there is a method for payment.

Generating the institutional will to do something about prejudice is,
in part, simply a matter of making the problems more salient. But the
facts are not readily available. We simply do not have comprehensive
knowledge of how and to what extent Americans are prejudiced. Also,
there is no periodic updating of what limited information we do have
in order to permit-realistic assessment of progress. Such information
could mobilize a national concern about the social ills of prejudice
and discrimination.

This concern could provide the impetus to want to do something. One
other problem, however, is that there is very little precedent for

A
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r large scale institutional campaigns against prejudice, The development

and testing of such programs are a first order of business if we are
to move beyond only talking about prejudice. This attack must be a
coordinated one, not a piecemeal and chaotic effort by each school
district, church or newspaper acting on its own.

The possibility of sheer ineffectiveness or even boomerang is a real
danger. Consequently, the constant need for hard evaluative research
cannot be emphasized too strongly. The research must be done INTER-
INSTITUTIONALLY as well as INTRAiNSTITUTIONALLY. It would be best
if there were even a partnership for prejudice reduction in which
industry cooperates with labor, the police with the courts, and the
media with all its facets. Also, collaboration between schools and
industry or labor on adult education programs could be valuable.
The mass media could easily work with schools and churches in the
development of audio-visual educational materials.

Where are funds to come from?

a. Mostly the institutions themselves
b. Foundations and government sources
c. Private philanthropists

When and if institutions want to do something badly enough, and know
how to do it, the financial problems will not loom neatly so Large
as they do when contemplating the possibilities in the abstract.

To assign responsibility for guiding and overseeing the nation's efforts
is a central coordinating agency such as NATIONAL FOUNDATIONagaimt PREJUDICE
AND DISCRIMINATION (our most virulent social disease.). In the distant
future such an agency might become an arm of the federal government,
perhaps a division of Health, Education and Welfare. .

A great deal of the above may seem like wishful thinking...and probably
is.

as
effort probably cannot be mustered to move as far

or as fast as we would like, even though the proposals are modest
compared to views of far left and far right.. All will have to battle
public apathy. WithOut public pressure, institutions will not heed
the call.

This would be most unfortunate, for these are no ordinary times for
Americans. Minority groups numbering close to 40 million Americans
are no longer remaining quiet or passive. They want change...and
quickly. Many believe in evolutionary reform within the system will
achieve their goals. Unfortunately, the course of events may be deter-
mned by the fear and bigotry that our nation has allowed to simmer
too long. There are already signs of bitter public reception to extre-
mist solutions both of the left and the right. It may even now be too
late to repair the damages. Given the revolutionary temper of our times,
our institutions' collective ability to deal with prejudice may well
spell the difference between their viability and their defeat., But
before we talk of scrapping, our institutions we must give them every
possible chance to help heal the cleavages in our national life.



VIII The Tolerant Personality

A. Suggestions for Forming Personality Inventory

If the teacher might find it feasable to utilize a preliminary inventory
of each student's ability to tolerate, perhaps to stimulate interest, he
might construct ten questions or so from the following information.

Most of the statements have high validity results from statistical data
compiled by Allport et.al There is no sequential order of any kind.
Perusal for whatever relevant personal advantage is most advisable.
(T.P. = tolerant people (personalities)

1. Tolerant personalities are most likely to come from homes with per-
missive atmospheres. They are welcomed, accepted and loved as persons
although their actions at times may not be condoned.

2. T.P. are not "threat oriented." They don't feel impending doom.

3. The T.P. has greater fleAibility, i.e., highly demonstrated by the
rejection of "two valued logic," the either-or proposals.

4. In school or work, the T.P. does not feel the strong need for precise,
orderly, clear-cut instructions before proceeding with a task. Con-
sequently, he's more secure to be more original or creative.

The T.P. has a high frustration tolerance level particularly character-
ized by "tolerance for ambiguity."

6. The T.P. tends to take the optimistic view, i.e. he has a humorous
nature and believes it can be changed for the better.

7. Generally, where one finds higher education, one finds a higher level
of tolerance.

8. The T.P. has little or no interest in group or minority distinctions.
A person is a person. He doesn't view life in terms of power hier-
archies, consequently

Political values are now on the list of how the T.P. characterizes
another person; consequently-

10. The T.P. has less of an economic outlook on life and, therefore, is
not sensitive to minority groups in terms of their being an economic
threat, i.e., that any rise in their status might take money out of
one's own pocket.

The T.P.,generally, is aesthetic, i.e., each single incident and
experience is self contained and intrinsically valuable.

An aesthetic person therefore
not as a. of a group.

wOuld:judgeeath.as a person -- certainly .



13. The T.P. feels better as a person, more content, when he is with
many different types of personalities simultaneously.

14. The T.P. tends to be more aware of himself which has a high correla-
tion with tolerance.

15. The T.P. is self critical, introspective, and is not given to passing
blame on to others. The T.P., recognizing his own faults and frequently
being able to laugh at himself, is not prone to castigate others for
what may be their own responsibility.

16. Being self critical, introspective, there is considerable evidence
that the T.P. is more accurate in their judgments of personality
than are intolerant people. This ability is sometimes called empathy
or being able to "size up;" he feels genuine sympathy, especially for
an "underdog", a minority, and "feels" the sufferings of others and
finds happiness in helping improve the lot of his fellow man.

17. The T.P. deemphasizes the importance of rugged individualism, parti-
cularly in business success.

18. The T.P. would decrease the power Of busic,,ss and increase the function
and role of labor.

19. The T.P. is most likely to be a liberal in his political views, i.e.,
more desirous, of change.

20. Therefore, the T.P. is more likely to be classified as a "radical."

B. Parting Thoughts.

1.^ The fact that liberalism and radicalism both correlate positively
with ethnic tolerance places a strong weapon in the hands of bigots.
They can make the charge, with a grain of truth, that those who
vehemently urge greater civil rights are "radicals."

2. The development of mature and democratic and unprejudiced personalities
is largely a matter-of building inner security.. Only when a life is
free from threats, or when threats are adequately handled with inner
strength, can one be at ease with all sorts:and conditions of men.
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AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY

AN ABBREVIATED OUTLINE

As devised by the Committee, there will be
ten units of studyln,thenew course of
AfroAmerican studies. Each 'unit, hopefully,
could be IncOrpOrated by interested'teaChers.
Into the existing U. S. History curriculum.:

A much more detailed outline, will be submitted
with the-final curriculum guide which_is to be
submitted in July.'

:4
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AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY

AN ABBREVIATED COURSE OUTLINE. BASED
ON UNITS OF STUDY

Unit #1: America's African Heritage
1 Anthropologists are shedding new light on our

African heritage.
II. During antiquity, Black Africans had an enormous

impact upon the history of the Mediterranean world.
III. During the early Christian era, many Black Africans

merged with white European society,
IV. During the so-called "dark ages", in Europe, several

important national states developed in Black Africa.

The Legacy of the Colonial Era (1492-1763)
1. Black Africans contributed much to the

discovery and exploration.
I. They tlave trade was one'of the darkest

the .hlitory of man.

III. The slave trade, had an enormous impact

on the Black Man
period of

episodes -:in

uponthe-world,

Unit #3: The American Revolutionary Era
1, Blacks played an important role in initiating, the open

conflict between England and the American colonies.
I. The Revolution of 1776.was a great paradox: freedom

for white Americans but slavery for Black Americans.
III. Blacks contributed much to the American victory.

IV. The revolutionary war compounded the race problem in
the United States.

V. America at the end of the 18th century still had a
small chance to alleviate the race problem.

Unit. #4: The "Cotton Curtain" descends, circa 1800-1850.
1. The "Cotton Curtain" and the "Iron Curtain" may be

compared.
11. The "Cotton Curtain" helped to solidify' attitudes

toward race and the Negro in particular.

Unit #5: Racial Conflicti:Lead. to the Civil Wari.circe 1820-1860.
1. The Missouri,. Crisis came as:the "firebel 1 in the.night."

11. Colonization societies- increased in' importance

-

ahoirtionist Cruiade became, a. 'dominant political

issue in Ainertql.after 183.0.; :
,IV. Thei'Fii0"0011'14W::::generat ion," the ahol it ionIst movement

'
rodikediOriei.:iei t cal !..14

As: abol it:lohist::agitatiOn: increased, so 'did hast I 1 ity

nt t them and .,tha, free .Ne4raes.



Unit #6: T he Civil War: A "Down Payment" for the Price of Slavery
1. The first reaction of the white government was to

resist Black participation in the struggle.
I. The Negro.thoth as a soldier and as a .civilian--

became the central issue of the Civil War.

The Reconstruction Era (1865-1877)
I. The suddenness of Black liberation Was a shattering

experience for all sections of the nation.
II. The Lincoln-Johnson plan of Reconstruction was

initially adopted.
III. Southern intransigence helped northern white radicals

to gain power.
IV. Radical reconstruction was a traumatic experience

for the South.
V. The Compromise of 1877 ended reconstruction and "sold"

Negroes "down the river."

The ;Birth of Jim Crow (1877-1901)
I. The name "Jim Crow: evolved over :a long period of time.
I. Several factors contributed to the acceptance of the

new form of Jim Crow after 1877.
III. As a result of these changing attiiudes, the southern

states created a series of laws designed to perpetuate
the isolation of the American Negro.

IV. Jim Crow has had an enormous psycholOgical and
political impact on American life.

Unit #9: An Age of Despair, Circa 1895-1939..
I. The Progressive era brought many changes which resulted

in great economic and social progress for whites but
limited progress for Blacks.

II. The "Golden 20',s" are more fondly remembered by
whites than"by_Blacks as "the good old days."

III. The great depresSion of the 1930's resulted in terrible
priVatione for' mi 1 1 ions of whites and near total

disisier for most Blacks:

Unit #10: World'Xar: II _triggered the great Civil Rights Struggle of our

American War. aims were,extremely noble.
I. World.War :IT established important new. principles.

CiVil-Riglita'gerininated during the -immediate post war era.. A.

SinOe:-the..195k'SuPreme COUrt Decision the Civil Rights
movement liai.,prOduced series' of important leaders.

V. -The1970's: Ainirice"at..the crossroads.



Unit 1

AMERICA'S AFRICAN N *HERITAGE
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Unit II 1: Our African Heritage

AN OVERVIEW

Most United States history courses devote some time to a study of "our European
heritage" but offer little or no effort to an analysis of "our African heritage."
Few, if any, scholars would doubt the necessity of the former. A study of the
political, economic-and social forces of the European scene during the renaissance
era reveals much about the motivation of our European ancestors who were embarking
upon the period of discovery and exploration which proved to be so vital to the
early history of the American nation.

But in focusing attention on the drama of Europe, too many historians have abruptly
ignored an African heritage which also had a tremendous impact upon the evolution
of the American character. Consequently, most history students tend to believe
that little, if anything, about African society during the renaissance era is worthy
of serious study. Indeed, most of us probably assume that black Africans at this
time were savage and'that while their enslavement was unfortunate, it did have the
long range benefit'of enabling blacks to be "uplifted" by their being inserted into
a superior civilization.

The purpose of this unit should not be to prove that one civilization was superior
to another. Rather, it should be to stress that a dynamic, vibrant society did
exist in Africa. Furthermore, it is essential for us to recognize that black
Africans contributed much to the progress of African civilization.

Only when the student comes to the point of recognizing this historical versimilig.
tude, can he visualiie the full barbarity of-the uprooting'of the African--a human
being with deep cultural ties to-the land--and the monstrous cruelty of inserting
him into an alien world which quickly came.to regard the black as a dangerous menace
to the white presence in the Britiih colonies;

We have available several significant oral film strips which do much to help a
student visualize the great art of Africa. In addition, we have records which
dramatize the musical contributions.



Unit II l

America's African Heritaae

I. ANTHROPOLOGISTS ARE SHEDDING NEW LIGHT ON OUR AFRICAN HERITAGE.

A. It may be true that all mankind descends from African ancestors.

L.A. It may be true that all mankind descends from the "killer Ape."

1. What is the nature of man?

2. Why does man hate and fear? (See unit on prejudice.)

II. DURING ANTIQUITY, BLACK AFRICANS HAD AN ENORMOUS IMPACT UPON THE HISTORY OF
THE MEDITERRANEAN WORLD.

A. Blacks contributed much to the culture of Egypt.

1. Ethiopia claims to be the spiritual father of Egyptian civilization. 1

2. Egyptians regarded themselves as "colored"-or "black"; yet most
historians deny that Egyptians were black.

B. Basic cultural concepts developed in equatorial Africa during antiquity.

. .

1. Tribal communities--as opposed to free enterprises--provided the
. basic social order.

2. A rich literature flowered.
a. Only four significant written languages evolved--Egyptian,

Ethiopian, Berberand. Val (Liberian).
b. Most of the literature remained oral.

3. Important religious concepts evolved in nearly all African societies.
a. Black.Africans accepted a Superior God as the Creator.
b. Black Africans developed a concept of "ancestor worship:"
c. Black Africans believed in a "lifejorce"-similar to the

Hindu concept of "Brahman."

4. Music and.,rhythm evolved to a high degree.

5. Slavery evolved in Black Africa.
a. .CaptUred prisoners were held in bondage
b. As In other parts of the ancient world, slaves had basic rights

and sometimes had wealth and power.



Unit # 1

America's African Heritage

III. DURING THE EARLY CHRISTIAN ERA, MANY BLACK AFRICANS MERGED WITH THE WHITE,
EUROPEAN SOCIETY.

A. Many individual blacks became influential in Roman society as merchants,
politicians and military figures.

B. Some Africans became important leaders in the Christian Church, such as,
for example, St. Augustine.

C. Wide spread intermarriage between black Africans and southern Europeans
was accepted as a normal phase of life.

IV. DURING THE SO CALLED "DARK AGES" IN EUROPE, SEVERAL IMPORTANT NATIONAL STATES
DEVELOPED IN BLACK AFRICA.

A. These nations all had certain features in common.

1. They were essentially agricultural in nature.

2. Their economies were buttressed with the flowering of handicraft
industries and some foreign trade.

3. They all were dominated by the cultural concepts previously mentioned.

B. Three of the national states stand out in history.

1. Ghana saw, its hey-day from circa 800 -1100.

2. Mali's history was more extensive, circa 650- 1450.
a. Its greatest king was Sundiati Keita who transformed Mali from

a nation into an empire.
b. Conga Musa, ruler from 1307-1334, was one of the greatest and

richest rulers of the medieval world.

Songhay was the last great national state in black Africa.
a. Its history covers a 300 year span, circa 1450-1750.
b. Askia Mohammad, r. 1493-1512, was a ruler often emulated by

monarchs. in Europe.

Timbuktu became one of the great cultural capitals of the 16th
century--the center of art, education and trade.



Unit 2

THE LEGACY OF THE COLONIAL ERA

ON THE BLACK MAN
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C Unit # 2: The Legacy of the Colonial Era on the Black Man

AN OVERVIEW

This unit encompasses almost 300 years of history and must concentrate on broad
generalizations. Probably the best approach is to examine the colonial era by
probing common misconceptions.

First, it is important to note that blacks, as well as whites, contributed much
to the early period of discovery and exploration. This was especially true among
the Spanish and Portuguese. This brings us to a second generalization which must
be approached with great discretion; namely, that black participation was common
among the Latin nations because of the frequent practice of racial interrmarr/age
among black Africans and southern Europeans. This trend would seem to conflict
with athail theme of colonial history, that slavery in the New World was the first
to be based on race. This is an outgrowth of the economics of slavery. One needs
to comprehend the enormous difficulty of the early economies of New World plantations
and the failure of, white indentured servants or Indians to provide adequate labor.
Identity became an important feature of American slavery and what was more identi
fiable than color of skin? Tragically, this development inevitably proved to be
the undoing of all blacks in the plantation South.

That slavery in America became automatically equated to race is of fundamental
importance. As the economic need for slavery increased so did justification for
perpetuating slavery. This was to have far reaching consequences upon 19th century
America.

One might also pose the question: "Should we not blame black Africans for partici-
pating in the slave:trade?" This is a pertinent issue. Slavery had always'existed
in Africa and Africans, like Greeks. and Romans before them, had accepted the. principle
that slaves had.basic rights. Thus, we must arrive at .the fundamental problem. In
colonial. America, for thefirst time in the history of man, a form of slavery was
evolving that denied that slaves had any rights. This is the factor contributing
to the most brutal form of slavery that ever existed. Combining this trend with
the fact that American slavery was based on race compounded the agony of later
racial conflicts.

Another closely related theMe of colonial America was that racial miscegenation
wastaking place. The refusal of white Americans to publicly admit the trend seemed
to heighten racial animosities and the extreme brutality of American slavery.

Finally, it must be shown in this unit that the slave trade led to imperial rival-
ries that had an enormous impact upon the world balance of power which, in turn,
had great consequences upon. the United States.



Unit # 2

The Legacy of the Colonial Era (circa 1492-1761) on the Black Man

I. BLACK AFRICANS CONTRIBUTED MUCH TO THE PERIOD OF DISCOVERY AND EXPLORATION

A. Blacks served as important aides to practically every conquistador.

B. Some blacks were conquistadors themselves

II THE SLAVE TRADE--AS IT EVOLVED DURING THE FIFTEENTH THROUGH EIGHTEENTH
CENTURIES -WAS ONE'OF THE DARKEST EPISODES IN THE HISTORY OF MAN

A. While slavery was not new, the profit motive--as a major economic
motivationwas new.

B. Slavery in the New World was the first to be based on race.

1. Ironically, during the early days of slavery, there was a noticeable
increase of racial intermarriage.
a. This trend was openly practiced in the Latin countries--Spain,

Portugal, Italy and Latin America.
b. This trend was practiced clandestinely in the so-called Anglo-

Saxon countries, above all the 13 British colonies along the
eastern Atlantic seaboard.

2. Slavery proved to be far more cruel in the English-speaking, Protest-
ant world than-it was in the non-English-speaking, Catholic world.
a. There seems to be a clear connection between "guilt" associated

to unrecognized interracial blending in the Anglo-Saxon world
and brutality of slavery.

b. Freedom for slaves in the Latin world was far easier to obtain.
c. The Roman Catholic Church seems to have been more concerned for

"soul's" of blacks than the Protestant church. .

C. The majority of blacks never accepted their slave status in the new world.

1. Many had been seized from, the proud "upper classes."

2. A. code of "passage resistance" evolved over the centuries.

D. Ironically, the first blacks in the 13 colonies came not as slaves but
as indenturedServants..

1. As the demand for agricultural workers skyrocketed, regular sources
of indentiked servants--white or black--dried up.

2. Indian slavery proVed to be a total failure.

3. Big profits had already been made in slave trading in other areas.

By the end of- the 17th century, each of the 13 Colonies_had passed
a series of laws which, in effect, made slaVery in the colonies both
permanent-and raCial..
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Unit # 2

III THE SLAVE TRADE HAD AN ENORMOUS IMPACT UPON THE WORLD

A. The Balance of Power was drastiCally altered.

1. A Combination.of forces -- political, economic and technological- -
made. Europe stronger than Africa by the end of the 16th century.

2. As a result, Europe was able to impose its will upon its weaker
neighbor.

B. The slave trade proved to be disastrous to Africa.

1. Between 1500-1860, about 40,000,000 Africans were forcibly taken
from their native continent.

. This decimated African culture in political, economic and social
ways.

C. The slave trade established racial attitudes in the New World, and
especially in the future United States, which encouraged the groWth
of guilt, suspicion.and hatred. (See:unit'on prejudice.)



Unit 3

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY ERA
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Unit # 3: The American Revolutionary Era (1763-1800)

AN OVERVIEW

The American Revolutionary Era is a fascinating study. of paradoxes insofar as race
relations. are concerned. Most revolutions seek and glorify heroes who fall as
martyrs to the revolutionary cause. The American-experience is no exception. Yet
the name of the first American to die at the hands of British tyranny is virtually
lost to most Americans. Had he been white instead of black such an .omistion would
probably not have occurred. This brings to light the first great issue of this
epoch. Black AmeriCant, as well aswhite Americans, played a significant role in
initiating the break with England..

An even, greater paradox evolved. during the war. While proclaiming the'essential
equality of all men, most white Americans'who owned slaves refused to free them.
This proved to be .a source of great embarrassment especially as the British moved
to freeblackSwilling to enlist' in their.armies, The failure of.our forefathers
to reselve this paradox looms. ominous in later chapters of American history.

Ironically, many
or not they were
American victory.
dividual teacher
most 20 per cent

Negroes joined the American forces during the revolution whether
guaranteed emancipation. They contribUted much to the final
This could be studied in greater Or lesser length as the in-

prefers. It is important to note that'by'the end of the war al-
of the men under Washington's command were black.

Finally, it should be.stressed that as d consequence of the war and black partici-
pation therein, many 'Americans envisioned.the eventual emancipation of slaves.
Indeed, many thousands had gained their liberation as a result of their having
fought on the Americansideor.the British side or their having fled to. Canada
or Florida. Several northern.states were' rewriting legal restrictions against
blacks and in some cases began to outlaw slavery altogether. Tragically, this
"gentile" 18th century,optiMistic view -about the future of race relations suddenly
came to an end during the last decade of the 18th century. The factors contributing
to this dramatic and tragic reversal must be.studied carefully. The failure of
America to carry out in practice the revolutionary ideals of the 1770s 'for its
black population still haunt our nation today.



Unit # 3

The American Revolutionary Era

I. BLACKS PLAYED AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN INITIATING THE OPEN CONFLICT BETWEEN
ENGLAND AND THE AMERICAN COLONIES.

A. Several Blacks participated in the Stamp Act Riots

B. The Boston Massacre was a major turning point in the trend toward
violence by the Americans.

1. Crispus Attucks was one of the leading black malcontents.

2. He was the first American to die in the revolutionary struggle;
yet he has largely gone unrecognized in American history.

II. THE REVOLUTION OF 1776 WAS A GREAT PARADOX

A. The paradoxical issue was never resolved.

1. Black men were dying so that white men could be free,

2. While white were proclaiming the need for freedom, they often
resisted the freeing of the slaves.

B. This conflict did disturb many Americans, black and white, who thundered
against slave-owning tyranny as well as British tyranny.

1. James Otis

2.. Thomas Paine

3. Abigail Adams

4. Thomas Jefferson in the first draft of the Declaration of Independence

C. Even as blacks tried to help their white countrymen, the latter began
to react against them.

1. In July, 1775, George Washington issued an order forbidding the
enlistment of Negroes.
a. It was argued that blacks made poor soldiers.
b. It was submitted that it was unfair to ask blacks to die

fighting for a white man's cause.
c. It was regarded as a dangerous precedent to arm black men,

especially the slaves.



The American Revolutionary Era

2. Shortly after Washington's order appeared,. the British began
to recruit Negroes, slave and free
a. Several thousand slaves fled to the British lines.
b. Washington then changed his order, permitting free Negroes

to enlist in the colonial army.
c. After Valley Forge, Washington finally issued an order which

allowed for the enlistment of Negroes who were slaves.

III. BLACKS CONTRIBUTED MIGHTILY TO THE AMERICAN VICTORY DURING THE REVOLUTION

A. Many blacks served with distinction in specific battles.

1. Battle of Concord.

2. Green Mountain Boys--Primas Black and Epheram Blackman.

3. Battle of Bunker Hill - Peter Salem

4. Crossing of the Delaware

5. Battle of Saratoga

6. Battle of YorktoWn

B. Volunteers from Haiti formed the Fontages Legion which gave to Henri
Christophe very valuable military experience.

C. Blacks served as a valuable aid in espionage activity--James Armistead
helped trap Cornwallis at Yorktown

D. Blacks served with distinction at sea.

1. Many sailors were black.

2. Mark Starlin

E. By the end of the Revolution more than 5,000 blacks were in the army.

IV THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR HAD A GREAT IMPACT UPON THE RACE PROBLEM

A. Many thousands of ex-slaves gained their freedom.

1. Approximately 100,000 slaves were granted freedom by Americans.
a. Some became free as a result of their enlistment.
b. Others'were liberated due to new state laWs.
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The American Revolutionary Era

2. Another 100,000 slaves gained freedom by fleeing the United States--
Canada, Florida, Indian lands or England.

B. Legal slavery died in the North as a direct result of the war.

1. In some states, slavery was abolished immediately.

2. In other states, the process occurred slowly over a period of 10-20
years.

C.. In the afterglow of victory it seemed possible that America .might be able
to solve the race problem by peaceful and evolutionary means.

1. As a result of the post-war liberation, some blacks began
concrete, individual cultural contributions to the nation.
a. Phillis Wheatley wrote not as a Negro but as a Boston

in the classical mode.
b. Benjamin Banneder was one of the greatest scientists

during the last quarter of the 18th century.
1) His Almanac is ranked on a par with Benjamin Franklin's.
2) His contributions to astronomy are many.
3) He was the chief American architect for planning the city

of Washington.
4) He was also an effective writer--his lambasting of Jefferson's

hypocrisy is a case-in-point.

2. In the light of this afterglow, many Americans even in the South pre -
dicted, the peaceful end of slavery inAmerica.

to make

intellectual

in America

V. THE TRAGIC FAILURE OF AMERICA: BY THE END OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, WHITE
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE BLACKS BEGAN TO CHANGE.

A. There was a Conservative reaction following the revolution.

B. The drastic increase in the number of free Negroes proved shocking to many.

C. There was a mild increase of competition for jobs.

D. Two large scale slave conspiracies shocked the South.

1. The Haiti Uprising.of 1791 was massive, and bloddy.

2. Gabriel Prosser's conspiracy in Virginia was a shocker to those who
imagined that the Haiti Uprising could not happen in America.



Unit # 3

The American Revolutionary Era

E. The 'invention of the cotton gin in 1793 along with Britain's increasing
demand for large scale amounts of southern' cotton made slavery far more
profitable.

F. The American frontiersmen resented black competition for free land.

G. The tragic failure of the' Christian Church and the American forefathers
to combat the trend toward racial separation.
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Unit # 4: The Cotton Curtain, circa 1800 - 1850

AN OVERVIEW

The title of this unit was selected deliberately to rivet attention to the view
that, in terms of American blacks, American treatment of its slave population in
the first half of the nineteenth century is comparable, in many ways, to the
Soviet treatment of its captive satellite population in the years following World
War II. This interpretation should serve as a good introduction! to the unit,
but the' teacher should encourage students' to reject the view if they find it un-
fair,to the American nation. 4"4

One of the major aspects of this long period of American history is the political
and social isolation of the slave population in the South. This led to the evolu-
tion of cultural attitudes among southern blacks that diverged considerably from
those held by whites, rich or poor. These should be analyzed in considerable de-
tail. America is still paying the sociological consequences of this cultural
divergency in our own day and age.

In the face of white oppression, slave resistance manifested itself and became
a hallmark of American slavery. This is not commonly understood by many whites
today who often pose the question: "Why didn't Negroes resist more than they did?"

Resistance assumed two basic forms. One was passive resistance of individual
slaves who assumed characteristics of sloth, folly and general stupidity which
caused most slave owners to expect much less work from slaves than they might
otherwise have demanded. This stance became a way of life to generations of
slaves. The impact of this outlook upon the 20th century black is still having
wide-spread sociological consequences for the nation.

More dangerous and more feared was the periodic outbreak of a massive slave up-
rising every decade or two in America. As blacks slit white throats, a conscric-
tion of fear haunted the whites in the south. Many of the pathological racial
"hang ups" that still disturb many southerners today have their roots in this era.

It should not be surprising that the slave states developed "police state" methods
designed to crush active resistance among the black population. Consequently, even
areas of the south where few blacks lived, democratic life was stunted. This, too,
is still'influencing our own age. It may not be an exaggeration to conclude that
southerners are living in the shadow of the "cotton curtain" just as the captive
people of eastern. Europe are living in the shadow of the "Iron curtain."
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I. THE "COTTON CURTAIN" AND THE "IRON CURTAiN" COMPARED.

A. In each case millions of subjects were unwillingly enslaved to
despotic dictates of a small but nearly all-powerful ruling class.

B. The enslaved millions were systematically denied all the basic human
rights associated with a free society.

C. Massive use of force is used to prevent the enslaved from seeking a
redress.

D. Massive censorship is utilized to keep the enslaved cut off from the
outside world.

E. The enslaved class is not allowed to travel.

F. The enslaved class endeavored to seek freedom by running away even at
great personal risk.

II. THE "COTTON CURTAIN" HAD AN ENORMOUS IMPACT UPON THE AMERICAN ATTITUDE.

A. Due to their long period of enslavement in isolation, blacks tended to
develop cultural attitudes different from whites.

1. Family life among blacks was prohibited by law.

2. "Fatherhood" among male blacks was prohibited by law.

3. Vice, immorality and brutality among blacks was encouraged and
institutionalized.

4. Blacks recognized the difference between "taking" (i.e. confiscating
from the white man) and "stealing" (i.e. from fellow blacks).

4

,

5. Sexual mores of immorality, polygamy,.polyrandy and studding were
I

encouraged and rewarded.

A
B. American slavery developed other unique characteristics

1. A class system thrived
a; professional slaves
b. skilled labor
c. house Negroes who developed an "identity" with their white'

masters
d. the field hands
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2. Slaves were permitted to establish certain religious ties.
a. Private meetings of blacks in a church was prohibited.
b. Church stressed certain phases of Christianity such as

obedience and personal salvation.
c. Slaves stressed, on the contrary, the Old Testament and the

God of Israel.
d. Negro spirituals, barely comprehended by whites, referred to

the plight of blacks and their eventual liberation.

3. Slave resistance continued in the midst of oppression.
a. There was constant talk and an occasional carrying out of a

slave uprising.
1) The first slave uprising occurred in 1526 in a small

Spanish post in South Carolina
2) Certainly the revolutionary era inspired more.
3) Probably about 250 slave uprsisings did occur within the

continental U.S.
4) The life of Toussaint l'Ouverture gave great inspiration

to American blacks.
a) In some ways he resembles Napoleon
b) His success contributed to Napoleon selling the U.S.

all of Louisiana- -thus enabling the U.S. eventually
to have the potential to be a world power.

5) Gabriel Prosser envisioned a Negro state in Virginia but
his plans were revealed by a house slave in 1800.

6) Denmark Vesey laid careful plans for an uprising in Charles-
ton in the 1820s but was betrayed by another slave in 1821.

7) Nat Turner's mystic fanaticism resulted in an initially
successful uprising in Virginia in 1830.
a) About 60 whites were murdered.
b) Before he was caught and executed almost all whites in

Virginia felt the chill of black anger.
b. Masters were often killed "by accident" through the use of

poison or by some other means. .

c. Arson frequently resulted in the "accidental burning" of houses,
barns, tool sheds, crops, etc.

d. Negro religion was used as a source of resistance.
e. The black learned to feign certain "inferior characteristics"

such as laziness, stupidity, carelessness, as a means of avoiding
a direct white punishment for his sabatoge.

f. By 1830, the "Underground Railroad" had emerged as the single
most frequently used meansof resistance.

4. In spite of all the racial barriers, miscegenation continued to occur
during the era of the "cotton curtain."
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C. The leaders of the "Cotton Curtain" developed one of the most successful
and feared "police state" governments ever devised by man.

1. The U.S. Army and the State militia were on a stand-by basis, ready
to repress any slave uprising.

2. Southern leaders launched a campaign to "educate" both blacks and
white in the innate inferiority of the black race.
a. This included the classical Biblical argument about God having

created two races, one white and one black.
b. This included the appeal to each white that, no matter how

miserable or low down he was, he was still better than the
most brilliant and moral black.

c. This campaign facilitated "poor white trash" willingness to
cooperate with the white slave owners.

3. Use of "Nigger breakers" might be compared to use of sadistic guards
in the Nazi concentration camps.

4. Recalitrant blacks who continued to resist were sold down the river
to the deep South.

5. Specific punishments for disobedient blacks were an accepted part of
the legal code--this included whippings, beatings, branding, torture.

6. Blacks were forbidden to assemble.

7. All blacks in the South, slave or free, had to have a paper showing
their legal status.

8. No slave was permitted to leave the plantation without a special
pass.

9 LiteraCy was illegal--violators were subjected to the death penalty.

10. The black family had no legal status
a. Thus the South encouraged a matriarchial society.
b. Black men had no legal stature within the individual slave group

and had much less likelihood of becoming political leaders.
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Unit # 5: Racial Conflicts Lead to Civil War, 1820 - 1860

AN OVERVIEW

In Unit # 4, we riveted our attention upon the South. In this unit, we must
broaden our inquiry by probing racial issues affecting the North-as much as the
South.

Early in the epoch, many white Americans dreamed of colonization as a solution
to the race problem. Never popular with blacks, colonization died amid the in-
creasing anger generated by the dramatic rise of abolitionism after 1830.

To comprehend the full imact of abolitionism, one must study the plethora of out-
standing abolitionist leaders, black and white, who dominated much of the politics
of the age. The work of these individuals~, either as literary propagandists, as
militant orators or as revolutionary agents must be analyzed in considerable depth.

,The abolitionists, never more than a vocal minority, played a role far in excess
of their numbers. Ironically, as their agitation increased, there was a correspon-
ding increase of anger felt by a majority of whites in the North against the free
Negro. This is a significant turn of events and must be stressed. Needless to say,
southern fears against the abolitionists increased dramatically and this trend plays
a key role in the secessionist movement during the 1840s and 1850s.

Thus it can be observed that another great paradox dominates American history. The
abolitionists generate such ill feelings that northern and southern whites are at
loggerheads with each other. Some prefer disunion to continued compromise. At the
same time, white frustrations against the black man in both sections dramatically
increase. In the South, restrictions against slavery are tightened. In the north,
the sociological "straitjacket" is also tightened. This proved to be nearly as
binding upon the Negro of the North as the legal chains of slavery were upon the
Negro of the South.
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I. THE MISSOURI COMPROMISE SOUNDED AS THE "FIREBELL IN THE NIGHT."

A. Prior to 1820, our forefathers had "glossed over" the issue of slavery.

B. The Compromise was the first open and legal recognition that Americans
did not know how to resolve the problems.

II. COLONIZATION SOCIETIES INCREASED IN. IMPORTANCE AFTER 1820.

A. Supporters of colonization accepted the idea that there was no solution
to be found in America.

B. The majority of blacks rejected colonization.

III. THE ABOLITIONIST CRUSADE BECAME A DOMINANT POLITICAL ISSUE IN AMERICA AFTER 1830.

A. The Abolitionist movement got considerable support from a radical white
minority in the first decade after the founding of the Liberator.

1. William Lloyd Garrison founded the militant Liberator in 1830.

2. Quakers added considerable strength to the Abolitionist cause.
a. The Grimke sisters
b. Theodore Dwight Weld
c. Lucretia Mott

3. Levi Coffin first organized the "Underground Railroad."

B. Five blacks contributed much to the early rise of abolitionism, 1830-1840.

1. Samuel E. Cornish was a Presbyterian Minister who worked closely with
the Freedom's Journal.

2. John B. Russworm was a co-founder of Freedom's Journal, the first negro
newspaper in America.

John Allen, an AME bishop, headed the first Negro Convention in America-
Philad 1phia, 1830.

4. James Forter, an aging American Revolutionary War veteran, helped finance
Garrison's newspaper when it was in serious financial difficulty.

David Walker, sometimes called "the John the Baptist" of the.abolition-
ist crusade, published Walker's Appeal, an inflammatory pamphlet.which
helped to focus attention on the new movement.
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C. During the first decade of Abolitionism, grew the"Underground railroad."

1. In the 30 years prior to the Civil War, it helped thousands (40,000-
100,000) of slaves to escape.

2. Both black and white races contributed to the success.

IN THE PRE CIVIL WAR GENERATION, THE ABOLITIONIST CRUSADE PRODUCED A SERIES
OF "GIANTS."

A. The Abolitionists were divided into two philosophical schools of thought.

1. The "Massachusetts Garrisonians" were militant in writing but preferred
"passive resistance" and "moral force" to direct political action.

2. The other group favored. "ballots, if possible, bullets if necessary."

B. Some of the major Giants tended to dominate the politics of the age.

1. Frederick Douglass

2. Charles Lenox Richmond

3. Samuel Ringgold Ward

4. Sojourner Truth

5. Henry Highland Garnet

6. Harriet Tubman

7. Prudence Crandall

8. Martin R. Delaney

9. Ralph Waldo Emerson

10. John Greenleaf Whittier

11. John Brown

12. Harriet Beecher. Stowe
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V. A, AS ABOLITIONIST AGITATION INCREASED SO DID HOSTILITY AGAINST ABOLITIONISTS
AND FREE NEGROES.

A. Abolitionist extremism in politics was not supported by the "Anti-Slave"
groups.

1. The essential difference between the two groups centered on the
question of "morality vs. expediency."

2. Several leading "anti-slavery" politicians emerged who voiced their
opposition to abolitionism.
a. Daniel Webster
b. Henry Clay
c. Stephen Douglas
d. Abraham Lincoln

B. Nominally free, the northern Negro had always been subjected to various
restrictions even before abolitionism became unpopular.

1. Residential restrictions gave rise to the first recognizeable "ghetto"
based on race.

2. Legal_ restrictions. included denial of the right to vote, to serve on
juries and to own property in many areas.

3. Economic restrictions made it difficult for the black man to get the
more uplifting jobs.-

C. After 1840, these restrictions were more stringently enforced.

D. By 1850, one could conclude that the free Negro of the North lived 'behind
the 'white curtain'."

a.

1. Denied most of the essential civil rights, the free Negroes were
politically dependent upon whitergenerosity.

2. Socially, the free Negores were ostracized in the land of their birth.

3. Economically, the free. Negroes seldom could aspire to more than a
spertan existence.

4. Psychologically, the free Negroes lived--at best--in a state of confusion
and fear; and--at worst--in a state of terror.
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Unit # 6: The Civil War: .A "Down Payment" for the Price of Slavery

AN OVERVIEW

Historians have long debated the causes of the Civil War. At one time, it was the
fashion to argue that slavery had little do to with the conflict.

In the previous unit, it was submitted that slavery was a'primary.factor. In this unit,
it is contended that the black man played a dominant role in the progress of the Civil
War. This is so even though he did not have power.

Initially, the Union government sought not to recognize the importance of the black
man and sought to avoid black participation.. Many factors contributed to this
attitude. They should be considered. Thisleads us to an important' concept. It
is imperative to probe the mind of Lincoln at this stage of the war. 'He syMbolizes
the large mass of northern whites who, while they do not hate the black-man, do
not regard the. Negro as their equal. Many Lincoln letters and speeches reveal
these beliefs.

As the fury of the wary mounted and as the blood-letting increased, old beliefs were
forced to give way to PractiCal necessity. Lincoln may have preferred to save the
Union without black support but he was arriving at the conclusion that black support
was required.

Following the Emancipation Proclamation, the war approached being a crusade. American
Negroes flocked to the colors. Thousands of slaves fled to sanctuary behind the Union
lines and thousands more joined the armed services. Many Negro regiments were created.
Their blood sacrifice had an enormous impact upon the President who was making an
historic decision: namely that some black men--Union veterans--Ire probably worthy
of citizenship.

;Following:the surrender of Lee, the American Negro:celebrated the "day of Jubilee."
He believed in the Union and trusted it to do justice.
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I. AS IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, THE INITIAL REACTION OF THE WHITE GOVERNMENT
WAS TO RESIST BLACK PARTICIPATION IN THE STRUGGLE.

A. Several factors contributed to this negative response.

1. Politically, Lincoln feared to antagonize the "border states."

2. Socially, the majority of whites in the North could or would not
recognize the fact that the black man had a major stake in the outcome.

B. As a result of this attitude, the Lincoln administration--in the first
year of the war--adopted policies detrimental to the black race.

1. Blacks were not allowed to volunteer for military service.

.2. Runaway slaves were returned.to their masters.

3. Lincoln directed local cammanders to desist from supporting so-called
"little Emancipation Proclamations."

II. THE NEGRO--BOTH AS A SOLDIER AND AS A CIVILIANBECAME A CENTRAL ISSUE OF THE
CIVIL WAR.

A. "Political Generals"kept agitating for a change of administration policy.

1.- John C. Fremont in Missouri was ordered to repeal his "emancipation."

2. Ben Butler was the first to publicly' dub runaway slaves as "contraband"
and to accept Negro participation as soldiers.

3. David ("Black David ")Hunter organized the First South Carolina Volunteers.

4. Jim Lane organized the. First Kansas "Colored" Volunteers.

B. As the fury of the war increased, Lincoln slowly began to change his mind.

1. Lincoln's views had been 'Woderately racist" prior to 1861.

2. Several factors-contributed to Lincoln's changing attitude.
a. The rising casualty list dramatized the need for more manpower.
b. The successes of the' Negro Volunteer groups convinced Lintoin that

the black man was capable of fighting.
c. Abolitionist sentiment in the North gained wider support as anger

againit the SoUth mounted.
d. The threat of foivign intervention could be stopped "with the stroke

of a pen."..
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3. The Emancipation Proclamation was promulgated on January 1, 1863.
a. Not a single slave was freed on the first day.
b. In spite of its "luke warm" embracement of liberation, the

Emancipation transformed the Civil War into a near "holy crusade."
1). This galvanized public opinion in the North In favor of the

nobler aspects of the war.
2) It virtually sealed the fate of the South by insuring that

Britian and France would not intervene in favor of. the South.
3) It stirred slaves in the South, many thousands of whom opted

for freedom by running away from-their masters.
4) It encouraged thousands of blacks to join the Union.Army.

1

4

C. Negroes made a positive military contribution to the Union victory.

1. By the end of 1863, more than 50,000 blacks (the majority of whom had
been slaves ).had enlisted in the army.

2. During the last two years of the war, black regiments participated in
many bloody engagements.

3. By the end of the war, the death rate of black soldiers totalled about.
38,000.

D. At the end of the' war, the American Negro entertained high hopes that the
day of Jubilee had at long.last arrived for his race.
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Unit # 7: The Reconstruction Era, 1865 - 1877

AN OVERVIEW

The Reconstruction Era was depicted by the revisionist school of history as a tragic
time in which the semi-savage ex-slave proved himself still unworthy of self-govern-
ment. Black historians contend that the southern states were given, during this
epoch, the most democratic form of government they ever' enjoyed. The truth probably
lies.closer to the latter view than to the former. Be that as it may, the teacher
should offer the students the opportunity to arrive at their own conclusions.

Most Americans are familar with the Radical Republicans and their struggle with a
stubborn southerner who became President.by accident. Radical motives must be con-
sidered. Some are more worthy than others.

In addition, one should place much emphasis on the "reconstructed governments" of
the South. They have often been criticized for their corruption and much corruption
there was. This must be considered, however, in respect to the times. One cannot
offer a final evaluation of these governments without comparing their corruption
to that.which existed at the same time, in the U..S..fedeal government whiCh was
entirely free of "Negro influence." The reconstruction governments should also be
compared to the "all white" postreconstruction governments. It is highly doubtful
if the latter are much better than the former.

In addition to this negative note, the positive accomplishments of the reconstruction
.governments must be analyzed. Much useful legislation was passed. The new laws
were as beneficial to poor whites as to former slavei.

One can also evaluate the reconstruction era through a study of the individual
blaCkS who rose to prominence either'at the local, state or federal level. Some

of these'men overcame great barriers and considerable terror in order to achieve
what they

The chief advocate of terror in these years was the Ku Kl.uX Klan. Its goals and

methods should be stressed. It would seem interesting -(and valid) to compare
the goals and methods of the Ku Klux Klan to a.militant black organization today.

.

Finally,,bne must terminate the study of.the epoch by probing the.factors causing
the RepublicanParty to abandon the Negro as a result of the Compromise of 1877.
Key political, economic and social factorare'inVolved. The lessons of this abandon-
ment havejiot been lost upOn militant blacks today,- This iswithout doubt a major
factor explaining their distrust t-of "white_ liberals" in the 1960s and 1970s.
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I. THE BURDEN OF BLACK LIBERATION HAD AN ENORMOUS PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT UPON THE
NATION

A. Initially, most whites still hoped to "solve" the problem by encouraging a
'back to Africa" movement.

B. If the Negro were to'remain permanently in America, then.,the main problem
would revolve about "what to do" with the Negro.

1. The "do nothing" school was led by Frederick Douglass.

2. The "white supremacy",reactionary school envisioned indirect means to
rid the South of -the black.

3. The "white radical" attitude was led by Charles Sumner and Thaddeus
Stevens.

4. The majority of the moderate' whites favored a "go-slow" pOlicy as
formulated by the Freedman's Bureau.

C. , The majority of the newly freed black slaves were psychologically and
sociologically upprepared for their liberation.

II. THE. LINCOLN-JOHNSON PLAN OF RECONSTRUCTION WAS INITIALLY ADOPTED.

A. Southern states were restored under white control.

B. The "restored".Southern States passed a'series. of "black codes" which
reduced the black back to the ranks of near-slavery..

11.1. SOUTHERN INTRANSIGENCE HELPED THE NORTHERN WHITE RADICALS TO GAIN POWER.

A- Four faCtori contributed:to their wrestling control of the government.

1. Many in the north felt a sincere liumanitarian compassion for-j the
plight of the blacks.

Many'llepublicans hoPed to perpetuate Republican control.of federal
governMents:With blacks as the .power base in-the South.

Many in the north felt -a patriotic resentment of the restored States
sending ax7.6onfederates to office.

The personal committment of Stevens and Sumner bordered on fanaticism.

The radicals used several classic techniques to seize control.
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Much useful legislation was passed during the next several years.

1. The Reconstruction Act of 1866.

2. The 14th-Amendment

3. The 15th Amendment

4. The Civil Rights Act of 1875

IV. RADICAL RECONSTRUCTION HAD A GREAT IMPACT UPON SOUTHERN LIFE

A. The Union Army was regarded as "the enemy."

B. The "carpetbagger" governments had many blacks in high office who were
both hated and feared by the white southerners.

C. The Ku Klux Klan was organized as the "defender" of southern virtue against
Yankees, scalywags and blacks.

I. The:Ku Klux Klan emphasized the essential wickedness of black and
increased racial animosities.

2. The Ku Klux Klan utilized a form of '!guerrilla warfare" and a "reign
of terror" to harass blacks and to disCourage their white supporters.

D. The."reconstructed"'state governments did pass much usefUl social legislation.

E. There was a considerable degree of curruption among the leaders of the
reconstruction governments,,as was generally the case among the north also.

. .

F. Many outstanding black leaders did appear but most were gradually eliminated,
directly or Indirectly, klif the K.K.K.

V. THE COMPROMISE OFt1877 ENDEDTHE RECONSTRUCTION ERA.

A. The election:of 1876 was .extremely close with disputed electoral votes to
.decide the victor between' the Republican, Hayes, and the Democrat, Tilden.

.B. To avoid the Teal threat of asecond Civil War, an important compromise
was arranged.'

1. .The,SoUth:MadetWo lmOortant concessions to the Republicans.
a. theAlsOuted electoral votes were to be cast for. Hayes
.b. .lThe.southerniNamocrats:pledged toPuSh for economic policies

urgently, favored the rising industrial classes of the North.
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2. The Republicans made four important concessions to the South.
a. All remaining Yankee troops were to be withdrawn
b. "Home Rule", meaning "white supremacy" governments were to be

permitted.
c. The Negro problem was to be handled strictly by the States
d. The Republican administration would accept white Democratic

postmasters in the southern States

C. Having no power, the black learned that he could not permanently rely on
Republican support as the Party had pledged.
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Unit #8: The Birth of Jim Crow, 1877 - 1901

AN OVERVIEW

The last quarter of the.19th century witnessed the destruction of nearly all the
gains won by Negroes during Reconstruction. Much emphasis must. be placed in an
analysis of the forces--political, economic, social - -which led to the acceptance
of a Jim Crow.rationale, not only by most whites, North and South, but also by
a majority of blacks! This is the age of imperialism and the "white man's burden."
Even the Christiarichurch is preaching such dogma. Small wonder, then, that an
educated Negro such as Booker T. Washington promulgates the "Atlanta Compromise"
in which white supremacy is more or less.conceded. In return, all the Negro wants
is an equal opportunity to earn his living.

Since kith races in America accepted the Jim Crow logic, it should not be surprising
that the white controlled southern states began to pass a whole series of new laws
which legalized a "separate but equal" concept which became the virtual law of the
land for the next 60 years. These laws and their acceptanCe had an enormous impact
upon Americans in all sections of the country, not just the South.

One might well conclude a study of this unit by asking the question: "How could'
America, a nation claiming to be democratic, subscribe to principles of Jim Crow
without feeling much remorse or guilt?".
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I. THE NAME "JIM CROW" HAD DIFFERENT MEANINGS DURING DIFFERENT PERIODS OF TIME.

II. SEVERAL FACTORS CONTRIBUTED TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE NEW FORM OF JIM CROW AFTER
THE COMPROMISE OF 1877.

A. World opinion in the last quarter of the 19th century was much less sympathic
to the "brotherhood of man."

1. The "white man's burden" concept was popular among most western political
leaders.

2. The race for colonies perpetuated beliefs in white superiority.

B. American public opinion had soured vis-a-vis Civil Rights.

C. The U.S. Supreme Court made. decisions detrimental to the black race.

1. In 1883, the Civil Rights Act of 1875 was ruled unconstitutional.

2. In 1896, the historic Plessv v. Ferausen decision .resulted in the
mass acceptance of "separate but equal" as a point of law.

3. The court interpreted the 14th Amendment in such a way as to protect
CorporatIons and not blacks.

. The submission of Booker T.-Washington.

1. In 1895, he deliverd his famous "Atlanta Compromise" speech.

2. Washington's appeal for black acceptance of white political superiority
had several important consequences.
a. He received considerable white support, both political and

financial.
b. He became a major leader of the American Negro intellectual

world until his death in 1915.
c. He represented black approval of Jim Crow and 2nd class citizenship.
d. He left the black even more impotent, and isolated than ever before.

III. AS A RESULT OF THESE CHANGING ATTITUDES, SOUTHERN STATES BEGAN PASSING A SERIES
OF LAWS DESIGNED TO PERPETUATE THE SEPARATION AND ISOLATION OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO.

IV. JIM CROW HAD AN ENORMOUS IMPACT ON THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE.

A. There was a tendency to confuse legend with history.

1. These loos became so widely accepted, that most white Americans
could not or would not rviognize their recent origins.
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2. We continued to call ourselves the "land of the free" when we were
building the most massive form of repression based on race ever known
to mankind save for Nazi Germany and South Africa today.

3. Americans continued to refer to their nation as the "great melting.
pot" while striving. urgently to avoid mixing with black race.

B. Blacks were eliminated as a politicag force in the U.S.

C. Most of their leaders having renounced equality, the blacks sank deeper
and deeper into economic misery as well as political oblivion.

D. "Red Neck" politics became a way of life in the South.

E. Accepting the plight of the blacks, the majority of white southerners
paid the price by their also having a standard of living far lower than
their white counterparts in other sections of the country.

F. The first of the migrations to the industrial cities of the North began
during this age though not nearly so massive as in later years.

G. Psychologically, most American blacks were conditioned to a sense of shame
in being black, accepting their inferiority.

H. New music forms such as jazz and the blues began to emerge in this era.

0
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Unit # 9: An Age of Despair (1895 - 1939)

AN OVERVIEW

During this era, the aspirations of the American Negro reached their nadir. The
first 20 years of this epoch were dominated by Booker T. Washington. Gradually,
more radical leaders beganto question and to challenge his teachings. This contrast
of leadership--the submissive and passive Washington on the one hand and the raucus
and saucy self confidence of a William Trotter or a W.E.B. Du Bois on the other --
makes for .a fascinating contrast and should be studied at some length. Out of this
struggle the first of many civil rights organizations was born--the N.A.A.C.P. Many
others were to follow in the 20th century. Starved for funds and dependent largely
on white support, these civil rights groups timidly began to assault Jim Crow
concepts with very few results during the first two decades of the 20th century.

.

Negro despair probably reached its lowest depths during the First World War. Gal-
vanized by the rhetoric of a Woodrow Wilson, blacks enlisted by the scores of thou-
sands. Black military exploits during the war can only be categorized as one of the
least glamorous phases of Negro history. Totally segregated and relegated primarily
to mundane tasks, the Negro soldier was dispised by most whites. Lynchings increased
during the war as a result of racial tensions having been accentuated by the pressures
of war. Remembered by most whites for his idealism, Wilson is recalled by most

.

blacks as a hypocrite. It should be noted that segregation in federal Jobs was
intensified by President Wilson whose attitude toward blacks can only be described
as "bigoted." One might well pose the question: "Why did Wilson plead so eloquently
for others to practice 'self determination of peoples' while ignoring this principle
for American blacks?"

Negroes made limited economic gains during the 1920s but compared to their white
countrymen, slipped further on the economic ladder. This was also the age of the
"Negro Renaissance." Black authors were widely read by white intellectuals. But
it was in the field of music that America finally gave due recognition to her black
children. There was a boom in jazz, blues and swing. A myriad of recordings are
available, The teacher could spend many days, even weeks, in a "music appreciation"
type presentation.

Badly hit by the depression, Negro hopes were slowly re-kindled by Franklin Roosevelt's
New Deal. Sensing at least a modest amount of federal support, the NAACP launched
a new series of suits which were to result in much success in the 1950s. But the
greatest aid to the black cause in America was to come from an unexpected source--
a mad man living in Germany.

A
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An Age of Despair, circa 1895-1939

I. THE PROGRESSIVE ERA, 1895-1920, BROUGHT MANY CHANGES TO AMERICA, RESULTING IN
GREAT PROGRESS FOR WHITES BUT LIMITED PROGRESS FOR BLACKS

A. The era of Booker T. Washington, 1895-1915, crystallized the institution
of Jim Crow in America.

1. Washington practically ruled over black America.

2. Washington's policies could best be described as '.'conservative."
a. He stressed racial reconciliation.
b. He encouraged black submission to white political control.
c. 'He was careful never to-offendwhite southern opinion....

3. Washington's domination is a fascinating study of ironies.
a. He accepted white southern prejudice's but had access to high

political circles in the North that were closed to most whites.
b. He was allowed to violate Jim Crow laws.
c. While advising blacks to shun political power, he wielded more

political power than practically any black in' American history.
d. Whi le. remaining a spokesman for the poor he amassed a modest

fortune.'_

Washington's leadership was challenged by two militants.

t.

Will lain-M.:Trotter. denounced Washington as a "traitor in-his
militant newspaper the Guardian.

lliam Du Bois ,forsook.MOderetion when he published bait
of BlackFolk: in
a. 'Du Boisstressed the.neeCforeCtion not just talk.

.

b. : He :preached:: the urgency of educating' the "talented tenth" to
leacLblaCks:OUt...oU-theirinferiorstatus..

-He reminded .:White iberals, that only the black Man himself..

`cOuld gaim.hit Self respect.

conflict -a 'number of -.Civi 1 Rights'Out of this

The':Niagra, MoVement'lead to the creation of the.N.A.A.C.P.

The :N.A.A.C.P .was created in?r1909.
a. It was dominated by,white libe.rals.:

Du Bols, :however, became an .important black; leader..
The N.A.A. C.P.:'enjoyed asmall degree of success'in hg.:..,

the ;legal; foundetions,of'''J.im:;Crow.'.
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3. The National Urban League was founded in 1910 to help black 'people
solved social problems arising out of ghetto life.

4. The National Equal Rights League,was Ole most militant of the early
Civil -tights groups.

a. The League denied admittance to whites.
b. It rejected all compromise. in its battle for the immediate

ihtegratiOn of all facets of American

5. As Civil Rights groups gained some influence so was there an increase
of influence of black journals.

D. The Progressive Era was brought- to an end by. World War I.

1. This war was great national humiliation forthe black 'race.
a. Several factors contributed to the hostility of whites.

b. The military record on race relations in the war was poor.
c. Open and undisguised racial insults in the war resulted in more

racial conflicts in'America.
... 1) InsubOrdinat ion. and bad conduct among black soldiers were

. higher than .among white soldiers.
2) Several bloody race riots .occurred during and immediately

after World War I.

3) The -lynching rate of blacks increased, 1917-1920.

THE "GOLDEN TWENTIES'.' ARE MORE FONDLY REMEMBERED BY WHITES THAN BLACKS AS THE

"GOOD: OLD. DAYS."
:

A. Black pessimism was refleate4Ain.:the intellectual pronouncements of new
black:leaders.

1. Asa 10111 1 ip.Aandolph charged the:.Wi lson administration with hypocrisy.

2. --:Claude_McKaT'SpOetry:reflectt a 'strong note' of :bitter despair.

Marcus :M...Gariey's "black:natienal ism" 'pressaged the militant

phi losophy of black Muslim groups today,
. . .

The GoldenTwentiei produced the "Negro Renaissance."

. .

1.

1. This was .the time of:tremendOuv IleCtua 1 achievement of blacks

In art,':,mus ic and literature. - -
.

t was -also ...the :A !iconsiderable WhiteacOeptance of Negro. culture...
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III. THE DEPRESSION RESULTED IN GREAT PRIVATIONS FOR MILLIONS OF WHITE AMERICANS
AND NEAR TOTAL DISASTER FOR MOST BLACK AMERICANS.

A. Blacks suffered the greatest economic loss- of the depresiion era.

1. In the field of unemployment, the slogan of the ghetto was "The
Negro, Last Hired and First Fired."

2. A far greater percentage of blacks were on relief than whites.

3. Black businessmen were nearly eliminated as a class.

4. A new flood of migrants from the Southowhite and black, poured
into American cities and into the West.

B. In spite of these economic burdens' blacks made important contributIons to
American culture.

1. The age of "swing."

2. Sports heroes. 1
4

Politically, blacks were beginning to. gei'organized.

1. Ghetto areas occasionallyI:deleted black representatlVes to Congress.

2. Rooitiveles: New Deal:: del iberately courted black support and favor.
a. The "blacic cabinet" of FDR.
b. The .Naw: Deal helped ImproVe:the economic misery of millions of

blacks .

MOStblaCks deseit'the:party of linColn.

The NAACP became durIng the 1930s.

The CharleiGerland:gift'..Mide::tha NAACP:'financially able for the
history.:'

The new.'leadership.Was'Instromental in the change.was

Director in 1930.
b. .1:,..Ciiarlei.;HOUStOnbilaasie:'the'2:Chief'Lega 1 ::Conais) ;"NegrO..laWyers

should be soc l engFoie es
Thurgood Marshall ...,was:,111red'-tO,Prosectirte:speCific caseS.:.

y..the,.end'of:;theU930s NAACP had. the'.undisouted
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Unit # 10: The Rise of the Civil Rights Movement in
America Since World War II

AN OVERVIEW

It is Ironic that the German Nazis struck the greatest blow ever made for Civil
Rights in America. Representing the epitome of the most grotesque features of
'white racism," Nazi ideas were roundly condemned by nearly all peoples of the
globe. An analysis of Nazi ideas and their origins is the proper way to introduce
this unit.

American war aims were nobly idealistic. They should be evaluated and compared to
American treatment of her own minority populations. The gap between professed
principles and practice should be evident.

Contrary. to World War I, black leaders,in America demanded some concessions from
their government before agreeing to the war effort to. "make the world safe
for democracy." In this matter, A. Philips Randolph was the key figure. His dealings
with President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1941. make for a fascinating study. That he
achieved some meaningful concessions cannot be denied..

Another interesting feature of AMericaiuracism.during World. War II is the handling
of the "Japanese prohlem." Students should compare American treatment ofGerman
aliens in 194171942 to American treatment of Japanese aliens and Japanese citizens.

The Nuremburg War Crimes trials are closely associated to this unit. In this con-
nection; the class should be introduced to the martyred German, Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
His ideas about militant Christianity and.the need of each individual to stress his
loyalty to humanity as opposed to nation are extremely relevant. Quite clearly, his
spirit dominates the conclusions made at.Nuremburg'which ,in turn permeates the .think-
ing of many of the leaders of the Civil Rights movement in America during the post
war era.

Starting with the historic Supreme Court decision of 1954,' the Civil Rights movement
became much more militant. The pol it i ca , social, and economic forces contributing
to this new attitude should be stressed. -.As the-Civil Rights:movement picks. up
steam,, key indiOduals: emerge. 'Their ..teachings and activities' can be studied in
their own writings .andrelia by analyzing current news stories in newspapers and
magazines.,.:SeVeral'reCOrdisexist,Which-contain'the .voice recordings of the leaders' .

involved. Me; fe11:.impact:Of: the oratory of a Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
..can be felt by =listeningto the recorded voice of Dr. King..

SinCe the mid-1950s a."..seriesiof new federal.:laws.and.agencies.have been created.:
These stand.:as a positive iivefievtand:;:shoU10 be studied and understood. Tragic-

ally, during:the,.saMe,:t ime,'-',6.serie's2of."reCeC:riota haVe,occUrred..in" various -,City

.classghettoes. It';would':be- strongly adviseable for the to probe the 1 engthy. ana 1 ys is

of-..r al': in the ,Pres dint i .Y.Copin. iSt 1en BAEt i 1 ab le. in paperback

'et ..Modeit;Cose.1..7,'Whilef.:ribt:condOriing violence, ; we must :seek:. to ,: coMprehend. why

so many :the.natiC;n1,i:;bleekS;i:eiPeCially;'thel!YOut h willing resort to
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Ideally, representatives of local minority community groups should be encouraged
to speak to the class. Exchanges with students of black or brown schools would
also, be appropriate. The essential problem of today is that our WASPish students
are essentially isolated from meaningful - contacts with members of the minority
community. Dialogue is a small, but essential, tiny first step toward bridging
the gap of misunderstanding.

Another bridge to better understanding is humor. It is urgently, recommended that
recordings of such comics as Dick Gregory, Flip Wilson, Bill Cosby and others be
utilized from timelo time. In dealing with such emotional and complex problems,
we sometimes stir latent passions. By being able to laugh about some of these
problems, we may be able to redute some of the tensions that arise when we discuss
them.
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The Rise of the Civil Rights Movement in America since World War II

I. WORLD WAR II HAD A PROFOUND IMPACT UPON THE AMERICAN ATTITUDE TOWARD RACE.

A. The Nazis epitomized the most brutal phase of "white racism."

1. Nazism evolved out of historicalprejudices long existing in Germany.

2. The Nazis came to power during a time of economic and social chaos.

3. Nazi policies made World War II inevitable.

B. American War aims were extremely noble.

1. The U.S. Government embraces such humanitarian concepts as the
"Atlantic Charter," the Four Freedoms," and the ideals of the
United Nations.

. Black Americans tended to be extremely suspicious of the professed
noble war alms.
a. Philip Randolph led the black demand for white concessions.
b. In order to avert a massive black march on Washington, President

F.D. Roosevelt issued Executive Order No 8802 on June 25, 1541,
which banned racial discrimination in war industries and in
apprenticeship programs associated to war industries.

C. American racial practices in World War II often conflicted,with the ideas
for which we professed to be fighting:

3

1. The U.S. treatment,of German aliens contrasted markedly with our treat-
ment of Japanesee aliens.

The American military caatInMedto follow the traditional attitudes
taward,the black soldier. ..

Blacks initially were not allowed into Marine and many navy units.
Blacks Were not .permitted to serve in integrated units..

Black units'were not expected or trained to fight.
glaaks were 'relegated to the Usual menial tasks--stevadores,

garbage detail, cooks, waiters, eta.

American blaCkt. on t u home front.seizedsUponAhe pressures of war to fight
for More.conaessio fyimn.the'..white.coatrolled:government.
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2. C.O.R.E. was created in 1943.
a. It organized the first "sit in" in U.S. history--against a restaurant

in the. Chicago Loop which refused to serve black soldiers.
b. It became one of the leading Civil Rights groups by the end of the

war.

The Negro Press dramatized racial injustices.,
a. One of the most successful black publishers in the war was John

Johnson.
b. In 1942-1943, he founded three black publications: haw Rjata,

Ekony, and to

4. World War II also resulted in several massive bloody race riots in
various industrial cities of the North.
a. Hundreds-of thousands of blacks workers were pouring into such

cities as thicago, Detroit, New:_York, San Francisco, Los Aageles etc.
These masses of blacks placed great strain on whites whO feared
the ir presence.

c. As blacks purchasing power increased they found white intolerance
more and more objectionable.

E. The Nuremburg War Crimes Trialsstand as-an important turning point in the
hjstory of man.

1. These trials resulted in some important new principles of international
law.

. These new principles specifically condemn as "immoral" the overt
'practicing of racism. .

II. THE !MEDIATE POST WAR ERA

A.

IINAUGURATED A SLOW TRANSFORMATION OF ATTITUDES: 1945-1954

President Truman's historic decision-.to desegregate the armed .forces.
r

This was an outgrowth of the Nuremburg1.

2. His decision. created many. shock waves" of resistance.

The, increasing.popularity of the "Dixiecrats" was an outward manifestation
of the white "blacklash."

C. The :KOrean -War: raiUlted In 1 imited
.of 'the Mi 1 itary.:

success for the supporters of. integration
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III. THE 1954 TO 1970 ERA WITNESSED THE RISE OF A "NEW MILITANCY" AMONG THE BLACK
LEADERSHIP

A. Many factors contributed to this new militancy.

1. The phenomonon of "rising expectation."
/

2. The growing awareness of the contradittion between affluence and poverty.

3. The "generation gap" of both ghetto and suburban areas.

4. World War I I generated idealism.

B. A myriad. of new leaders sYmbolized the changing attitudes.° America's
black Community.

1. Philip Randolph and organized labor.

2. Adam Clayton Powell and political militancy.

3. Thurgood Marshall. in the legal field.

4. Roy Wilkins and the N.A.A.C.P.

5. Dr. Martin Luther King and the S.C.L.C.

6. James Farmer and FloydMaissickin C.O.R. .

7. Stokely Carmichael and the S.N.C.C. '1

8. Elijah Muhammad 0(1 Ma 1c010.1. in the BlaCk. Mus 1 ims.

9 Eliidge

10.

Cleaver and Bobby Seale represent the Black Panthers.

Whitney Young and the National Urban League

Black Militancy has produced mant..good results.

.7--.The.:Supreme Court' has made decisions contributing to the .

li*.henorilOrgri: "rising. xPectationi.,

'The 'Much useful- legislation.
a. The 1 :11ighti..:Ao*,.of

c. The Civil' Rights.Act of 1964
d. 1:.Votihi.jRightS.,".A°Cof;.1965'
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3.. Presidents Kennedy and Johnson spent much of the prestige of the
Presidency in support of the Civil Rights Movement.

O. Militancy has produced many bad results.

1. Racial awareness has been intensified.

2. The urban crisis has been intensified.

.3. The "white backlash" has been intensified.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A. What are the alternatives?

B. What can we. do as individuals ?

3
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FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Silberman, Charles E. Crisis in Black and White. New York: Vintage,
1964.

A powerful analysis of today's race problem. Calls
for honesty in trying to resolve the dilemma.

Woodward, C. Vann. The Burden of Southern History. New York: Vintage,
1960.

Eight essays endeavor to explain the distinctive character
and heritage of the South by means of selective portrayals of
the black man's experiences.

Wright, Richard. Black Bov. A Record of Childhood and Youth. New York:
Harper, Row, 1945.

. Native Son. New York: Harper, Row, 1966.
P noving account of a young man trapped by fear of his

racial heritage.



General Historical References

Aptheker, Herbert (ed. ) A Documentary History .of the Negro People in
the United States: From-Colonial Times Through the Civil war
Tratr-Y3Fk: Citadel 1962.

This volume contains hundreds of documents covering many phases
of black history in America from 1661 to 1865.

A Documentary History of the Negro People in the United States:
mom tHe -R7c7nistructionEFrto-on). New Cita-del =s, 1962.
Bailey, Thomas A. (ed. ) The American Spirit: United States History as

Seen by Contemporaries. Eksroii: D. C.. Heath, 1963
Contains some views of black people..

Bard' !ph, Richard. The Negro Vanguard. New York: Knopf, 1962.

B?.nnett, Lerone, Jr. Before the Mayflower: A History of the Nero in
America 1619-1964. Revird Edition Baltimer-rguirocirs ,7966.

Sennett views American history with a heavy emphasis on
black achievements.

Blacking, John. Black Background. New York: Abelard Schuman, 1964:

Bontemps, Arna. Anyplace But Here. New York:' Hill and Wang, 1966.
An analysis of the migration of blacks from the South to other

areas of the country beginning in the early 1700's and continuing to
the present. Of special interest may be the chapters dealing with Marcus
Garvey, the Black Muslims and Malcolm X, and the recent racial
conflicts in Detroit, Chicago and Watts.

One Hundred Years of Negro Freedom. New York: Dodd, Mead

Butcher, Margaret. The Negro in American Culture. New York:
American LibrarTr;-1967.

Cain, Alfred E. (ed. ) The Winding Road to Freedom: A Documentary
Survey of NegroExpeTiences in erica. Negro heritage Library,
Educational Heritage, ronkers,-ICMITira-k, 1965.

Davidson, Basil. Black Mother: The Years of the African Slave Trade.
Boston: AtlanticWarlThe s s;Little,Irrown, 1961.
A colorful account of a tragic era.

Drimmer, Melvin. Black History, New York: Doubleday, 1968.
A valuab=iterpretation of the black role in U. S. history.

Each section is prefaced by an analysis of the historical events
surrounding the era.



Fishel, Leslie; The Negro American: A-Documentary History. New York:
Morrow, 196E

Includes documents covering the period of time from the African
genesis to the 1960s.

Franklin, John Hope. From Slavery to Freedom: A History of NegroAmericans. Third Edition.wage, 1969.'Phis is perhaps one of the best one-volume histories ever
written about the ,American Negro. It includes highly readable chapters
covering all epics--from the earliest African civilizations to modern
times in America.

Frazier, Franklin E. The
Schocken Books, 1961:

A brief analysis
of a crucially important

Negro Church in America. New York:

of the historical origin and the present condition
institution of the American Negro .

Chicago. The Negro Family in the United States. Chicago: University of
Chicagoris71739.

1957.

Goldman, Peter. Civil Rights: The Challenge of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Coward McCann, 1965.

Tells the story of the black struggle for the rights guaranteed in
the 14th Amendment.

The Negro in the United States.
=1=, New York: Schocken Books,

Goldston, Robert. The Negro.,Revolution: From Its African Genesis to the
Death of Martin IcinTc7outorTRiiraErniTran Co. , 19613:

"Tfil7751;ErraTwritten especially for the high school student.

Grant, *Joanne (ed. ) Black Protest: History, Documents and Analysis, 1619
to the Present. iG--eiwT.CF,Z7nnecticut: Fawcett Premier Book, 10177

Hughes, Langston and Meltzer, Milton. A--Rigprial History of the Negro in
Ameiica. New York: Crown, 1963.
--Contains over 1,000 prints, drawings, paintings, photos, cartoons,
along with corresponding narration that makes history come alive.

Isaacs, Harold. The New World of American Negroes. New York: John Day
Co. , 1963.

Katz, -William Loren (ed. ) Eyewitness: The negro in American History
New York: Pitman, 196/.

A collection of original source material depicting black contributions
during, each period of American history.

Lee, Irvin H. Negro Medal of Honor Men. New York: Dodd, 1967.
An accounTOTffiFfie/orcaCTRins of all black medal of honor winners

in each of the American wars. There is greater emphasis on each war.
since 1860.
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Lincoln, C. Eric. The Negro Pilgrimage in America. New York: Bantam
Books, 1967.

A readable, concise and elementary introduction to black history.
Mannix, I). P. and Cowley, Malcolm. Black Car oes: Histor of the

Atlantic Slave Trade, 1518-1865. Tignror : mg, 19

Meltzer, Milton. In Their Own Words: A History- of the American Negro.
Two volumes.WwYolCrinell, 79-6`47

The Negro tells his story in his own words through letters, diaries,
speeches, autobiographies, newspapers and pamphlets. Volume I covers
the period of time from 1669 to 1865; Volume II, from 1865 to 1916.

Meier, August. From Plantation to Ghetto: An Interpretive History of American
Negroes. New York: Hill anUIVFirg, 736 6 .

A treatment of Negro ideologies and protest movements. The work
of such outstanding civil rights leaders as A. Philip Randolf, Bayard Rustin
and Martin King is given much consideration in the latter part of the work.

Miller, Loren. The Petitioners: The Story .of the Supreme Court of the
United States and the Ne ro. New York: Pantheon7M67--

X 7h- ForiTerro w at e Supreme Court has said and done in
respects of the rights of Negroes, slave and free, between 1789 and
1965.

Muse, ',Benjamin. Ten Years of Prelude. New York: Viking Press,1964.
The story 81 I' Thee 1954. Traces the background

of hard-core segregation from the 1890s to the days of the New Deal.

Quarles, Benjamin. The Negro in the Making of America. New York: Collier
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Aptheker, Herbert. American Negro Slave Revolts. New York: International,
1963.

One of the best accounts of resistance to slavery ever written.

Bandroft, Frederick. Slave Trading in the Old South. Baltimore:J. H. Furst, 1931.
A scholarly analysis of the domestic slave trade.

Botkin, B. A. (ed. ) Lay IA, Burden Down: A Folk History of Slavery.
Chicago: UniversityET CEicres7,794.5.

Records the reminiscences of several slaves.

Carpenter, Jesse. The South as a Conscious Minority, 1789 - 1861.
New York: PeterMIKon.

A study of the psychological impact of pro-slavery thought in the
old South.

Carroll, Joseph C. Slave Insurrections in the United States, 1800 - 1860.
Westport, Connecticut.: UniITty Negro Press 1938.

Covers similar ground to_that found in Aptheker's work on slave
revolts.

Dodd, William E. The Cotton Kingdom. New York: U.S.Publishers Ass'n 1919
Describeving importance of "king cotton" upon the life and

attitude of the ante-bellum South.

Elkins, Stanley. Slaver : A Problem in American Institutional and Intellectual
Life. Chicago: niverEity of Chicago rrEs:77637r--

Concerned primarily with the effect of slavery on personality.

Fisher, Miles M. Negro Slave Songs in the United States. Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1957

Discusses the origin of spirituals and work songs during the
"cotton curtain" era.

Franklin, John Hope. The Militant South: 1800 - 1861. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, TOG:-

An important scholarly survey.

Genovese, Eugene D. The Political Economy of Slavery. New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1965.

Discusses slavery as part of a total way of life in the South.

Halasz, Nicholas. The Rattlin Chains: Slave Unrest and Revolt in the Ante-
bellum South. MT/ or : c y, 19167

r77,ides history of slave 'revolts in southern colonies and states.
Documents the outrages of the institution of slavery that fomented abortive
uprisings.



Hawk, Emory Q. Economic History of the SoUth. New York: Prentice-Hall
1934.

Discusses the economic aspects of slavery that are uncritical and,
at times, sentimental.

Hesseltine, William B. The South in American History. 2nd ed . , New York .
Prentice-Hall, 1960.

Contains a cursory but critical discussion of the institution of
slavery.

Hogan, W. R. and Davis, E. A. (ed. ) William Johnson's Natchez: The
Ante-Bellum Diary of a Free Negro.Erigri otTriiertrniver of
Li7ffsianTga e relig,fg317 .

Offers a rare personal testimony of a free Negro's tribulations
in the slave South.

Johnston, James H. Miscegenation in the Ante-Bellum South. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1.950".

Probes into the psychological and physiological, relationships between
slaves and their white masters.

Olmstead, Frederick Law. The Slave States. New York: Putman, 1959.
An interesting contemporary of southern society by a

northerner who travelled extensively in the South.

Onstott, Kyle. Drum. .New York: Crest Book, Fawcett World Library, 1962.
A fic iona view of white-black relationships in a slave society.

Mandin o. New York: Fawcett World Library, 1962.
companion novel to Drum.

Phillips, Ulrich.' B. American Negro Slavery. New York: Peter Smith
1918.

A valuable historical view of the "cotton curtain."

. Life and Labor in the Old South. Boston: Little Brown, 1929.

Like his earlier work, Phillips, in this tome, tends to apologize
for slavery.

Stamp, Kenneth. The Peculiar Institution. New York: Knopf, 1956.
In thisTEatud7zr gli7Tery, Stamp takes sharp issue with

Phillips on many points.

Stephenson, W. W. Isaac Franklin: Slave Trader and Planter of the Old South.
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State rtriFfirsiVrress, 1938.

Another interesting view of slave trading in the old South.

Styron, William. The Confessions of Nat Turner. New York:, Random House
1967.

A fictionalized account of the Nat Turner uprising with many
psychological overtones. This work has been both highly praised and
bitterly condemned.



Turner, Frederick J. Rise of the New West. New York: Peter Smith,
1959.

Presents the view that western expansion in the South strengthened
the development of the plantation aristocracy.

Wade, Richard C: Slaver in the Cities: The South, 1820 - 1860. New JerseyOxford University ress71f6r,
Offers convincing evidence that slavery in southern urban areas

was markedly different in virtually every way from slavery in rural areas.
Weinberg, Albert K. Manifest Destin , A Study of Nationalist Expansion inAmerican Histm r : P. New Yoeter Smith, 19767

Anilysehe influence of Manifest Destiny on the emergence of
the "cotton kingdom" in the South.

Wish, Harvey. Slaver in the South. New York: Farrar, Strauss, 1964.An exce ent -gray OTTEntation life.



Unit #5: Racial Conflicts Lead to the Civil War (1820 - 1860)

Aptheker, Herbert. T he Negro in the Abolitionist Movement. New York:International, 19477
Tells an exciting story of black abolitionists.

Bartlett, Irving. Wendell Phillips, Brahmin Radical. Boston: Beacon Press,
1961.

An important biography of a leading white abolitionist.'
ti

Buclunaster, Henrietta. Let y People GG. New York: Peter Smith,
1959.

A survey of the "underground railroad. "

Flight to Freedom. New York: Crowell, 1958.
A more recent account of the "underground railroad. "

Bradford, Sarah. Harriet Tubman, The Moses of Her People. New York:
Corinth, 1961.

A vital portrayal of a former slave who rose to a pre-eminent
position in the

portrayal
railroad. "

Douglass, Frederick. Narrative in the Life of Frederick Douglass. Boston:
A Dolphin Book, 18457

Published at the anti-slave office in Boston, this unique "slave
narrative" is remembered for the intellectual stature of the author. It
was a major source for the writing of Uncle Tom's Cabin.

Duberman, Martin (ed. ). The Antislavery Vanguard: New Esse s on the
Abolitionists. New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 19 5.

A scholarly interpretation of the abolitionist movement.

Dumond, Dwight Lowell. AntiSlavery: The Crusade for Freedom in America.
Ann Arbor: University of. Michigan PFEsi,Par.

Covers similar ground as Duberman's work (above) but supplements
interest with hundreds of photographs.

Elkins, Stanley M. The Slave Problem in American Institutional and Intellectual
Life. Chicago: Uhl v e 7if fy of Chicago 11:Ers-,-1-959.

Probes into psychological aspects of the problem.

Fauset, Arthur H. Sojourner Truth, God's Faithful Pilgrim. Chapel Hill:
University of North CaroiffiEVese717387

A signficant biographical account of an illiterate female slave who
became one of the most famous orators of the abolitionist era.

Filler, Louis. The Crusade Against Slavery, 1830 - 1860. New York:
Harper, 19607

Anetter study of abolitionism.
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Fitzhugh, George and Helper, Hinton R. AnteBellum: Three Classic
Writings on Slavery in the South. New York, Putmari,0607-

Forten, Charlotte L. A Free Negro in the Slave Era. New York: Collier, 4
1961.

Gives an insight of the dilemma of being black when slavery
dominated the politics the nation.

. Journal of Charlotte L. Forten. New York: Collier, 1961.
TEF-Eiry WriTheMegToWtager living in pre-war Boston.

Fox, Early Lee. The American Colonization Society, 1817 - 1840. Baltimore:
John Hopkins /15-zeii7rar

Demonstrates the fruitless hope of northerners to solve the race
problem by ridding the nation of blacks.

Furnas, J. C. The Road to Harper's Ferry. New York: Sloan, 1959.

Garaz, Larry. The Libert Line: The Legend of the Underground Railroad.
Lexington: Mier s ity o CEmgtoirPress,

%Is

Henson, Josiah. Father Henson's Story of His Own Life. New York: Corinth,
1962.

A slave narrative by the man who influenced the writing of Uncle
Tom's Cabin.

Hinton, -Richard J. John Brown and His Men. New York: Funk and Wagnalls,
1894.

Litwack, Leon F. North of Slavery: The Negro in the Free States, 1790 - 1860.
Chicago: University oTChicago Press,

Devotes much of the analysis to the treatment of the black men in the
north prior to the Civil-War.

Pauli, Bertha E. Her Name was Sojourner Truth. New York: Appleton-
Century Crofts-739r=

Petry , Ann. Harriet Tubrnan. New York: Crowell, 1955..

Quarles, Benjamin. Frederick Douglass. Englewood Cliffs,14.Y.:.Prentice-Hall, '68.
Rozwenc, Eugene C. (ed.). Slavery as a Cause of the Civil War. Boston:

Heat, 1963.

Ruchames, Louis (ed. ). The Abolitionists: A Collection of Their Writings.
New York: Putman, lgUr

Stamp, Kenneth M. (ed. ). The Causes of the Civil War. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Tin. 7 1959.

Stanton, William R. The Leo ard's Spots: Scientific Attitudes Toward Race in
America, 1815 - UrnverTiVITEgag7TPFe7373777617--
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Staudenraus, Philip J. The African Colonization Movement, 1816 - 1865.New York: Columbirtrniver Press, 1961.
A significant contribution to the understanding of the forces in the

north working to rid America of it:; black population.

Strother, Moratio T. The Underground Railroad in Connecticut. Middletown,
1962.

Sterling, Philip. FourTook Freedom. New York: Doubleday, 1967.
DescribWiEFercainEFMClater struggles of four former slaves--

Harriet Tubman, Frederick Douglass, Robert Smalls and Blanche K. Bruce.
Thomas, John L. The Liberator: William Lloyd Garrison. Boston: Little,

Brown, 1963.
A significant biography of one of the most passionate of the whiteabolitionists.

Thornbrough, Emma L. The Negro in Indiana. A Study of a Minority.
Indianapolis: Indiana Historical Bureau, 1957.

Turner, Frederick J. The Frontier in American History. New York: Peter
Smith, 1920.

A study of the influence of the western frontier on various American
attitudes.

Tyler, Alice F. Freedom's Ferment: Phases of American Social History to 1860.
Minneapolis: tlirinieritY arigisc75.75Tegii, 1.944.

. Endeavors to show the relationship between abolitionism and other
social reform movements in the North.

Weisberger, Bernard A. (ed. ). Abolitionism: Disrupter of the Democratic
&stem or Agent. of Progress? Chicago: Rand McNal1 7D83.



Unit #6: The Civil War: A "Downpayment" for the Price of Slavery

Aptheker, Herbert. "Negrc Casualties in the Civil War, " Journal of Negro
Histor , moat, January, 1947.

ne of the most recent studies of black military accomplishments
during the Civil War.

1938.
A brief but significant treatment of the black soldier.

Blakiston, Harry S. "Lincoln's Emancipation Plan, " Journal of Negro
Histor , VII, July 1922.

asts light on the evolution of Lincoln's decision to free the slaves.

Cornish, Dudley T. The Sable Arm: Negro Troops in the Union Army, 1861-
1865. New YorkIW.V771611-617, 1965.

Of great merit in its handling of the subject of black contributions.

Douglas, William 0. Mr. Lincoln and the Negroes: The Long Road to Equality.
New York: Atheneum Publishers, =3.

The U. S. Supreme Court Justice offers an overview of the Civil War.

Dyer, Brainerd. "The Treatment of Colored Union Troops by Confederates,
1861 - 1865 "Journal of Negro History, XX, July, 1935.

ExamiTrsffirbruraTTFeatrTh=often suffered by black troops at
the hands of the Confederates.

. The Negro in the Civil War. New York: International Publishers,

Eaton, John. Grant, Lincoln and the Freedman. Westport, Connecticut:
Negro UnivergiTY rY70711567,

Fite, Emerson D. Social and Industrial Conditions in the North During theCivil War. New=n1717-Ungarr
COnsiders the effect of the draft laws on Negroes.

Franklin, John Hope. The Emancipation Proclamation. New York: Doubleday,
1963,

An outstanding examination of the forces resulting in Lincoln's
agonizing decision to emancipate the slaves behind the Confederate lines.

Hay, Thomas R. "The Question of Arming the Slaves, " Mississippi Valley
Historical Review, VI, June , 1919.

zxammes one of the paradoxes confronting the South in the latter
portion of the war.

Hesseltine, William B. (ed. ). The Tragic Conflict: The Civil War and
Reconstruction. New Yorkraiorge tira=re., l Lam.

.7BEfaiis excerpts of speeches and writing of several dominant
personalities of the epoch.



Higgerson, Thomas. Army Life in a Black Regiment. Boston: Beacon, 1962.
Observes the complications (A67:ing'black in the Civil War military.

McPherson, JameS M. The Neg .ro's Civil War: How American Negroes Felt
and Acted during thrWar for NrwYorITraTeOleon Boo s,

MIMM r=1M

Conveys the Negro's own experiences in the war.

1964.
. The Struggle for Equality: Princeton: Princeton 'University Press,

Analyzes the role of the Negro and his abolitionist allies in shaping
national policy dtiring the Civil War and Reconstruction.

Quarles, Benjamin. The Negro in the Civil War. Boston: Little, Brown,
1953.

An outstanding treatment of the era.

Nevins, Alan. The Emergence of Lincoln. New York: Scribners, 1950.

The Ordeal of the Union. 2 volumes. New York: Scribners,
A highly readable general treatment.

Sandburg, Carl. Abraham Lincoln: The Prairie Years and the War Years.
New York: Harcott, 1a.nd COiiipar'ir, -1954.

This one volume edition of the monumental six volume work presents
a colorful account of Lincoln in a realistic manner. Many quotes from
Lincoln speeches and letters make manifestly clear that Lincoln, like most
people in Illinois at the time, did not regard the black man as his equal.

Shannon, Fred. The Organization and Administration of the Union Army.
2 volumes. Cleveland, A. Clark,

Discusses the policy of the Union government.

Stephenson, N. W. "The Question of Arming the Slaves," American Historical
Review, XVIII, January, 1913.

Westley, Charles H. "Lincoln's Plan for Colonizing the Emancipated Negro, "
Journal of Negro HMTOT7. TV7Tinuary, 1919.

Reveals how Lincoln still clutched at the phantom straw of an all
white America even in 1863.

1947.

. "The Employment of Negroes as Soldiers in the Confedeiate Army, "
---Munal of Negro History, IV, July 1919.

Wiley, Bell Irvin. Southern Negroes, 1861 - 1825. 2nd ed. , New York :Rinehart
1953.

Treats both Union and Confederate policies with equal ability.

Wish, Harvey. "Slave Disloyalty under the Confederacy, " Journal of Negro
- History, XXIII, October, 1938.
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Unit #7: The Reconstruction Era (1865 - 1877)

Beale, Howard K. "On Rewriting Reconstruction History, " American
Historical Review, XLV, July 1940.

Discusses the problems involved in writing ReconstruCtion history
in the light of the apologist view which dominated most historical writing
at the turn of the 20th century.

. The Critical Year, A Study of Andrew Johnson and Reconstruction.
New York: F. Ungar, 1958.

Focuses on the conflict between Johnson and the Congress.

Bennett, Lerone, Jr. Black Power U.S.A. : The Human Side of Reconstruction,
1867 - 1877. Balt=-e7-157nariiii, T961.

Analyzes the psychological and sociological damage upon the Negro as
a result of the struggle over Reconstruction.

Bentley, George R. A History of the Freedmen's Bureau. Philadelphia:
University of Pennsy va.ma, 10B.

Bond, Horace M. "Social and Economic Forces in Alabama Reconstruction, "
Journal of Negro Hibtory, XXIII, July 1938.

Suggests that the new history of reconstruction should dwell upon the
influence exercised by powerful business interests upon the Republican
party.

Carter, Nodding. The Angry Scar. New York: Doubleday, 1938.
.4 popular7.7couWaristruction.

Chalmers, David M. Hooded Americanism: The First Century of the Ku
Klux Klan, 1865 -1-§37. New York: DoubTeda377196o.

Describes the psychological and sociological forces which result in
the birth. of the Klan and examines the dogmas and personalities of the Klan.

Conway, Alan. The Reconstruction of Georgia. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1966.

A specialized history for those interested in a detailed account of
reconstruction in one state.

Coulter, E. Merton. The South Durin Reconstruction. Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State U;liFersi. y ress, 1947.

Written at .a time when the revisionist school was debunking the
inherent black inferiority, this southern view reaffirms the traditional
white supremacy interpretation of reconstruction.



Cox, La Wanda. Politics, Princya, and Pre Wine, 1865 -1866. New York: .

Free Press of Glencoe, 1963.
Another study of the conflict between Johnson and Congress.

Donald, David. The Politics of Reconstruction. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1965.

Covers similar ground as the item mentioned above.

Du Bois, W. E. B. Black Reconstruction. New York: Russell & Russell, 1935.
A black-71W of reconstruction which stands in marked contrast to

the pro-southern school which dominated American historiography in the
first third of the 20th century.

. "Reconstruction. and Its Benefits," American Historical Review,
XV, July 1910.

An earlier view which the author later amplified in his Black
Reconstruction cited above.

"The Freedmen's Bureau, " Atlantic Monthly, LXXXVII, March,
1901.

One of the first historical reviews of the successes and failures of
America's first "civil rights" organization.

Drisko, Carol F. The Unfinished March: The Negro in the United States:
Reconstruction roWorld War I. New Yo-17:151eday, 1967.

Discusses IEFEraCkp-arlicipation in reconstruction dayS and examines
the factors leading to the withdrawal of federal support from the South.

Durham, Philip. The Negro Cowboys. New York: Dodd, 1965.
Describ-e71511.7kFAVEZT6arme trailhands after the Civil War. Includes

both heroes and villains. This work fills an important historical void.

Fast, Howard. Freedom Road. New York: Duell, Sloan, 1944.
A novel about tWFNEgro during Reconstruction.

Fleming, Walter L. Civil War and Reconstruction in Alabama. New York:
Peter Smith, 1905.

Franklin, John Hope. Reconstruction: After the Civil War. Chicago: University
of Chicago PresS, 1961.

Revisionist in scope and interpretation, Franklin refutes the view
holding to black inferiortiy as the supposed cause for the failure of recon-
struction. This compact study gives the reader a balanced picture of the
causes and results of the era.

Gillette, William. The Right to Vote. Baltimore: Penguin, 1965.
Examine-rine orce-11.701rig to the passage of the 15th Amendment.

Haas, Ben. KKK . Evanston: Regency Books, 1963.

Hamilton, Joseph G. DeRoulhac. Reconstructibn in North Carolina. New York:
Columbia University Press, 19T4:
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Hesse ltine, William B. (ed.). The Tragic Conflict: The Civil War and
Reconstruction. New York:-Weorge 1NE

Contains exerpts of speeches and writings of several dominant
personalities of the age.

Ivanov, Robert F. The Struggles of Negroes for Land and Freedom in the
Southern U. S. A.71865 - 1871. Moscow: MbligruirTion.37-61
SCIerieOrthe 17. S.S.R. , 7013.

An interesting Communist point of view.

Jackson, Luther P. "Educational Efforts of the Freedman's Bureau and Freedman's
Societies in South Carolina, 1862 - 1872, "Journal of Negro History, VIII,

January, 1923.

Negro Office Holders in Virginia. Norfolk ; Virginia: Guide Quality
----75Fe7;, 1948.

Explores the complexities of political infighting in Virginia during
the Reconstruction era.

Lynch, John R. The Facts of Reconstruction. New York: Arno Press,
1968.

Recollections of a Negro who lived through the tumultous days of
reconstruction.

McCarthy, Agnes and Reddick, Lawrence. Worth.Fighting For: A History
of the Negro in the United States during tETTivii. War an-TRec3nstruction.
lireirYor-7715675re-da.75u.

McKitrick, Eric L. Andrew Johnson and Reconstruction. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1960.

One of the best of the more recent accounts of the conflict between
the President and the Congress over reconstruction.

McPerson, James M. The Struggle for Equality. Princeton: Princeton.
University Press, 1.

Analyzes the role of the Negro and his abolitionist allies in shaping
national policy during the Civil War and Reconstruction.

Mc Whitney, Grady (ed. ). Reconstruction and the Freeman. Chicago: Rand-
,McNally, 1963.

Meltzer,maton. Thaddeus Stevens and the. Fight for Negro Rights. New York:
.Crowell, 1967.

An important portrayal of a white man who, perhaps more than any
other of his race, earnestly yearned for racial equality and integregation.

Oberholtzer, Ellis P. History of the United States Since the Civil War.
5 volumes. Westport, ConnecilZurO13inFeWity-151'ess, 1970.

A detailed historical analysis of the U.S., '1865 - 1901.

Randall, J. G. The Civil War and Reconstruction. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1953.



Richardson, Joe M. The .Negro in the Reconstruction of Florida, 1865 - 1877.
Tallahassee: Univ.-Fr-say o Proriaa Press, 1966.

Rose, Willie Lee. Rehearsal for Reconstruction: The Port Royal Experiment.
New York: Bobbs-Merri11;7964.

A portrait in miniature of the social and political issues of recon-
struction during the experimental period early in the Civil War on the Sea
Islands off the South Carolina coast.

Russ, William W. "The Negro and White Disfranchisement during Racial
Reconstruction," Journal of Negro History, XIX, April, 1934.

Stresses th-e-ir'rie-ffia Thr-Rii7rIFicriWas well as all blacks suffered
political privations as Reconstruction zeal died.

Sellers, James L. "The Economic Incidence of the Civil War in the South, "
Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XIV, September, 1927.

Supports the view that economic interests were more important
than political considerations in determining the outcome of the Reconstruction
battle;

Simkins, Francis B. "New Viewpoints of Southern Reconstruction," Journal ,

of Southern History, V. February, 1939.
------TWaut or debunks the old view of reconstruction in favor of the
revisionist schoOl.

Simkins, Francis B. and Woody, R. H. South Carolina during Reconstruction.
Chapel Hill: University of North Cargarpress, 193r--

Smith, Samuel D. The Negro in Congress, 1870 - 1901.. Chapel Hill:
University of NUM- =Vara Press, 1940

A good study of political currents of reconstruction and post-
reconstruction years.

Stamp, Kenneth M. The Era of Reconstruction. New York: Knopf,
1965.

Another revisionist view of reconstruction which parallels the work
of John H. Franklin cited previously.

Swint, Remy L. The Northern Teacher in the South, 1862- 1870. Nashville:
TennesSee, Vanderbilt University

A significant contribution to the understanding of the magnificent
role played by unsung school teachers who taught black children under the
threat of retribution.

Taylor, Alrutheus A. The Nero in the Reconstruction of Virginia.
Washington D. C.: Ars-ociation-Tor Negro Life and 'History, 1926.

. The Ne ro in South Carolina durin Reconstruction. Washington, D.C.:ssociafon for Negrriffe an Zstory. X24.

. The Negro in Tennessee, 1865 - 1890. Washington, D: C.: Association
for egro Life an is
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Ten Broek, Jacobus. The Anti slavery Ori ins of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Berkeley: UniversiWof California ress,

Wharton, Vernon L. The Ne ro in Mississippi, 1865 - 1890. Chapel Hill:
University of North Taro ma Press, 1947.

Woodward, C. Vann. Reunion and Reaction: The Compromise of 1877 and
the End of ReconstRa ErostozTrEirtle713rown, 1966.

Ters a stimulating analysis of the forces behind the overthrow
of reconstruction governments and of the way in which the Compromise
of 1877 was consumated.

Woody, R. H. "Jonathan J.
of South Carolina, 1870
1933.

Offers a glimpse of
Reconstruction days.

Wright, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court
- 1877." Journal of Negro History, XVII April,

one black who attained high office during



Unit #8: The Rise of Jim Crow (1877 - 1801)

Atkins, James A. The Age of Jim Crow. New York: Vintage Press, 1964.

Cable, 'Geairge. The Negro Question. Edited by Arlin Turner. New York:Norton, 1968:
Reflects the views of a southern white man who felt sympathy for

the plight of the Negroes during Reconstruction.

Chalmers, David M. Hooded Americanism: The First Century of the Ku
Klux Klan, 1865 - 1965. Garden City, Nevt=or-Tri)ounieday, 15'65:--

15Esclires tre-Tociological and psychological forces contributing to
the rise of the Klan, the dogmas of the Klan and the southern politicians
who shared in its power.

De Santisa . Republicans Face the Southern Question. Baltimore: JohnHopkins Press, l959.
Describes the Republican Party politics dicing tie era of Recon-

struction.

Drisko, Carol F. The Unfinished March: The Negro, in The United States:ReconstructionI. mewrWorld War DounTicaT 1967.
Discusses Th-eeliTraa7ys of reconstruction and black participation,

the forces leading to the withdrawal of federal support from the blacks and
the rise of Jim Crow and institutionalized racism.

Du Bois, W. E. B. The Philadelphia Negro. New York: Schocken Books, 1899.
The first and perhaps .still lailnest example of a sociological

scholarship in historical writing.

Durham, Philip and Jones, Everett L. The Negro Cowboys. New York:
Dodd, 1965.

An account of the blacks who became trailhands in the west in the
last half of the 19th century. Both black heroes and villains are portrayed.
This fills an historical void.

Emonds, Helen. G. The Ne ro and Fusion Politics in North Carolina. Chapel
Hill: University o or ar-76nn7T--t .-ess, 1951.

A detailed analysis of Reconstruction politics in North Carolina
which led to the disenfranchisement of the black man in the last quarter of
the 19th .century in that state.

Franklin, John Hope. "Jim Crow Goes to School: The Genesis of Legal
Segregation in Southern Schools, " South Atlantic Quarterly,
Spring, 1959.

.Hirshon, Stanley P. Farewell to the Bloody Shirt. Bloomington: University
of Indiana Press, 1962.

An-analysis of the southern Negro during the last third of the 19th
century.
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Horn, Stanley F. invisible. Empire:. The Story of the Ku Klux Klan.
New York: Haskell HotTs77069.---

Probes into the violence of the era.

Ingle, Edward. The Negro in the District of Columbia. Baltimore: John
Hopkins Press, 1893.

Kirwan, Albert D. Revolt of the Rednecks: Mississippi Politics. Lexington:
University of Ken Thrie.k7r-Frr-egs-7175T.

Lester, John C. The Ku Klux Klan: Its Origin, Growth, and Disbandment.
New York:Reprit-Trolre-7,n1EniatiZinai., 105:

Logan, Rayford W. The Betrayal of the Negro from Rutherford B. Hayes to
Woodrow Wilson. MW Yorx: Books, 17657---

Study from 1877 to 1917 which resulted in the betrayal of
black hopes for first class citizenship in America.

. The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir, 1877 -
---37017-New=rk: Press,-17547--

Offers a general view of the plight of the Negro.

Logan, Frenise A. The Negro in North Carolina, 1874 - 1894. Chapel Hill:
University of Norff Caroling, 1964.

Offers a view of the triumph of Jim Crow in one state during the
last quarter of the 19th century.

Mabry, William A. Studies in the Disfranchisement of the Negro in the South.
Durham: Duke UnWT.st rPress, 1933.

Martin, Robert E. Negro Disfranchisement in Virginia. Washington, D. C. :
Howard University, 1938.

Meier, August. Negro Thought in America, 1880 - 1915. Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1963.

Studies of the effect of the decline of the black man's position on
the black man. A scholarly presentation.

Oberholtzer, Ellis P. History of the United States Since the Civil War.
Westport, Connecticut: NegroCfne---sity--PFRZ-70117---57:-

A detailed historical analysis of U.S. history from 1865 to 1901.

Smith, Samuel D. The Negro in Congress, 1870 -1901. Chapel Hill:
University of Not--7-th Laroifiri. Press, 10407--

A good political analysis of the politics of the age and the tribulations
suffered by blacks elected to office in an age when Jim Crow was in ascendency.

Tindall, George. South Carolina Negroes, 1877 - 1900. Collumbia: Universityof South Carol=ress, 195r
Washington, Booker T. 322. From Slavery: An Autobiography. New York:

Bantam, 1958.
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Wharton, Vernon L. The Negro in Mississippi 1865-1890.
Chapel fill: Unive731 yr=s1Wth earolina PfisN37 191f77

Woodward, C. Vann. The Strange Career of Jim Crow. New York: Oxford
University Press, MI.

.Offers a brief but very important account of how segregation
developed in the South during the last quarter of the 19th century.

. Origins of the New South, 1877- 1913. Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University PFera:T3517--

Examines the plight of the Negro in the South during the heyday
of Jim Crow.

Wynes, Charles E. Race Relations in Vir inia, 1870 - 1902. Charlottesville:
University of ViiiirnaPRW T9 .



Unit #9: An Age of Despair, (1895 - 1939)

Anderson, Marion. My Lord, What a Morning. New York: Viking Press,
1956.

An autobiography of one of America's greatest musical talents of
the 20th century.

Bond, Frederick W. The Negro and the Drama. College Park Md.: McGrath, '69.
Surveys ore Ef the phases Tiflilrra7--ture emanating out of the Harlem

Renaissance.

Bontemps, Arna. American Negro Poetry. New York: Hill & Wang.
A.surveTOTOrTe7spect of the Harlem Renaissance.

Bradford, Perry. Born with the Blues. New York: Oak Publications, 1965.

Brazeal, B. R. The Brotherhood of Slee in Car Porters. New York and
London: Harper & brothers,-196 .

The story of the growth of a powerful Negro labor union during the
1920s. and 1930s is ably told.

Broderick, Francis. W. E. B. DuBois: Negro Leader in a Time of Crisis.
Stanford: Stanford frniiersityrPTg7, 1959.

A biographical account of one of the more militant blacks of the
era who was a major inspiration in the NAACP.

Bunche, Ralph, "The Negro in the Political Life of the United States, "
Jourrial of Negro Education. X, July, 1941.

Dwells upon tt7,7575111ical regeneration of the Negro toward the
end of the era of the Age of Despair.

Cayton, Horace and Mitchell, George S. Black Workers and the New Unions.
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina

An excellent study of Negro labor during the New Deal era.

Chalmers, David M. Hooded Americanism: The First Century of the Ku Klux
Klan, 1865 - York: Doubleday:1'96'57

5TscribMthe psyChology and sociology of Klan activity.

Chesnutt , Helen M. Charles Maddell Chesnutt: Pioneer of the Color Line.
Chapel Hill: UnivetWof North Cat73riria Pre-79627

An interesting account of the phenomenon of "passing" in the
United States.

Chicago Commission on Race Relations. The Negro in Chica o. A Study
of Race Relations and a Race Riot. ChlTagcrArTio res Igg87

AriWalrenTre=urif ord-Face riot during the age of despair.
Cronan, Edmund D. Black Moses: The Story of Marcus Garvey and the

Universal Negro Improvement A alT7ggaciation. 'ason : veriTryor
Wil-Forisiri r15Fal, 1955.

A significant study of the man who presaged the "black is
beautiful" psychology of our own time.
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Curtis, Merle. The Social Ideas of American Educators. New York:
Scribner, 1935.

Discusses the educational philosophy of Booker T. Washington
among others.

Davis, John P. "Blue Eagles and Black Workers," New Republic, =CU,
November 14, 1934.

Analyzes the relationship of the Negro to the new governmental
agencies of the .New Deal.

Dillard, John. Caste and Class in a Southern Town. Third Edition, New
York: DoubreFiT rItr71=:so6171037.

Analyzes the effect of long-established patterns of discrimination
on both black and white citizens of a single southern town.

Donald, Henderson. "The Negro Migration, 1916 - 1918," Journal of Negro
History. VI, October, 1921.

Considers the phenomenon of Negro migration during the First
World War.

Du Bois, W. E. B. The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches. Greenwich,
Connecticut: Fawcett Publications, 1961.

First published in 1903, this classic scholarly work sounded the
alarm against Booker T. Washington's acceptance of tokenism.

Embree, Edwin R. Thirteen Against the Odds. Port Washington, New York:
Kennikat Press, 1968.

Discusses the lives of 13 individual blacks.

Farrison, W. Edward. "Booker T. Washington: A Study in Educational
Leadership, " South Atlantic Quarterly, XLI, July, :1942.

Frazier, Franklin E, Negro Youth at the. Crossways. New I ork:
Schocken Books, 1940.

Developed around interviews with young people in the Middle
states centering on their personality development.

Gammond, Peter. (ed. ). Duke Ellington: His Life and Music. New York:
Ray Publishers, 1958.

Ginsburg, Ralph. One Hundred Years of Lynchings. New York: Lancer Books
1962.

Glass, Edward L. N. The History of the Tenth Cavalry, 1866 - 1901. Tucson,
Arizona, Acme Pr

Illuminates the frustration of black Spanish-American War veterans
during and after their service.

Goffin, Robert. Horn of Plenty: The Stay of Louis Armstrong. New York:
Allen,Towner h, 1 9 ' 4 17"

A biographical sketch of one of America's greatest Jazz musicians.



Gosnell, Harold F. Negro Politicians, The Rise of Negro Politics in Chicago.Chicago: University ofTriicers7P337.
Evaluates the regeneration of the Negro during the 1930s.

Green, Elizabeth L. The Negro in Contemporary American Literature.
Chapel Hill: University of NOM Carolina Press, 1928.

A critical analysis of black literature during the Harlem
Renaissance.

Hainsworth, R. W. "The Negro and the Texas Primaries," Journal of
Negro History. XVIII, October, 1933.

An interesting portrayal of methods used to deny the black man
his right to suffrage.

Hare, M. Negro Musicians and Their Music. Washington, D.C. : Associated
Publishers, 1936.

Harrington, Michael. The Other America: Poverty in the United States.
New York: Ma.cmirrin, 1962.

Discusses both privations and opportunities of black people in
America during the epoch.

Hawkins, High (ed. ). Booker T. Washington & His Critics: The Problem
of Negro Leadersh177113sTon: D. C. Heal-177963.

Hayers, J. W. The Negro Federal Government Worker. Washington, D. C. ,
1941.

Focuses on activities of Negro advisors to Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Henson, Matthew. A Negro Explorer at the No rth Pole. New York: Stokes,
1912.

An autobiographical account of the man who was:actually the first
ever to reach the North Pole..

Hill, Timothy A. The Negro and Economic. Reconstruction. Washington, D. C. ,
Associates in"Fre-gro leolk-Education, 1937.

Discusses the terrible economic disaster suffered by most American
Negroes during the depression.

Holt, Rs.elcham. Geor e Washington Carver. Garden City: Doubleday, 1943.
A biograp y.

Hoshor,, John. God in a Rolls Royce. New York: Hillman-Carl, 1936.
Portrays Traffiez-715-ivine and his movement.

Hughes, Langston. Fight for Freedom: The Story of the NAACP. New York:
Corp.Berkeley Publishing 1962.

The Big. Sea. New York: Hill & Wang, 1940.
A we-iTknowiiMack literary figure describes the importance of the

Harlem Renaissance to Negro literature.
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Johnson, Charles. Growing Up in the Black Belt. New York : Schocken
Books, 1967.

Documents the problems of black youth.

Johnson, James Welden. Black Manhattan. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1930.Analyzes the HaWi Renaissance.

Kennedy, Louise V. The Negro Peasant Turns Cityward. College Park, Maryland:
McGrath Publishgq 1969.

Discusses Negro migration during World War I.

Little, Arthur W. From Harlem to the Rhine: The Story of New York's
Colored Volunteers. New Yore: Covi-c71'rgaZ, 193b.

Out uIrMe.i7.--ne difficult problems which Negro soldiers faced both at
home and abroad during the First World War.

Logan, Rayford W. The Senate and the Versailles Mandate System. Washington,
D. C.; The Minorities Publishers, 1945.

Discusses the influence of America's attitude toward the Negro
on the treaties ending World. War I.

. The Betra al of the Negro from Rutherford B. Hayes to
----Wwoodrow Wilson. ew or :Taller rsookT-1-965.
Mc Kay, Claude Harlem: Negro Metropolis. New York: Harvard UniversityPress, 1940.

Mathews, Basil J. Booker T. Washington. College Park.. Md. :McGrath Pub., 1969.

Mecklin, The Ku Klux Klan: A Study of the American Mind. New York; 1924.
Reprrierf063, liusselr&

A study of the rise of the new Ku Klux Klan o f the 1920s.

Meltzer, Melton rInd Meier, August. Time of Trial, Time of Hope: The Negro
in America, 1919 - 1941. New YZFE7115161e7iy, 1966.

An account of black America's plight during the age of despair.Very scholarly.

Meier, August. Negro Thou ht in America, 1880- 1915. Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press,

Probes the thinking of the foremost black thinkers of the age with
considerable emphasis on Booker T. Washington.

Nelson, Bernard. The Negro and the Fourteenth Amendment Since 1920.
New York, Reprinted 1967. Russell & Russell.

Probes the efforts to secure relief in the courts.

Newby, I. A. Jim Crow's Defense: Anti-Negro Thought in America, 1900 -
1930. BatOinto7EF State z.-.versity rress,73657

A scholarly survey of racist writings and speeches.



Osofsky, Gilbert. Harlem: The.Making of a Ghetto. New York: Harper
Torchbooks, 1963.

An invaluable study of the Negro in New York during the years1890 - 1930. Explicit in details of documentation. Its coverage of topicsis comprehensive.

Ott ley, Roi. The Lonely Warrior: The Life and Times of Robert S. Abbott.
Chicago: H. Itegnery Co. , 19557

. New World A,'Cothing. New York: Arno. Press, 1968.
An account of the life and times of Marcus Garvey, the "black Moses"

of the 1920s.

Peare, C. 0. Mary McLeod Bethume. New York: Vanguard Press, 1951.
A biographical sketch of one of the dominant black females who

became a. member of Roosevelt's "black cabinet. "

Ransom, Leon A. "Legal Status of Negro Education under Separate School
Systems," Journal of Negro Education. VIII, July, 1939.

Raper, Arthus. The Tra ed of Lynching. Chapel Hill: University of NorthCarolina Prea:

Redding, J. Saunders. To Make a Poet Black. Chapel Hill: University of NorthCarolina Press, 19-3-g. '-
A literary analysis of the Harlem Renaissance.

Reimers, David M. White Protestantism and the Negro. New York: OxfordUniversity Press:IBS:
Explores the relation8hip between racism and Protestantism

during the era.

Rudwick, Elliott M. Race Riot at East St. Louis, July 2, 1917. Carbondale:
Southern Illinois TiThT.ers75715ress, 1964.

Probes into wartime violence.

Scheirer, Seth M. _Negro Mecca. New York: New York University Press; 1965.
Examine culture in Harlem.

Scott, Emmett J. and Stowe, Lyman B. Booker T. Washington, Builder of a
Civilization. Garden City: Doubleday, 1916.

Spencer, Samuel R. Booker T. Washington and the Negro's Place in American
Life. Boston: LiTiri7grown, 1955.

One of the better of the more recent studies of Washington.

Steiner, Jesse F. and Brown, Roy M. The North Carolina Chain Gang: A
Study of County Convict Work. ChaRITITI:Wity of 717Frin Carolina
Press, 1927.
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Sterling, Dorothy. Lift Every Voice. New York: D oubleday, 1965.
SketcherigeTiVR-OT stMfi major personalities of the age of despair

as Booker T. Washington, W. E. B. Du Bois, Mary Church Terrell andJames W. Johnson.

Sterner, Richard. The Negro's Share. New York: Harper, 1943.
Discusse-the impact-i the depression on black America.

Stone, Alfred H. Studies in the American Race Problem. New York:Doubleday, 1913137
Criticizes the policies of Teddy Roosevelt vis-a-v15 the Negro.

Washington, Booker T. Up From Slavery: An Autobiography. New York:
Bantam,. 1958.

Waskow, Arthur I. From Race Riot to Sit-In: 1919 and the 1960s. New York:

Discusses several of the post-World War I riots as a background
to more recent civil rights developments.

Weaver, Robert C. Negro Labor, A National Problem. Port Washington, New
York: Kennikat /15-7e7s, 1969.

An important story by a future cabinet member.

White, Walter. A Man Called White. Westport, Conn.:-Negro University Press, '69.
An iniFoi-Tairc7a-mraThe then head of the NAACP.

. The Rope and the Faggot. New York: Arno Press
,

1969.--17esciFeT"the liore-rit-r-e7EfiliTi against Negroes in the post-World
War I era.

Woofter, Thomas J. Negro Problems in Cities. Garden City: Doubleday, 1928.
Describes the impact of cities on life during the "golden 20s."

Wright, Marian T. "Negro Youth and the Federal Emergency Programs:
CCC and NYA. , " Journal of Ne.gr.o Education. IX, July, 1940.

Analyzes e ith-Urti-Oris oe NFLEB=1i ack youth and the New Deal
agencies of the depression era.
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Unit #10: The Rise of the Civil Rights Movement
Since World War II

Adoff, Arnold. I Am the Darker Brother. New York: Macmillan, 1968.
An anti ZTOETol n73Bern FTh written by black authors..

Anderson, Margaret. The Children of the South. New York: Farrar, 1966.
The 1954 Supremrt deCrifort it s impact upon southern

children of both races. Psychological, sociological and educational
ramifications are aired.

Ashmore, Harry S. The Other Side of Jordan. New York: Norton, 1960.
The authoF7oFferdCs-mat ITe race problem is approaching its

final phase with the greatest likelihood of trouble appearing in the
great cities'outside the South. The author seems to accurately fore-
cast many events and trends of the sixties.

Baldwin, James. Another Country. New York: Dell, 1948.
A novel-laMing race, sex and violence by one of Ameiica's

best known black authors.

. Blues for Mr. Charlie. New York: Dell, 1964.
ovThich emp asizes the 'constant humiliation and degradation

of American blacks.

. NObod Knows My Name: Notes of a NatiVe Son. New York:
--TErfl am, 19 a .

Baldwin contends that the white man's world can no longer
continue as it was under the pressure of black awareness of his own
power. These black-white relationships are aired in a series of essays.

. The Fire Next Time. New York: Dial, 1963.
TraTcEv17 -n hig-Conosed two essays, written in the form of letters,

condemning the ghettoization of tie black man in Ime ric a. He bitterly
compares American treatment of Negroes to Nazi handling of the Jews.

Barbour, Floyd B. The Black Power Revolt. Boston: Sargent, 1968.
ConsiderTffieFt-nerce of a c k consciousness which confronts

established institutions and which demands autonomy as a pre-condition
for participation within the existing society. r.

Barrett, Russell H. Integration at Ole Miss. Chicago: Quadrangle Books,
1965.

A dramatic portrayal of the events leading to the entry of James
Meridith into the University of Mississippi.

Bates, Daisy. The Long Shadow of Little Rock, A Memoir. New York:
Mc Kay, 1967". .

Describes the participants in the struggle over school integration
in Little Rock in 1957. Includes an analysis of the. bombings, shootings,
economic boycotts and other pressures used by both sides.
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Belefonte, Harry. Songs Bel efonte Sings. New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce,
1962.

Belfrage, Sally. Freedom Summer. New York: Viking Press, 1965.
RecolleCriorrights participant in the voting registration

drive in Mississippi.

Benjamin, Joseph and Honis, Anita. And the Truth Shall Make Us Free.
New York: Cannon Press, 1964.

Bennett, Lerone. What Manner of Man: A Biography of M. L. King Jr.
Third Revised rifiTiori=lircig=ohnson Publishiiirainpany, -Th68.

Includes a discussion of the slain Civil Rights leader's childhood,
education, accomplishments and the Nobel Peace Priz e.

Bernstein, Saul. Alternatives to Violence: Alienated Youth and Riots, Race
- and Poverty. New York: Associated Press, 1967.

A study of riots and the psychology of the youth and adults who
participate in them.

Bontemps, A rill. 100 Years of Negro Freedom. New York: Dodd, Mead " &'
Co. , 1961.

Bosworth, Alan R. American Concentration Camp's. New York: Bantam,
1967.

The story of one of the most devastating episodes of American
history--the mass hysteria in America during the early phase of World War II.

Boyle, Sarah P. The Desegregated Heart: A Virginian's Stand in Time of
Transition. Era York: Morrow, 1962.
--PUrtrays the agony of a white confronted with demands that he
change his attitudes.

Brink,--William. The Negro Revolution in America. New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1964.

Discusses the wants of blacks and white reactions. A good
psychological probe of racial conflicts.

Brocthwait, E. R. To Sir with Love. New York: Prentice-Hall, 1959.
The succ-egsOf aback teacher from a different land in a classroom

of hostile teenagers is told in this touching novel.

Bronz, Stephan H. Roots of Ne ro Racial Consciousness. New York: Libra
Publishers, 196`4.

Broom, Leonard. The Transformation of the NegroAmerican. New York:
Harper, 1965.

Discusses the black way of life, nationalism, the increasing
agitation for a more active militantism, and characteristics of the black
population.
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Brontz, Howard. The Black Jews of Harlem: Negro Nationalism and the
Problems of l'srercr=e-Tifilp: 1:17v7rork: Glencoe Free Press,fg.

Brown, Claude. Manchild in the Promised Land. New York: Macmillan, 1965.
An autobiography Ora Harlem black during the 1940 and19_50's who

manages to overcome his slum background to graduate from Howard University.
This is a powerful book which contains much of the argot 3f the ghetto.

Burns, W. Haywood. The Voices of Negro Protest in America. London: Oxford
University Press, 17637

A survey of significant civil rights events and participants.

"Business and the Urban Crisis, " Fortune. January,. 1968.
Discusses the impact of-Pa7cia-1unrest on business and the implied

need of business to do'something about the urban crisis.

Cameron, Lou. The Block Busters. New. York: David McKay, 1964.
A probe of eRaTrwactices which contribute to the growth of

black ghettos.

Cannon, Poppy. A Gentle Knight: My Husband, Walter White. New York:
Rinehart & Co. ,-Tgra.

Carmichael, Stokely and Hamilton, Charles V Black Power. New York:
Vintage Books, 1967.

Offers an invaluable insight for whites seeking to comprehend black
attitudes. A prese tation of the political framework of "black power" as a
method, for Amer ica to solve its racial problems.

Carruther, Ella K. She Wanted to Read. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1956.
A biograpHTo orTTF(TiffEediTminant female civil rights leaders of

the 1940s.

Chalmers, David M. Hooded Americanism:The First Century of the Ku Klux
Klan, 1865 - 1965. New York: Doubleday, 1965.

Christmas, Walter. Negroes in Public Affairs and Government. Yonkers,
New York: Educational Heritage, 1966.

Profiles black men and women involved in the U. S. government and
discusses their impressive credentials and the effectiveness with which
they have dedicated their time, energy and creativity to the nation.

Clark, Kenneth. Dark Ghetto. New York: Harper, 1965.
A psycHOTEgar-sTudy of blackness in the ghetto.

. The Negro Protest. Boston: Beacon Press, 1963.
IncTrai e-ga-alsctrsii-.oriof Baldwin, Malcolm X and Dr. King.

Clarke, Dennis. The Ghetto Game. New York: Sheed & Ward, 1962.

Clarke, John Henrik (ed. ). Harlem, A Community in Transition. New York:
The Citadel Press, 1964:
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Clayton, Edward. Martin Luther King: The Peaceful Warrior. EnglewoodCliffs, New Jers77:-Pieritic-i-Hall, 1964.

Cleage, Albert and Breitman, George. Myths about Malcolm X: Two Views.
New York: Merit, 1966.

Cleaver, Eldridge. Soul onIce. New York: Delta Book, 1968.
A powerful ac-Furif-Of the forces that shaped Cleaver's life that

are currently molding American destinies.

Cohen, Jerry and Kirsh, Robert. Burn, Baby, Burn! The Los Angeles Race
Riot, August, 1965. New York7Witton, 1966.

Iecreare-rihe days of the terrible Watts riot when fires of race
hatred and frustration exploded. The authors explore the causes of anger
and offer a profile of the black co mmunity in Watts.

Conant, James B. Slums and Suburbs. New York: McGraw-Hill Co. , 1961.
A white ltb71-1-a comments on schools in America.

Cons, James H. Black Theology and Black Power. New York: Seabury Co. ,
1969.

A meaningful probe of religion and politics in a nation divided by race.
Conot, Robert E. Rivers of Blood, Years of Darkness.. Toronto: Bantam Books,

1967.

Cox, Oliver C. Capitalism as a System. New York: Monthly Review Press, 1965.

Cruse, Harold, The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual. NewYork: Morrow, 1967.
A critique of the Negro intellectual as a class which is impoverished

and faced by a crisis as a result of its lack of continuity with the cultural
and ideological past.

Daniel, Bradford (ed.) Black, White and Gray : . 21 Points of View on the Race
Question. New York: Sheed &. 1988.

David, Jay. Growing Up Black. New York: Morrow, 1968.
Explores tie problems of a young black in the ghetto.

Davis, Sammy Jr. , and Bayar, Joe. Yes I Can: The Story of Sammy.Davis, Jr.
New York: Simon & Schuster, 19647

De Carava, Roy and Hughes, Langston. The Secret Flypaper of Life. New York:
Hill and Wang 1955.

An analysis of the economic and social conditions of blacks in New
York in general and Harlem in particular.

Dollard, John. Caste and Class in a Southern Town. Third Edition. Garden
City: Doubleday, 1

An analysis of the moral and social attitudes of Southerns as they
appeared in the immediate post World War II years.
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Drake, St. Clair and Cayton, Horace R. Black Metropolis. New York: Harper
& Row, 1962.

Duberman, Martin B. In White America.. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1964.,
A dramatic FrayTeffICh7gaffistorical documents to illustrate the

of racism in America. This work also exists on record.

Dunbar, Ernest. The Black Expatriates. New York: Dutton, 1968.
A studroTNFFoes in exile.

"The View from Lenox Terrace." The New York Times Magazine.
lv arc 3, 1968.

Ellmann, Mary. "Chicago: Behind the 'I Will' Spirit It Is Nervous and Erratic
The New York Times Magazine, July 14, 1968.

---ATERFMM e Jonn Birch society and its allies.

Essien-Udom, Essien Udosen. Black Nationalism: A Search for Identity.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962.

A comprehensive and accurate report of the Black Muslim movement
and its goals, strength and impact on all Americans.

Ewers, Carolyn H. Sidney Poitier:. The Long Journey. New York: New American
Library, 1964.

Fager, Charles E. White Reflections on Black Power. Grand Rapids, Michigan:
EerdmanB Publishing Co., 1967.

The author addresses himself to whites who are concerned about
racial unrest.

Fanon, Frantz. Black. Skin, White Masks. New York: Grove Press, 1967.
The core of1H7boTEinuses on the psychology of being black and

the philosophical conse quences thereof.

Fisher, Miles Clark. Negro Slave Sons in the United States. New York:
Russell and Russell Co. , 1968.

Friedman, Leon (ed. ). The Civil Rights Leader. Revised Edition, New York:
Wilber, 1960.

Contains excerpts of many of the speeches and pronouncements of
key civil rights leaders of the 1950s.

Fortune Magazine. The Negro and the City. New York: Time-Life Books, 1968.
A hardbiErversmnOrMirsuiess and the Urban Crisis cited above.

Frazier, Franklin. Black Bourgeoisie. New York:Collier, 1957.
Deals with the unique attitudes of the black middle class and sheds

light on the conformist values of Middle America.

Gans, Herbert J. "The White Exodus of Suburbia Steps Up, " The New York
Times Magazine, January 7, 1968.
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Garfield, Herbett.. When Ne roes March. Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1959 .
Describes . . an ollITTI-3 an to march on Washington in June, 1941,

and President. Roosevelt's historic Executive Order which can be said to have
triggered the modern civil rights movement.

Gavin, James M. Crisis Now. New York: Vintage Books, 1968.
A catalog of many major issues confront ing the American people.

Ginsberg, Eli. The aero Potential. New York: Harper & Row, 1964.

Golden, Harry. Mr. Kennedy and the Negroes. Cleveland: World Publishing
Company, 19R.

Greene, Mary Frances. The School Children Growing LT2 in the Slums. New
York: Pantheon, 1966.

Relates the story of two public school teachers in New York slum
schools.

Gregory, Dick. From the Back of the Bus. New York: Avon, 1962.
The famous comic expounds upon his civil rights activities in the

South.

. Nigger, An Autobiography. New York: Dutton, 1964.
Takes that bludgeon of a word "Nigger" and does what he can to end

its power to humiliate the black man. The author also displays considerable
humor amid the pathos.

. The Shadow that Scares Me. New York: Doubleday, 1968.

Grier, George and Eunice. Equality and Beyond -- Segregation and Goals of the
. Great Society. Chicago: A quadrangle paperbeck, 1968.

Examines housing problems and projects along with possible solutions.

Griffen, John Howard. Black Like Me. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1961.
A white man darkens his skin to learn what its like to be black in the

South.

Guzman, Jessie P. (ed. ). Twenty Years of Court Decisions Affecting Higher
Education in the South. -Tuskegee: Tuskegee Institute, 1964.

Handlin, Oscar. Fire-bell in the Night. The Crisis in Civil Rights. Boston:
. Little, Brown, 1964.

. The Newcomers: Negroes and Puerto Ricans in a Changing
--Ergrop.417. New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc. 1962.

A study devoted to an examination of the major problems emulating
out of the new migration of the 1960s. Covers a tri-state region.

Hansberry, Lorraine. A Raisin in the Sun: A Drama in Three Acts. New York:
Random, 1959. .

_._...

A play about the tensions of a middle class black family in Chicago
when they come into possession of a legacy.



Harrington, Michael. The Other Americo.. New York: Macmillan, 1962
Deals with the estimated 40, 000 persons living in poverty many of

whom are minority people living beyond the reach of social welfare.

Harris, Janet. The Long Freedom Road: The Civil Rights Story. New York:
McGraw, 19r7.

A brief summary of the black struggle for civil rights. Describes
the origins of the 1954 Supreme Court decision, the Montgomery bus boycott,
the sit-ins, the frecotom rides and the Mississippi project. Many well known
civil rights personalities are analyzed.

Hentoff, C. W. Our Children Are Dying. New York: Viking Press, 1968.
The story of New York Public School 11..9 and of Elliot Shapiro's

philosophy and approaches in educating disadvantaged children.

Hentoff, Nat. The New Equality. New York: Viking' Press, 1964.
A survey of the civil rights struggle.

Herd_on, James. The Ray. It S ozed to Be. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1968.
The experiences o a teaCTie7-involved in his first assignment in a

large California Junior High School which is 98% black.

Hersey, John. The Algiers Motel Incident. New York: Bantam Books, 1968.
A nor-T.-fiction acc-717"-it Da-s-e-crori months of research. Provides

conclusions about the nature of law and order in the U. S. and the application
of justice to blacks which many whites might find highly objectionable.

Horne, Lena, and Schickel, Richard. Lena. New York: New American Libarary,
1964.

A biography of one of American best known and durable black singers.

"Housing's Marshall Plan, " Newsweek, August 5, 1968.
Explores one of the great crises of our cities.

Hui, William B. Three Lives for Mississippi. New York: Signet, 1968.
Tells the sto717r th-F murder of three civil rights workers,

one white and two black.

Hughes, Langston. Black Magic. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, 1967.

A pictorial history of the American Negro.

. I Wonder and I Wander. New York: Hill and Wang, 1964.
n account of-ffi7'Eu1=.. s travels both in the United States and

overseas.

Ianniello, Lynne (ed.). Milestones along the March: 12 Historical Civil Rights
Documents from World War II to eima. Tarcioll:-FrecTei-icrEPraeger,
1965.

Jacobs, Paul. Prelude to Riot: A View from the Bottom. New York: Random
House, 196f7--

An intensive study of the complex crisis that is economic, political,
racial and moral as viewed from the lower economic strata.
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Johnson, Haynes B. Dusk at the Mountain: The Negro, the Nation, and the
Capital. Garden 11137,-New York: Double3a3771763.

Johnson, James W. The Autobiography of an ex-Colored Man. New York:
Knopf, 1947.

Johnson, Phillip A. Call Me Neighbor, Call, Me Friend. New York: Doubleday,
1965.

A case history of the integration of a South Side neighborhood in
Chicago.

Jones, Le Roi. Blues People; Negro Music in White America. New York:
Morrow, 196=

Kata, Elizabeth. A Patch of Blue. New York: Popular Library, 1961.
A popular novel which touches on race prejudice.

King, Martin Luther Jr. Stride Toward Freedom: The Montgomery Story.
New York: Harper, 1958.

A description of the Montgomery bus boycott which was organized
in December, 1955 as a protest against discourtesy from bus drivers and
against inequality in seating.

. Where Do We Go From Here? New York: Bantam Book, 1967.
OulTirinsTelifiaplarigfora7ion which should and could be done

to achieve freedom and dignity for all men:

. Why We Can't Wait. New York: Harper & ar, 1964.
Offers F.ma07MMelplanat ion of the causes and results of race

prejudice along with possible solutions.

Kohl, Herbert R. Thirty-six Children. New York: New American Library, 1968.
I ncludaTelters, itor.iand other writings by the author's students

in an east Harlem school.

Kozol, Jonathan. Death at an Early Ag. s. New York: Bantam, 1967.
A shocking and powerful expose of the psychological damage done

to ghetto children in public schools.

Larsson, Cloyte. Marriage Across the Color Line. Chicago: Johnson Publishing
Company, 1965.

Lester, Jenkins. Look Out Whitey; Black Power's Gon' Get Your Mama.
New York: Dial Press, 1.968.

Lewis, Anthony. Portrait of a Decade; the Second American Revolution.
New York: Random House, 1966.

The author stresses activities in New York, 1954 - 1964.

Lincoln, C. Eric. The Black Muslims in America. Boston: Beacon Press, 1961.
One of the best studies of the movement to that time.

. The Life and Works of Martin Luther King. New York: Hill and
ang, 193737
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Little, Malcolm, Malcolm X S eaks: Selected Speeches and Statements.
Edited by George Breeiman. ew York: Grove ressThc. , 1966.

. On African American History. New York: Merit, 1965.

. The Autobiography of Malcolm X.
Haley. NewYrk: Grove Press, Inc., 1964

An impassioned story of a man who rose from the gutter to become
one of the dominant figures of his age.

Lomax, Louis E. The Negro Revolt. New York: Harper & Row, Inc., 1963.
Explains the .iis tory of the freedom riders, the sit-ins, prayer

marches and, the impact of racial unrest.

In cooperation with Alex

Lord, Walter. The Past that Would Not Die. New York: Harper & Row,
1965.

Focuses on the civil rights struggle in Mississippi.

Lubell, Samuel. White and Black: Test of a Nation. New York: Harper &
Row, 1946.

McClellan, Grant S. (ed. ). Civil Rights. Bronx, N,Y,: W. H.Wilson, 1964.
A brief history of the Rights movement since the end of World

War II.

McWilliams, Care:. Brothers under the Skin. Rev. Ed. Boston: Little, Brown,
1951.

Story of racial discrimination in America, its effect upon a war-time
world and the post-war peace.

Mendelsohn, Jack. The Martyrs: 16 Who Gave Their Lives for Racial Justice.
New York: Harpei--7gt Row, 1961-6:

National Education Association. The School Dropout. Washington, D. C. :
National Education Association, cg-^ -ro.

Addresses itself to the disastrous consequences of leaving school
prior to graduation and the utter necessity to reduce the number of dropouts.

Naughton, James M. "Mayor Stokes of Cleveland: the First Hundred Days, "
The New York Times Magazine. July 14, 1968.

An analysis of the ma---r=.-a ity of one of America's first important
black mayors.

Parks, Gordon. A Choice of Weapons. New York: Berkeley Publishing Co.,
1967.

A dramatic autobiography of a well-known Life Photographer and
essayist.

Peck; James. Freedom Ride. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1962.

Pettigrew, Thomas F. A Profile of the Negro American. Princeton, New
(Jersey: Van Nostrand Co. , Inc., 1964.

States the effect of family disorganization on the degree of poverty
within a fainily.



Pow ledge, Fred. Black Power, White Resistance: Notes on the New Civil War.
Cleveland : Wo7M511.1Eing-C-57,

Proctor, Samuel D. The Young Negro In America, 1960 - 1980.
New York: Association ress, 1966.

Examines the present black generation which, in seeking equality
of opportunity, has become disillusioned not only with whites but also with
moderate black leaders in the NAACP and the Urban League.

Raab, Earl (ed. ). American Race Relations Today. New York: Doubleday,
Anchor, 1962.

A study of the problems beyond. desegregation for it is clear that
desegregation will not lead automatically to integration.

Record, Wilson. Race and Radicalism: The NAACP and the Communist Party
in Conflict. Ithaca. New York: Cornell University Press, 1964.

Robinson, John Roosevelt.. Baseball Has Done It. Philadelphia: Lippin.cott, 1964.
A biography of thri'iTMATERRTFie-gic major league resistance to

Negro participation.

Robinson , Louis Jr. Tennis Champion. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1967.
A biography=Fthur Asche, Jr.

Rudwick, Elliott M. W. E. B. Du Bois: Propagandist of the Negro Protest.
New York: Atheneum, (n. d. )

Schecter, Betty. The Peaceable Revolution. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1963.
Discusses method of possible resistance to the government and

compares the British-Indian struggle to the American civil rights movement.

Schoener, Allen (comp. ). Harlem on lIr Mind: Cultural Capital of Black America
1900 1968. New York: Ranaom-H-otTie71.97K

Shapiro, Milton J. Jackie Robinson of the Brooklyn Dodgers. New York: Simon
& Schuster, 1955.

Silver, James W. Mississippi: The Closed Society. New York: Harcourt, Brace
& World, 1964.

A frightening analysis of the use of terror.

Smith, Lillian. Our Faces, Our Words. New York: Norton, 1964.
A whitglouthern novelia-describes racism in the South.

Smith, Robert C. They
Virginia. ChapeTiTil

Closed Their Schools: Prince Edward, Edward County,
TrZTnveiTil7 oT1C,TEFTh-Lu C.TMIria-Prlgr)07--

The Freedom Revolution and the Church. New York:
1135'5..
relate the role of the church to the solving of America's

Spike, Robert Warren.
Association Press,

Attempts to
race problem.

Spilhaus, Athelstan. "The Experimental City." Current. January, 1968.
Offers a plan for building a city without trrie uilt-in faults of

existing urban sprawl.



Sterling, Dorothy, Tear Down the Walls: A History of the American Civil Rights
Movement. Garde n "CRT NerTOR: Doubleday, 1368.

Stone, Chuck. Tell It Like It Is. Nev York': Trident Press, 1968.
An exhuberalit7TnEry, vivid and highly personal series of reports

on how a Negro reacts to the circumstances of life in America in the 1960s.

Stringfellow, William. 11/1/ People Is the Enemy. New York: Doubleday, 1964.
axA report by an Anglo-Son on the failure of the American legal

system to provide equal justice and the ugly reality of being poor and black
in New York.

Sugarman, Tracy. Stranger at the Gate: A Summer in Mississippi. Foreword
by Fannie Lew Hammer. New or Hill and Nang, 1966.

Personal recollections of a participant.

Sutherland, Elizabeth (ed. ). Letter from Mississippi. New York: McGraw -Hal.,
1965.

Deals primarily with the voter registration drive sponsored by SNCC.

Time-Life (ed. ). I Have A Dream: The Story of Martin Luther King in-Text
and Pictures. 117ir York: Turie -MU, 1968.

Tucker, Sterling. Beyond..... Life and Death of the Ghetto. New York: Associated
Press, 1968.

Tyack, David. Nobody Knows: Black Americans in the 20th Century. London:
Collier-MacMII1, 1969.

Written for high school students, this work offers an introduction to
some of the major ideas of important civil rights leaders.

Urban Coalition. "Corporate Brain Hits City Ills." Business Week. August 1?,
.1968.

Von Hoffman, Nicholas. Mississippi Notebook. New York : D. White, 1964.

Warren, Robert.Penn. Segregation: The Inner Conflict in the South. New York:
Random House, 1965.

A Southerner portrays his life in the South and the psychological
barriers to the acceptance of racial integration in schools.

. Who Speaks for the Negro? New York: Random House, 1965.
A coin-Cho/1-77r in-TEFriew7TIviwith leaders of the black revolution.

Washington, JoSeph R. Black Religion. Boston: Beacon Press, 1964.

Weaver, Robert C. The Urban Complex: Human Values in Urban Life.
New York: Doubl7d17371-04.

President Johnson's highest black advisor offers an important
insight into the nation's urban crisis.
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Westin, Allan F. Freedom Now ! The Civil Rights Struggle in America.
New York: Basic Books71761..--

An anthology of 51 articles concerning segregation in education.
housing public accommodations, employment; unions and other areas.
The author also dwells upon the politics and economics of racism.

White, Walter F. How Far the Promised Land? New York: Viking, 1955.
ReportiMeFogress of black At-ricans during the 1940-1954

era in such areas as education, voting, employment, housing, health
and the military.

White, William Lindsay. Lost Boundaries. New York: Harcourt, 1948.
A novel of the TErtiiWiTgir11 family which "passed" as white until

the father's application for a Navy commission was rejected and his
Negro blood was revealed. The family is faced with the problem of
accepting their" new identity.

Whyte, William H. "The City Isn't Crowded Enough. " The New York Magazine.
September 16, 1968.

Wille, L. and Gilliam, D. "The Societies: The Suburb that Turned Its Back:
The Ghetto that Blew Up. " McCall's, July, 1968.

Wright, Nathan. Black Power and Urban Unrest. New York: Hawthorn Books,
Inc., 1968.

. Ready to Riot. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968.
A studT3rNETvaWwhich emphasizes solutions rather than controls.

Wright, Richard. Black Boy: A Record of Ch_ ildhood & Youth in New York.
New York: Harper &11(5w,-19-4

. NatiVe Son. New York: Harper & Row, 1966.

. The Outsider. New York: Harper & Row, 1965.

Young, Whitney M., Jr. To Be Equal. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964.
The long time director of the Urban League calls for a domestic

Marshall Plan for blacks to lift them up from generations of social and
economic submergence.

Zinn, Howard. SNCC: The New Abolitionists. Boston: Beacon Press, 1964.

. The Southern Mystique. New York: Knopf, 1964.



BLACK BIBLIOGRAPHY

(A shott, quick reference for the busy teacher)

A Selected,Listof Works by Major Contemporary.
Black Authors

Courtesy of Dr. Prescott Nichols, San Diego State College

I. AFRO-AMERICAN

Baldwin, James. Go Tell It on the Mountain (novel) 1953
UtoTraliiiirs'iroom (novel) 1956
ITOTR-arg. Native Son (essays) 1955
170 1725777rPry-Name (essays) 1961
AnotherCOTfin rT rM71,e ) 1962
The Amen Corner (play) 1962
THZTIFFITerrrc Time (essays) 1963
IIIiierroY1917. Elie (play) 1964

TO-Meet the Man (short stories)
e FRAIL-FfiglEF Train's Been Gone

1.76M) 1969

Brooks, Guendolyn A Street in Bronzeville (poems) 1945
Annie (poems) 1949
maim Martha (novel) 1953
THTEe7FErilers (poems) 1960
TeTeFfedPoems 1963

Cleaver, Eldridge Soul on Ice (essays) 1968
Ts7351.71-riOn Writings (essays) 1969

Ellison, Ralph The Invisible Man (novel) 1952
SEEdow and Act essays) 1964

Hughes, Langston The Bid Sea (autobiography) 1940
SET1,cespe7Fe in Harlem (poems) 1942
In Freedom's15 ow poems) 1943
Melds of WonZ7flpoems) 1943

rZTIF-aray 'Ticket (poems) 1949
SM--nple Speaks Mind (short stories)
Simple TFEETaWireTifiort stories) 1950

ofaa Deferred (poems) 1951
atrWng1731 yep iorlying (short itories) 1952

I Wonder as TIcrin7FF(autobiography) 1956
TH7L.ngsToTiITIT.les Reader (col. works) 1958)
SeTected Poems 1959
Ask Your airiaa (poems) 1961.
Best OrSimishort stories) 1961
757neThinTiCi ommon (short stories) 1963
Simple's-tri7c1 short stories) 1965
The PantfinElre" Lash (poems) 1967

Publisher (if in
paperback)

Dell
Dell
Bantam
Dell
Dell
Dell
Dell
Dell
Dell

Dell

Pop. Lib.

Harper

Delta
Vintage

Signet
Signet

Am. Cent.

Am. Cent.

Am. Cent.
Am. Cent.
Am. Cent.
Knopf



-2-

Jones, Le Roi Preface to a Twenty Volume. Suicide Note Corinth
peTrisT-11361

Blues People (essays) 1963
The Lecturer (poems) 1964
DV cairn and the Slave (plays) 1964
The S stem of meant Sell (novel) 1965
Femme essays) 1966
TFri for Black He'arts (poems) 1967
TOW riFo FFR 73Fri871967 Grove
baptism and The Toilet (plays) 1967 Grove
INTick music resiiii) 1967
751-117-11Z1743171tionary Plays 1969

113Trck Magic (poems) 1969.

Williams, John The Angry Ones (novel) 1960
bight. Song (riorel) 1961
Sissie novel) 1963
The Man Who Cried I Am (novel) 1967 Signet
Thisir MITouritiy7"175(essays) 1967 Signet
AliTcrfler History, rands and People Cooper Square

. . essays) 1967
Sons of Darkness, Sons of Light (novel) 1969

Wright, Richard Uncle Tom's Children (short stories) 1938 Perennial
NativeSori(riovgl) 1940 Perennial
13 ara gsT (autobiography) 1945 Perennial
1-277fillion Black Voices (essays) 1941
Tne05iritsicerF.71ToWIT1753 Perennial
SavaFt-UMA (novel) 1954 Award Books

ac c ower essays) 1954
TheCo7-urtain (essays) 1956
TrcaliTiTairiys) 1957
White Mang Listen (lectures). 1957 Anchor
The LoriFbrigirr (Rove)) 1958
ET:ht Men stories) 1961 Pyramid

an o ay (novel) 1963 (written in 1936)

Apollo
Grove
Apollo
Grove
Apollo

II. AFRO-CARIBBEAN

CSsaire, Aims Cahier d'un Retour au Pays Natal (poems) 1939
(Martinique) (Relirrn to My NativTLand), 1969 Penguin

Damas, Le'on Pigments (poems) 1937
(Guyane) Black-Label (poems) 1956

.27Fican:2rigs of Love, War, Grief and Abuse, 1961

Fanon, Frantz Black Skin, White Masks (essaya) Grove
(Martinique) Tireau ITOTFe,-31b7 175131ancs) 952 -j

The Wretched of the e Earth (essays) Grove
s Damnes cre17. -re71'er 1961

Toward the Arriern Revolution (essays) Grove
TIN7.Tir lrevoThriTT.on Africain) 1964
rgriver5lonialism (essays .1965 Grove

Guillen, Nicolas Songoro Cosongo/ Otros Poemas (poems) 1942
Cubre Libre (poems) 1948
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AFRICAN

Abrahams, Peter
(South Africa)

Achebe, Chinua
(Nigeria)

Betti, Mongo
(Cameroun)

Laye, Camara
(Guinee)

Mphahlele, Ezekiel
(South Africa)

Senghor, Leopold
(Senegal)

Soyinka, Wole
(Nigeria)

Tutuola, Amos

-3-

The Path of Thunder (novel) 1948
WriTirriTy rnovel) 19b5
rVirrraire for Udome (novel) 1956
X Night of Their Own (novel) 1956
Wild Conquest (novel) 1966
Tell Freedom (autobiography) 1966

Things Fall Apart (novel) 1959
No Longer at Ease (novel) 1960
Arrow of God (novel) 1964 .

A Man of the People (novel) 1966

Mission to Kala (novel) 1958
King Lazariginovel) 1961

The Dark Child (novel) 1954
The Radiance of the King (novel) 1956

Down Second AVenue (novel) 1959

Selected Poems 1964
Prose and P. 1964
On African 8ocl'al:ism ( essays ).. 1961

A Dance of the Forests (play) 1963
The Lion ann:52 Jewel
Five Plays 1964.

The Road (play) 1965
Kongi's Harvest (play)
Idanre and Other Poems 1968

The Palm-Wine Drunkard (novel)
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RED, WHITE, and BLACK: MINORITIES in AMERICA

A SELECTED LIST OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES

There are literally thousands of lists of books prepared for general or
limited distribution by associations of teachers of librarians by federal
and state agencies, by organizations concerned with intergroup relations,
by general publishers and university presses, by public libraries, univer-
sity libraries, and school,systems, by centers for urban, education and
others. Many lists appear in special articles or issues of a variety of
periodicals and -in many of the books listed in the main body of this catalog.

Africa: An Annotated ,List of Printed Materials. Suitable for Children.. Selected
and Annotated by Joint Committee of ALA Children's Services Division and
African-American Institute. Information Center on Children's Cultures, U. S.
Committee for UNICEF, 331 E . 38 St.,, New York, 10016, 1968, $1

African Encounter: A Selected Bibliography of Books, Films and Other Materials
for Promoting an Understanding of Africa among Young Adults. American
Library Association. 50 East Huron St., Chicago, 60611,1963 $1. 50

Afro and Mexican - Americana 1969: A Bibliography. The Library, Fresno State
College, Fresno, California, 93726 $1

Archibald, Helen A. (ed. ) Negro History and Culture: Selected Material for Use
with Children. Community Renewal Society, 116 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, 60603 85

Armstrong, Helen T. and Robinson, Ruth Ann. . Books on Africa for Children.
Top of the News, June 1965. Reprint available from ALA, 50 East Huron St. ,
'Chic-5.1E70M

As the Child Reads: The Treatment of Minorities in Textbooks and Other Teaching
Materials. Report of the National Conference on Civil and Human Rights in
Education. National Education Association, Washington, D. C. 20036. 514
Quantity discounts

Asia, A Guide to Books for. Children; Selected and Annotated.. The Asia Society,
112 East 64 St., New York, 10021, 1966

Asia, A Guide to Paperbacks, Rev. ed. Ttie Asia Society, 112 East 64 St., New
York, 10021 1968 $1

Baxter, Katherine. The Black Experience and the School Curriculum; Teaching
Materials for Grades K-12; An Annotated Bibliography. Wellsprings Ecumenical
Center, 6380 Germantown Ave., Philadelphia 19144, 1968 $2 10% discount for
25-99 copies; 20% for 100-249; 25% for 250 or more

Bennette, Guy. San Francisco; Down These Meaningful Streets. Wilson Library
Bulletin, May 1969 pp. 872-875
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Beyer, Barry K. Media Guide to Africa.. Educators Guide to Media and Methods,
March 1969 , pp. 36-39

Bibliographic Surve ; The Negro in Print . Negro Bibliographic and Research
Center, Inc. , R St. , N. E. , Washington, D.C. 20002. Bimonthly $11 per
year, or $2 ea. Focus on: Another Minority Group--The American Indian,
July 1967; Focus on: Civil Rights, July 1968; Focus on: Books for Young
Readers, September 1968; Focus on: Poverty and Unemployment, November
1968; Focus on: Housing, November 1968

Bibliography of Books for Children. Two new sections, Negro Fiction and Negro
,Heritage. 'Association for Childhood Education International, 3615 Wisconsin
Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20016 1968 $1.50

A. Bibliography of Multi-Ethnic Textbooks and Supplementary Materials. Committee
on Civil and Human Rights, National Education Association, 1201 16 St., N. W. ,Washington,' D. C. 20036 1967

A Bibliography on African Studies prepared for the Joint Annual Meeting of the
African Studies Association (U. S. A. ) and the Committee on African Studies in
Canada.. 1969 Combined Book Exhibit free upon request

A Bibliography on Negro Life and History prepared for the 54th meeting of the
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History. 1969 Combined Book Exhibitfree on request

Birtha, Mrs. Jessie M. Portrayal of the Black in Children's Literature. Penn-
sylvania Library Association Bulletin, July 1969

Black Culture; Resources on Negro History. Capital University Library, Columbus,
Ohio 43209 251

The Blacklist (A list of books for young adults by and about the American Negro).
Enoch Pratt Free Library, Baltimore 21201 1969 151

Black Literature. J. Sherwood Weber, intro. Paperbound Books in Print, Nov -
ember 1969. R. R. Bowker Co. 501 (with self-addresseB7-sTimFeZerivelope);
25 copies, $4. 50; 50, $6.50; 100, $12; 500, $40

The Black Man In Films; African Heritage and American History. Enoch Pratt
Free Library, Baltimore 21201 1968 51

The Black Man's Past in America; A Selected Reading List, Enoch Pratt Free
Library, Baltimore 21201 1968 101

Books about the Negro People. Spokane Public Library, 906 Main Ave. , Spokane ,
Washington 99201 101

Books, Films and Tapes; These Racially Integrated Materials Are Available.
Nation's Schobls, June 1967 pp. 40-52



Books for Friendship; A List or Books Recommended for Children. American
Friends Service Committee, 160 North 15 St., Philadelphia 19102 1968
$1. 25, 10 or more, $1 each

Book Ways to the World; A Book List for Children and Young People, annotated;
graded. Leland B. Jacobs, ed. Combined Book Exhibit. 1969 free on request

Braverman, Miriam. Favorite Books of Disadvantaged Youth. NEA Journal
----December 1966, pp. 48-49

Braverman, Miriam. In Touch: Connecting the Library's Resources to the
Ghetto. Wilson Library Bulletin, May 1969 pp. 854-857

Calhoun, Lillian S. Desegregation Works: A Primer for Parents and Teachers.
Integrated Education 1968 25

Christiansen, Dorothy. Desegregation, Integration; References in the Collection
of the Library of the Center for Urban Education. The Center Forum, December
23, 1968 pp. 19-20

Chappelle, L. Lucille. Fourth Supplement to the Selected Bibliography on the Negro,
June 1951. Fourth Ed. National Urban League, 55 E. 52 St. , New York 10022
1968 $1

Colvig, Richard. Black Music; A Checklist of Books, Music Division, Oakland,
Public Library, Oakland, California 94612 1969

The Combined Paperback Exhibit in Schools, High School 1969-70; College 1969-
70. Combined Book Exhibit free upon request

Condon, Rita. Fifty Books for School Libraries on the Blacks. Wilson Library
Bulletin, March 1969 pp. 657-664

Conyers, James E. and Farmer, William J. Black Youth in a Southern Metropolis;
Socio-economic Characteristics, Attitudes, and Values of Negro High School
Students in Atlanta. Southern Regional Council, 5 Forsyth St. N. W., Atlanta.
30303 1968 54

Cooper, Dolores. The Black Man's Contribution to Social Change. Includes an
Afro-American Bibliography. The Instructor, March 1969 pp. 95-105

Copenhaver, Christina and Boelke, Joanne. Library Service to the Disadvantaged;
A Bibliography. Eric Clearinghouse for Library and Information Sciences.
University of Minnesota, 2122 Riverside Ave. , Minneapolis 55404 December 1968

Cordasco, F. M. and Covello, L. Studies of Puerto Rican Children in American
Schools; A Preliminary Bibliography. (In Cordasco and Buchioni, eds. Puerto
Rican Children in Mainland Schools; A Source Book for Teachers. Scarecrow
Press 1968)

Crosby, Muriel. (ed. ) Reading Ladders for Human Relations. NCTE Committee.
4th Ed. American Council on Education, 1785 Massachusetts Ave. , N. W. , Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036 1963 $4. 00, pa. $2. 50



Crouchett, Lawrence P. Bibliography (Topical) on Afro-American History,
Culture, and Education. Diablo Valley College, Pleasant Hill, California 94523

Current Ideas in Urban Education; A Selected Bibliography. National Committee
for Support of the Public Schools, 1424 Sixteenth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.
20036

Dickinson, Donald C. Books in the Field; Black Bibliography. Wilson Library
Bulletin, October 1969 pp. 184-187

A Discussion Guide for the Autobiography of Malcolm X. Grove Press, 80 Univer-
sity Place, New York 10003

Dodds, Barbara. Negro Literature; For High School Students. National Council
of Teachers of English, 508 South Sixth Street, Champaign, Ill. 61820 1968 $2 .

Dorn, Georgette, M. (comp. ) Latin America; An Annotated Bibliography of Paper-
back Books (Hispanic Foundation Bibliographical Series No. 11). U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 1967 35C

Eagan, James .M. Let's Talk and Listen! National Conference of Christians and
Jews, 43 West 57 St. , New York 10019 350

Eagan, James M. Rearing Children of Good Will; A Program Guide. National
Conference of Christians and Jews, 43 West 57 St., New York 10019 35C

Fader, Daniel N. and McNeil, Elton B. Hooked On Books: Program and Proof.
Berkley Publishing Corp. , 200 Madison Ave. , New York 10016 1967 S1508 75C

Feldmad, Eugene P. R. (ed. ) Negro History Educational Materials Bulletin.
Museum of Negro History and Art, 3806 South Michigan Ave. , Chicago 60653
1966 $1

Focus; Black America. Indiana University Bookstore, Mail Order Dept. ,
Bloomington, Indiana 47401 Prices as shown below (add handling charge for
each order)
Afro-American History $1
Black American Hiography, Black American Scientists, Black Americans in
Public Affairs $1
Education and the Afro-American '75C
Black American Literature, Black American Folklore 75C
Fine Arts and the Black American, Music and the Black Amer ican $1
Sociology of the American Negro $1 -

Economic Status and Conditions of the Negro 75C
Afro-American Religion and Church and State Relations 75C
Black Nationalism, The Negro and the Establishment: Law, Politics and the
Courts 75C
Psychology of the Black American, Biological Aspects of Race 750
Black American Athletes, Black American Entertainers and the Entertainment
Industry. 75C
Government Publications on the Negro in America 1948-1968 750
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Foresight, published bi-monthly. Black Teachers Workshop, P.O. box 494,
Detroit, Michigan 48204. 54 $2.50 per year

Foster, Joanna. Books on the American Negro. Scholastic Teacher, February
17, 1967 p. 29

Frantz, John C. (ed. ) Library Outreach. Wilson Library Bulletin. May 1969
pp. 848-903

Freedomways: A Quarterly Review of the Negro Freedom Movement. A "Recent
Books" list appears in each issue, $3. 50 per year

Ginsburg, Sonia. Notes of a Scab Librarian. Libras Journal. March 15, 1969
pp. 1300-1302

Grambs, Jean Dresden. Intergroup Education; Methods and Materials. Prentice-
, Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632 1968 pa. $ 2.95

Guidelines for VISTAs for Use with VISTA Book Kits. National Committee,
National Book Council, One Park Avenue, New York 10016 514

Herskowitz, Herbert and Marlin, Bernard A_. Guide to Reading in American
History: The Unit Approach, NAL. 1966 P2845 604

Hildebrand, Lorraine and Aiken, Richard S. A Bibliography of Afro-American
Print and Non-Print Resources in Libraries of Pierce County, Washington
Tacoma Community College Book Store, 5900 South 12 St. , Tacoma 98465
1969 $5. 50

Hirabayashi, Joanne and Dillon, Barbara. "And the Dark-Faced Child, Listening"
Books about Negroes for Children. School Librarians Association of Marin
County, c/o Mrs. James Mennick, 693 Woodbine Drive, San Rafael, California
94903 1969 75

Hopkins, Lee Bennett. For and about Afro-Americans; Selected Paperbacks for
Children. The Instructor, November 1968. pp. 126-28

Integrated Education: A Report on Race and Schools, Jan-Feb 1969, Issue 37.
Includes a bibliography on "School Integration and Related Topics. " Integrated
Education Associates, 343 S. Dearborn St. , Chicago 60604 $1. 25

Integrated Education: A Report on Race and Schools, March-April 1969, Issue 38.
Includes a bibliography on "School Integration and Related Topics. "' $1

Integrated School Books; A Descriptive Bibliography of 399 Pre-school and Elemen-
tary School Text and Story Books. NAACP Education Department, 1790 Broadway,
New York 10019 1967 $1

Interracial Books for Children. Quarterly, Interracial Books for Children, Inc. ,
9 East 40-1877breNMV orilir=16. 54 ea. , $2. 00 a year



IRCD Bulletin
ireleTrarWriculum for Minority Groups and Black Studies. IRCD Bulletin, May

1969. ERIC Information Center on the Disadvantaged, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York 10027

The School Dropout Today. IRCD Bulletin, September 1968

Some Trends in Education for the Disadvantaged. IRCD Bulletin, March 1968

Disadvantaged Populations; Preface to a Bibliography.. IRCD Bulletin, September
1967 .

Recent Books on the Education of the Disadvantaged. IRCD Bulletin, March 1967

Selected Bibliography; The Socially Disadvantaged and Higher Education. IRCD1
Bulletin, March 1966

Instructional Materials for Urban Schools; A. Bibliography of Multi-Ethnic Textbooks
and Supplementary Materials. American Educational Publishers Institute, 432
Park Avenue, South New York 10016 1969

Intergroup Relations; A Resource Handbook for Elementary School Teachers, Grades
K-3. Publications Distribution Unit, New York State Education Dept. , Albany 12224
1967 50

Intergroup Relations; A Resource Handbook for Elementary School Teachers, Grade
4-6 1963 (Same as above)

Intergroup Relations: A Resource Handbook for 12th Grade Social Studies. 1965
(Same as above)

Jackson, Clara 0. A Bibliography of Afro-American and Other American Minorities
Represented in Library and Library-Related Listings. School of Library Science,
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44240 July 1969

Jackson, Miles M., Jr. A Bibliography of Negro History and Culture for Young
Readers. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1968 $2. 50

The Jewish Heritage Paperback Bookshelf, Jewish Book Month November 15-
December 15, Paperbound Books in Print, November 1968

Johnson, Edwina. Black History: The Early Childhood Vacuum. School Library
Journal, May 1969, pp. 43-44

Kaiser, Ernest. Recent Literature on Black Liberation Struggles and the Ghetto
Crisis (A Bibliographical Survey). Science and Society, Spring 1969

Katz, William Loren. Teachers' Guide to American Negro History. Quadrangle
Books 1968 pa. $2. 25

Keating, Charlotte M. Building Bridges of Understanding. Palo Verde. Publishing
Co. , Inc. , P. 0. Box 5783, Tuscon, Arizona 85705 1967 $2. 95
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Koblitz, Minnie W. (ed. ) The Negro in Schoolroom Literature: Resource Materials
for the Teacher of Kindergarten through the Sixth Grade. Center for Urban Educa-
tion. 33 West 42 Street, New York 10036 1967 25

Lannon, Maria, M. The Black Man in America; An Overview of Negro History
with Bibliography and Basic Book list for K-12. Joseph F. Wagner, Inc. , 55
Park Place, New York 10007 1969 $1

Latin America: An Annotated- List of Materials for Children. Information Center
on Children's Cultures. U. S. Committee for UNICEF, 331 E. 38 St. , New York
10016 1969 $1

Lewis, Gertrude M. and Murow, Esther. Educating Disadvantaged Children in the
Elementary School; An Annotated Bibliography No. 01-35085, Disadvantaged Chil-
dren Series,' No. 5. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402

A Library Guide to Afro-American Studies. John F. Kennedy Memorial Library,
California State College, Los Angeles 90032 8c in stamps

A Library Guide to Mexican-American Studies (same as above)

McAree, J. Select Bibliography of Paperback Books on Africa for Secondary
School Use. Social Studies, December 1966 pp. 304-307

McPherson, Dorothy. Black Power in Print. California Librarian, April 1969
pp. 93-103

McWorter, Gerald A. The Political Sociology of the Negro; A Selective Review of
the Literature. Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith; 315 Lexington Avenue,
New York 10016 504

The Mexican American: A Selected and Annotated Bibliography. The Center. for
Latin American Studies, Stanford University Bookstore, Stanford, California
94305 1969 $2.14.

Millender, Dharathula H. Real Negroes/Honest Settings; Children's and Young
People's Books about Negro Life and History. 1967 American Federation of
Teachers, 1012 14th St. , N. W. , Washington D. C. 20005 $1

Miller, Elizabeth W. The Negro in America; A Bibliography. Harvard University
Press 1966 $6. 95 pa. $2. 95

Mims, A. Grace. Nervous Nellies on Race Relatio,,..? School Library Journal,
March 1967 pp. 101-109

Morris, Effie Lee. Blowing in the Wind; Books on Black History and Life in America.
School Library Journal, March 1969 pp. 122-124

Multi-Ethnic Materials; Selected Bibliographies. Committee on Treatment of
Minorities in Library Books and Other Instructional Materials. David Cohen,
Chairman. American Association of School Librarians, 50 E. Huron St. ,
Chicago, 60611 1969
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Negro Heritage. Monthly. "Recent Books about Negroes" in each issue. Sylvestre
C. Watkins,. Sr., Publisher, 11372 Links Drive, Reston, Virginia 22070, $3.75a year

Negro Heritage Resource Guide; A Bibliography of the Negro in Contemporary
America. The Council Press, 475 Riverside Drive, New York 10027 1967 65

Negro History and Literature; A Selected Annotated Bibliography. American Jewigh
Committee, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, National Federation of
Settlements and Neighborhood Centers, 232 Madison Ave. , New York 10016
1968 Quantity prices

Negro History in \Paperbound Books; An Annotated Bibliography. R. R. Bowker
Co. 1969 254 ea.; 25 for $2. 50; 50, $4; 100, $6; 500, $20

The Negro in American History. Board of Education of the City of New York,
Publication Sales Office, 110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201
1965, $1.

The Negro in American Life and History; A Resource Book for Teachers. San
Francisco Unified School District, 135 Van Ness Ave., San Francisco 94102
1967 $2. 50

The Negro in the United States; A List of Significant Books. NeW York PublicLibrary 1965 54

The Negro in the United States; A LisVof Significant Books, A Supplement to the
Ninth Revised Edition. New York Public Library 1.968 25

The Negro Past and Present; An Annotated Bibliography. Compiled by Mount
Clemens Public Library. Macomb County Library, Dunham Road, Mount Clemens,
Michigan 48043 1968 25

Newman, Killan. A Preliminary Bibliography of Selected Children's Books about
American Indians. Association of American Indian Affairs, Inc., 432 Park Ave.,
New York 10016 1969 54

Nimm, The Negro in Mass Media. Dharanthula H. Millender, ed. Published 6
times a year, $270(37-sinTFoliies, Nimm, Box 1345, Gary, Indiana 46407

On Jews and Judaism; Annotated List of Films and Filmstrips. Institute of Human
Relations, American Jewish Committee, 165 East 56 St. , New York 10022
1969 35

Paperbacks on Intergroup Relations (Annual), National Conference of Christians
and Jews, 43 West 57 St., New York 10019, single copy free, 100 for $1

Paperbound Book Guide for Colleges. R. R. Bowker Co. 1969 54
Paperbound Book Guide for High Schools. R. R. Bowker Co 1969 5(4.
Passow, A. Harry (ed. ) Education inpepressed Arehts . Bibliography, pp. 353-359.Teachers College press. Columbia University 1963 pa. $2.50



Penn, J. E., Wells, E. B., Berch, M. L. (comp. ) The. Negro American in Paperback;
A Selected List of Paperbound Books Compiled and Annotated for Secondary School
Students. National Education Association. 1968 51:1

Phinazee, Annette Hoage (ed. ) Materials by and about American Negroes. Papers
presented at an Institute October 21-23, 1965. Atlanta University School of
Library Service. See also Jackson, Miles M. Jr. A Bibliography of Negro
History and Culture for Young Readers

Ploski, Harry A. and Brown, Roscoe C., Jr. (comps. and eds. ) The Negro
Almanac (with extensive bibliographies). Bellwether Co. , 167 East 67 St. ,
New York 10021 1967 $22

The Police and Race Relations: A Selected Bibliography. The American Jewish
Committee, Institute of Human Relations, 165 East 56 Street, New York 100221966 24

Porter, Dorothy B.A. Working Bibliography on the Negro in the United States.
University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 1968

Prejudice and the Child: A Selected Annotated Bibliography of Research Evaluations
and General Readings. The American Jewish Committee, Institute of Human
Relations, 165 East 65 Street, New York 10022 1965 24

Publications for the ConcernedTeacher, 1968-69: A Catalog of Current Materials.
American Federation of Teachers, 1012-14 St., N. W., Washington, D.C. 20005

Report of the Task Force on Human Rights. NEA, 1201 16th St. , N. W. , Washington,
D.C. 20036 1968 $1

Robinson, Carrie. Media for the Black Curriculum. ALA Bulletin, February 1969
pp. 242-246

Ralph, George. The American Theater, The Negro and The Freedom Mcwement:
A Bibliography, Community Renewal Society, 116 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago
60603, $1

Randolph, Helen H. Urban Education Bibliography: An Annotated Listing. Center
for Urban Education,, 105 Madison Avenue, New York 10016 1968 $1

Research Sources fo-r African Studies. African Studies Center, Michigan State
University, East Lansing 48823

Rollins, Charlemae (ed. ) We Build Together; A Reader's Guide to Negro Life and
Literature for Elementary and High School Use. National Council of Teachers of
English, 508 South Sixth Street, Champaign, Illinois 61820 1967 $1. 50

Salk, Erwin A. A Layman's Guide to'Negro History McGraw-Hill 1967 $5. 95

Selective List of Government Publications about the American Negro. Prince George's
County Memorial Library, Oxon Hill Branch, 5450 Oxon Hill Road, Oxon H ill,
Maryland 20021 1969 Single copy free; 2-10 copies 24 ea; ; 11-25, 14 ea.; more
than 25, 104 ea.



Sklare. Greenblum J. and Ringer, B . B. Not Quite at Home; How an American
JeWish Community Lives with Itself and Its Neighbors, with A Leader's Guide
for Group Discussion. Institute of Human Relations Press, American Jewish
Committee, 165 E. 56 St. , New York 10022, 1969 $1

Smith, G. Roysce. The Human Crisis in America: Publishers' Weekly, July 1,
1968 pp. 43-45

Sterling, Dorothy. The Soul of Learning. En lish Journal February 1968 reprint
NCTE, 508 S. Sixth St. , Champaign, Illinois 61820 10 copies,: $2

Stoffle, Carla J. Public Library Service to the Disadvantaged: A Comprehensive
Annotated Bibliography, 1964-1968. Part I, Library Journal, January 15, 1969
pp. 141-152; Part II, February 1, 1969, pp. 507-515. R. R. Bowker Co. Reprints:
Single copies, 60; 10 copies, $5. 50; 25, $12.50; 50, $22. 50; 100, $40.

Student Protest: Tides of Rebellion in Paperback. Paperbound Books in Print,
August 1969

Tate, Binnie. Integrating Culture: A Credo for Believers. School Library Journal,
May 1969 pp. 39-42

Teaching about Minorities in Classroom Situations. Office of Publications, Board
of Education, City of New York, 110 Livingston St. , Brooklyn 11201 $2

Tell It Like It Is: A:Creative Approach to Understanding the Inner City. Enoch
Pratt Free Library, Baltimore, Maryland 21201 1968 5Q

Tietz; Ronald. The Black American, Past and Present; A Supplementary Study Unit.:
Heritage, History, Culture and Achievements. Hayes School, Publishing Co. , Inc. ,
Wilkinsburg, Pa. , 15221 1968 $1

Treworgy, Mildren L. and Foreman, Paul B. Negroes in the United States: A
Bibliography of Material for Schools--Approvable for Purchase in Pennsylvania
under NDEA Provisions, with a Supplement of Recent Materials on other American
Minority Peoples. School Series No. 1, University Park, Pa. 16802 1967 $2. 50

The Tyranny of Poverty; A Selected Bibliography. The American Jewish Committee,
Institute of Human Relations, 165 East 56th Street, New York 10022 1966 25

Vogel, Virgil J. Th:3 Indian in American History. Integrated Education Associates
343 S. Dearborn St. , Chicago 60604 1968 54

Watt, Lois B. (comp.) Literature for Disadvantaged Children: A- Bibliography
No. FS 5237: 37019 U.S. Office of Health, Education, and Welfare 1968 20c

Weber, J. Sherwood (ed.) Good Reading; A Guide for Serious Readers. Committee
on College Reading. Rev. ed. NAL MQ985 1969 95

'Weber, Olga, S. Paperbound Books in Print. R. R. Bowker Co. Monthly with 3-
times-a-year cumulative issues, $23. 50; cumulative issues available separately,
$18. 50 a year, or $9.25 each
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Weinberg, Meyer. Afro-American History; Separate or Interracial? Integrated
Education Associates, 343 S. Dearborn St. , Chicago 60064 1968 20 p. 50c

Weinberg, Meyer. Desegregation Research; An Appraisal. Phi Delta Kappa
(available from Integrated Education), 1968 pa. $2. 50

Weinberg, Meyer. Integrated Education; A Reader. Glencoe Press 1968 pa.
$4. 95

Weinberg, Meyer. Learning Together; A Book on Integrated Education 1964 $1. 75

Weinberg, Meyer. Race and Place; A Legal History of the Neighborhood School.
U.S. Government. Printing Office No. FS5238:38005 1967 45c

Weinberg, Meyer. (ed. ) Research on School Desegregation: Review and Prospect.
Integrated Education 1965 75C

Weinberg, Meyer. (ed. ) School Integration; A Comprehensive Classified Biblio-
graphy of 3, 100 References. Integrated Education Associates 1967 $3. 95,
Pt'. .$1.95

Welsch, Erwin K. The Negro in the United States; A Research Guide. Indiana
University Press 1968 $1. 85

Willard, Charles B. (ed. ) Your Reading; A Book List for Junior High Schools.
Prepared by NCTE Committee. NAL 1966 T2915 75c

Witz, John E. Books in American History; A Basic List for High Schools.
Indiana University Press 1964 $1

Woodward, C . Vann. The Hidden Sources of Negro History. Saturday Review,
January 11, 1969 pp, 18-22

Wolfe, Ann G. About 100 Books; A Gateway to Better Intergroup Understanding.
The American Jewish Committee, Institute of Human Relations. 1965 35C

Wright, James E. Help Change the Pecking Order; A Booklist for Negro History
Week. Library Journal, January 15, 1969 pp. 153-155



BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RECORDS

To deny records to students of Afro-American history would be to ignore

that blacks in America have "soul: " Many records are available which illustrate

this major feature of black culture in America. The following selection was

acquired by one member of the committee this year or had been collected in

previous years. Many other records exist; the following list is thus only a

small fraction of what is available.

I. MUSIC OF AFRICA

African Drums
AfriCan Tribal Music
Freedom Fighters of Algeria
Cameroons, Music of
Congo, Western, Folk Music of
Egypt, Songs of
Negro Fblk Music of Africa
Somali Rephblic, Songs of
Watutsi, Songs of

Folkway Library # FE 4502A
Esoterch # 5513-s-2461
Folkway Library # FD 5441
Folkway Library # FE 4372
Folkway Library # FE 4427
Folkway Library# FW 6925
Ethnic Folkway Library # FE 4500
Folkway Library # FD 5443 -

Folkway Library #. FE 4428

II "SOUL MUSIC IN AMERICA: JAZZ, BLUES, POPULAR

Armstrong, Louis.
Charles, Ray. The Best of"
Cosby, Bill. "Bill Cosby Sings"
Cosby, Bill. "Hooray for the

1
Salvation Army Band"

Disneyland, Dukes of. !'Dixieland"
Ellington, Duke. '.'The Best of"
Fitzgerald, Ella. MistyBlue"
Franklin, Aretha. "Queen of. Soul"
Golden Gate Quartet. "Spirituals"
Jazz Odyssey: "Sounds of New

Orleans, 1917-1947"
Jazz Odyssey: "Sound of Harlem"
Jazz, History of, in 11 volumes

Odetta. "The Best of"
Seeger, Pete. "Carnegie Hall

Concert"
Yantis, Dave. "There's a New

Wind a-Blowint"

Decca # DL 74137
Design Drcords, # D1P 245
Warner Bros.Record

" # 1728
Columbia Record # CS 8766
Capital Record # DT 1602
Capital Record # ST 2888
Harmony # HS 11274
Columbia Record # C 73472

Columbia Record # C 3L 30
Columbia Record # C 3L 33
Folkway. Records # FJ 2801 to

FJ 2811
Traditional-Everest # 2052

Columbia # CS 8901

World Library # 1930 SM



III ORAL

African History, An Overview. Records # EA 905

Baldwin, James. Black Man in America., An Interview. Credo Records

Black Pioneers in American History. Listening Library Records.
Eartha Kitt and Moses Gunn read autobiographies of black leaders

who helped forge America.

Black Protest. Listening Library Records.
The protests of American Negroes against slavery, oppression and

discrimination are presented in this 3 record set which includes the
words of King, Malcolm X, Carmichael and others.

Brown, John. Activity Records.
A condensation of Benet's lengthy work adopted especially for high

school listening.

Burrows, Vinie. The Black Scene in Prose, Poetry and Song. Listening
Library Records.

A one-woman show with guitar accompaniment which includes works
from Stephen Vincent Benet,_Sojourner Truth, Robert Hayden, Langston
Hughes and others.

Cosby, Bill. Its True, Its True. Warner Brothers Records, # 1770.

. 200 MPH. Warner Brothers Records # 166,7.
pit

. Wonderfulness. Warner Brothers Records # 1634.

Damas, Leon. Black Poetry. Folkway Records # FL 9924.
Damas reads with great emotional impact in French.

Dennis, R. Ethel. Black Pathfinders. Listening Library Records.
A black author, lecturer and educator presents a panorama of noted

black personalities and leaders during ancient times who helped shape
world civilization. Based on her radio program emanating from New
Haven, Connecticut.

Douglass, Frederick. "Autobiography" Folkway Record # FH 5522.
Contains excerpts from the autobiography of the great abolitionist

read with great feeling by a black actor.

Gregory, Dick. Poppy Records (no number )
The black comic speaks with great sarcasm on such subjects as Spiro

Agnew, Nixon's "southern strategy, " the Pueblo incident, patriotism,
moon landings, etc.

Gregory, Dick. "The Light Side; The Dark Side." Poppy Records,
(no number).

This is a transcription of Gregory's, speech to 'an integrated student-=
'audience at the University of-Alabama in 1969. The speech is largely
political and reflects the comic's despair for the future well-being of,the
nation.
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"Hand Is On the Gate, A" Verve Folkways Record # FV 9040 OC.
A recordingozd a broadway production which uses both music and

poetry to illustrate various phases of black history and problems.

Hughes, Lanston. "Short Stories by Black Authors: " Caedmon Record
# TG 1222,

King, Dr. Martin L. Jr., # 929.
Includes such famous speeches as the "Drum Major" and his

funeral eulogy.

. "Freedom at Last. " Look Up Records No Number.
'We complete recording of Dr. King's August 23, 1963 speech at

Washington, D. C.

Kennedy, John F. "Kennedy and the Negro. " Ebony Record (no number).
Utilizes excerpts from several Kennedy speeches to highlight his

commitment to ci vil rights.

Lincoln, Abraham. Lonesome Train: A Lincoln Treasury. Decca Record
# DL 9065.

Uses prose, poetry and song to, praise the martyred president.

Malcolm X. Message to the Grass Roots. Grass Roots Record, no number.

Negro History. Adventures in Negro History. Highlight Radio Productions
Record # 101.

Offers vignettes of such black greats as Nino, Estevancio, Attucks,
Salem, Douglass, Pinchback and Du Bois.

Negro History. Adventures in Negro History. Vol. II. The Frederick
Douglass Years, 1817-1895. Highlight Radio Productions Record #1102.

Surveys the highlights of American history from the perspective of
one of the giants of the 19th century.

Negro History. Adventures in Negro History. Vol. III The Afro-American's
Quest for Education, A Black Odyssey. Highlight Radio Productions
Record # 103.

Surveys the problems of education for blacks in America from
colonial times to the historic 1954 Supreme Court decision.

.Negro History; Glory of. Folkway Record # FC 7752.
A, series of vignettes.

Sit In Story. Folkway Record # FH 5502.
Includes comments by Dr. Martin Luther King and Rev. Ralph Abernathe.

We Shall Overcome. Roadside Records # BR 592.
A documentary account of the "march on Washington," August 23, 1963

withexcerpts of such personalities as Pres. Kennedy, Joan Baez, Dr. King,
Marian Anderson, Oddetta, Rabbi J. Prinz, Bob Dylan, Whitney Young,
John Lewis, Roy Wilkins, Walter Reuther, Peter, Paul and Mary, Bayard
Rustin and A. Philip Randolph,-



BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FILM STRIPS

DEALING WITH AFRO - AMERICAN HISTORY

L. Africa: A Continent in Ferment, produced by Life
Offers a brief .survey of elementary geography and history of

the continent as it appeared about 1.960.

2. A frican Art and Culture, produced by Warren Schloat Production Inc. ,
Pleasantville, New York, 10570.

a) I: The Early Art of Africa.
(2) II: African Sculpture
(3) HI: African Masks

This series offers the student a detailed insight into the cultural
aspects of ancient Africa and delves into other cultural concepts as well.

3. South Africa, Dynamic Progress, Produced by the. Ministry of Information and
available at 805 South Street, Baldwin, New York, 11510.

This, filmstrip offers an idyllic view of the Republic. It is more
valuable as an example of propaganda than as fact.

4. Chains of Slavery, 1800-1865, produced by Encyclopedia Britannica
Education Corp.
525 No. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois

A six volume set which offers close up views o f specific areas
of history during the slave era of the 19th centary.

(1) Harriet Tubman
(2) Frederick Douglass
(3) Black People in the Free North, 1860.
(4) Black People in the Slave South, 1850.
(5) Nat Turner's Rebellion
(6) Black People in the Civil War.

5. Separate and Unequal, 1865-1910.. Produced by Encyclopedia Britannica (see
address above).

Another six volume set following the same format as in Chains of
Slavery cited above.

(1) Booker T. Washington
(2) Bishop Turner, Black Nationalist
(3) Black People in the North, 1900
(4) Black People in the South, 1877-1900
(5) The Black Codes
(6) Separate but Unequal



BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FILM STRIPS, (Con. )

6. Black Odyssey: History of the American Negro, produced by Educational
Audio Visual, Pleasantville, New York, 10570.

Offers a general survey of some of the highlights of black history.
in A merica.

(1) Vol. I: 1619-1865
(2) Vol. II: 1865-1961.

7. John Brown's Body, produced by Educational Audio Visual (see address above).

This film strip is correlated with a record which presents interesting
insights in the biography of one of America's most controversial abolitionists.

8. Jazz, produced by Educational Audio Visual.

This four volume set offers an interesting overview of the evolution
of American jazz from its earliest beginnings torrecent times. It is
correlated with records. The major fault with the set is that the musical
excerpts tend to be all too brief.

(1) Vol. I: New Orleans, the Birth of Jazz
(2) Vol.II: Chicago: The Golden Age of Jazz
(3) Vol.III.:The Years When Swing Was King
(4) Vol. I:From Bebop till Today

9. Minorities Have Made America Great, produced by Warren
Productions. Inc. Pleasantville, New York, 10570.

Stresses contributions of minorities. Parts
are devoted to Afro-American accomplishes. Others
series deal with the Irish, the Jews, the Italians

Schloat

1 and 2

in the
, the Germans.

10. They Have Overcome, produced by Warren Schloat Production, Inc.

Correlated with records, this series presents the views of specific
contemporary blacks who endeavor to portray the obstacles to success
for blacks living in a white world.

(1) Gordon Parks
(2) Claude Brown
(3) Dr. J. Corner
(4) Dr. Dorothy Brown
(5) Charles Lloyd

11. Growing Up Black, produced by Warren Schloat Production, Inc..

Correlated with records, this set uses the same format as
mentioned in #.11.

(1) The story of Cleve McDowell
(2) The story of Carolyn Guilloin
(3) and (4) The story of Jenny Peace

LI
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FILM STRIPS, (Con. )

'12. The History of the American Negro, Available through Listening Library
1 Park Avenue
Old Greenwich, Conn.
06870

Offers a survey of. many of the important highlights of Afro-Americans
from earliest times to the 1960s.

(1) From Africa to America
(2) Slavery in the Young American Republic
(3) Slavery in a House Divided
(4) The Negro in the Civil War and Reconstruction
(5)./The Negro in the Gilded Age
(6) The Negro in the 20th Century
(7) The Negro Fights for the Four Freedoms
(8) The Threshold of Equality

13. American Negroes, available through Listening Library (see address above).

Offers an elementary view of eight outstanding blacks who contributed
much to Arrierican history. .

(1) Harriet Tubman
(2) Frederick Douglass
(3) Booker T. Washington
(4) Jackie Robinson
(5) Sojourner Truth
(6) Martin Luther King
(7) George Washington Carver
(8) Mary McLeod Bethune

14. Negroes in America, available through Listening Library.

From slavery to freedom in civil rights. Black Americans and
their goals. Splits in the civil rights movement, Progress in jobs and
education. White backlash. The New Negro militancy. Produced in
June, .1969.
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